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One sings the Marseillaise for its words, of course, but
one sings it especially for the mass of emotions that it
stirs in our subconscious.
- Maurice Barrds (1902) 1
I. INTRODUCTION
Young children across America begin the school day with
ritualized expressions of loyalty to the United States. With hands
on their hearts, they pledge allegiance to the flag of the United
States of America and to the republic for which it stands. They sing
the national anthem, celebrating the flag that stood through the
night over the land of the free and the home of the brave. They fix
their young eyes on the omnipresent stars and stripes and learn to
treat it as a sacred object. It may never touch the ground, it may
never fly under another flag, and it must be folded just so.
American heroes become their heroes and national holidays a cause
for pride and celebration. And, if all goes well, by the time they
finish elementary school they are well-devoted to the state and its
symbols.
The prevailing view among scholars critical of the use of public
schools to inculcate patriotism is that it undermines both individual
rights of conscience and the democratic process itself. It does so,
they argue, by depriving children of the opportunity to form their
own beliefs and by distorting the marketplace of ideas by inculcating
the same beliefs in the vast majority of Americans.2 These scholars

Quoted in DAVID I. KERTZER, RITUAL, POLITICS, AND POWER 174 (1988).
2

See Stephen E. Gottlieb, In the Name of Patriotism:The Constitutionalityof"Bending"

History in PublicSecondary Schools, 62 N.Y.U. L. REV. 497, 501 (1987) (arguing that because
public school students are "uniquely captive" and because indoctrination undermines First
Amendment values, constitutional scrutiny of school texts should exist). Legal scholars who
have criticized the inculcation of patriotism in schools have typically done so in the context
of critiquing"values inculcation" generally. See, e.g., Stephen Arons & Charles Lawrence III,
The Manipulationof Consciousness:A FirstAmendment CritiqueofSchooling, 15 HARV. C.R.C.L. L. REV. 309, 309 (1980) (discussing how school's "inculcat[ion] of values in young minds"
threatens basic First Amendment rights); Robert D. Kamenshine, The First Amendment's
Implied Political Establishment Clause, 67 CAL. L. REv. 1104, 1110 (1979) (advocating
political establishment clause "to minimize government distortion of the democratic process");
Martin H. Redish & Kevin Finnerty, What Did You Learn in School Today? Free Speech,
Values Inculcation, and the Democratic-EducationalParadox, 88 CORNELL L. REV. 62, 62
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further argue that children are vulnerable to patriotic inculcation
because they lack the rational skills, information, and experience
necessary to critically evaluate what they are being taught.3 This
diagnosis of the problem is reflected in the antidotes that legal
scholars have called for to protect against the presumed risks of
patriotic education,4 including most prominently "teaching the
conflict" over patriotism and a "warts and all" approach to American
history.5 These and other similar antidotes to the dangers of
(2002) (advocating "anti-indoctrination" model that would allow courts to curb "governmental
erosions of free thought" in schools); Tyll van Geel, The Search for ConstitutionalLimits on
GovernmentalAuthority to Inculcate Youth, 62 TEX. L. REv. 197, 203 (1983) (arguing courts
have inadequately protected student interests by granting too much weight to governmental
interests in "inculcating and indoctrinating youth"); Mark G. Yudof, Library Book Selection

and the Public Schools: The Quest for the Archimedean Point, 59 IND. L.J. 527, 528 (1984)
(attempting to find balance between narrowly tailored education which stresses particular
values, and "autonomy... stressed at the price of education"); James C. O'Brien, Note, The
Promise of Pico: A New Definition of Orthodoxy, 97 YALE L.J. 1805, 1805-06 (1988)
(questioning whether decision in Board of Education v. Pico effectively protected students
from school orthodoxy, including political orthodoxy). For non-legal scholars making similar
arguments, see ROBERT E. CLEARY, POLITICAL EDUCATION IN THE AMERICAN DEMOCRACY 115
(1971) ("The inculcation of a value or the authoritarian imposition of a viewpoint... is simply
not appropriate in a democracy."); JUDITHV. TORNEY, A.N. OPPENHEIM & RUSSELL F. FARNEN,
Civic EDUCATION IN TEN COUNTRIES: AN EMPIRICAL STUDY 30 (1975) (stating that certain
"consensual values," including political values, are internalized through education in early

childhood and adolescence); William Ayers, Heartsand Minds: MilitaryRecruitmentand the
HighSchool Battlefield,in PLEDGINGALLEGIANCE: THE POLITICS OF PATRIOTISM INAMERICA'S
SCHOOLS 99, 102 (Joel Westheimer ed., 2007) [hereinafter PLEDGINGALLEGIANCE] (discussing
military style "obedience training" and its corrosive impact on education, particularly in
poorer schools).
3 See, e.g., RICHARD E. DAwSON & KENNETH PREwITr, POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION: AN

ANALYTIC STUDY 60 (Gabriel A. Almond, James S. Coleman & Lucian W. Pye eds., 1969)
("Political socialization begins... before the child has the capacity actually to understand and
order for himself abstract political symbols and relationships.").
" As will be discussed below, the definition ofpatriotism is politically contested terrain,
and there is, in fact, no one accepted definition of the word. In this Article, patriotism
generally refers to positive feelings and a sense of loyalty toward the nation state and its
symbols. While one could quibble with this definition, it is intended here as a shorthand for
the cumbersome phrase "positive feelings and a sense of loyalty toward the nation state and
its symbols." Positive feelings include trust, love, respect, attachment, and other similarly
positive feelings. Where a different meaning is intended, it will be noted. When in
quotations, the word patriotism refers to whatever the author of the quotation intended.
' See, e.g., Gottlieb, supra note 2, at 577 ("[C]hildren should grow up with some
knowledge, experience, and understanding of the crucial role the conflict of ideas has .... );
see also GERALD GRAFF, BEYOND THE CULTURE WARS: How TEACHING THE CONFLICTS CAN
REVITALIZE AMERICAN EDUCATION 14-15 (1992) (arguing that teaching conflicts allows
students to seek truth through debate, rather than exposing them to points of view not
debated before their eyes); TONI MARIE MASSARO, CONSTITUTIONAL LITERACY: A CORE
CURRICULUM FOR A MULTICULTURAL NATION 141 (1993) ("Where consensus ends and conflict
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inculcating patriotism in schools rest upon the common assumption
that political beliefs are primarily the outcome of deliberative
cognitive processes. They also assume that the primary problem
with patriotic education is that it deprives children of unbiased
information.6
Scholars have, however, both misdiagnosed the root of the
problem and underestimated its gravity. They have done so by
wrongly assuming that the inculcation of patriotism in schools is a
rationally mediated process. In doing so, they neglect a far more
namely, their
significant vulnerability in young children:
susceptibility to emotional conditioning. Scholars have generally
not recognized that the bulk of patriotic education takes place in
early elementary school, before children have reached a level of
maturity where predominantly cognitive approaches to patriotic
education might be possible.7 At this early point, patriotic education
works primarily through non-cognitive ritualized practices that
embed affective predispositions in a child's emotional
unconscious-a fact not recognized by legal scholars, who have
tended to ignore, or minimize, the role of ritualized patriotic
exercises in inculcating patriotic beliefs.8 These ritual practices "in

overtakes us, educators should follow Gerald Grafts advice to teach the conflicts that are
present in society-not attempt to resolve them for the students.").
6

See, e.g., MARTIN H. REDISH, THE LOGIC OF PERSECUTION: FREE EXPRESSION AND THE

MCCARTHY ERA 197 (2005) ("[The ability to think critically and to reason cognitively is
necessary to enable each child to evaluate her environment over time."); Ayers, supra note 2,
at 102 ("A vibrant democratic culture requires free people with minds of their own capable
of making independent judgments."); van Geel, supra note 2, at 270 (arguing that greater
amounts of schooling encourage development of flexible and rational ways of thinking).
7 See generally GRAFF, supra note 5; MASSARO, supra note 5; Gottlieb, supra note 2;
Kamenshine, supra note 2; Redish & Finnerty, supra note 2; van Geel, supra note 2. Geel,
Gottlieb, Graff, Kamenshine, Massaro, and Redish & Finerty each fail to distinguish between
elementary school and high school. The fact that the majority of patriotic education takes
place in elementary school has been recognized by non-legal scholars. See RICHARD E.
DAWSON, KENNETH PREWIT' & KAREN S. DAWSON, POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION: AN ANALYTIC

STUDY 58 (Gabriel A. Almond, James S. Coleman & Lucian W. Pye eds., 1977) ("[Flor the
most part developments during [adolescence] involve the crystallization and internalization
of patterns established earlier."); GLADYS A. WIGGIN, EDUCATION AND NATIONALISM: AN
HISTORICAL INTERPRETATION OF AMERICAN EDUCATION 14 (1962) ("[It is the elementary
school which carries the burden of education for nationalism....").
8 For example, in his otherwise excellent article on patriotic education Steven Gottlieb
never discussed the role of ritual. Gottlieb, supra note 2. Gottlieb is not alone, however, as
discussion of the role of ritual in legal scholarship on patriotic education in schools is almost
uniformly lacking. See, e.g., REDISH, supra note 6, at 178-99 (focusing primarily on
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one sense... are the acting out of one's sense of awe toward what
is symbolized by the ritual" and in another sense "emphasize the
collective nature of patriotism."9 Moreover, ritual is particularly
effective in early elementary school because emotional associations
in children are relatively undeveloped and highly malleable.
Children are primed for conditioning.
If it were the case that early affective predispositions gave way
to rationally mediated beliefs as individuals matured, this
conditioning would perhaps be less problematic. Indeed, part of the
reason that existing arguments against patriotic education have
lacked purchase is that their underlying theory-that beliefs are
rational responses to available information and data-implies that
if patriotic beliefs are indeed irrational and based on
misinformation, individuals will adjust those beliefs as they grow
older and are exposed to a more realistic view of the state. A
growing body of literature in the neurological and cognitive sciences
suggests, however, that when political attitudes are emotionally
conditioned during childhood, they are not easily jettisoned-and,
indeed, are rarely even questioned by most individuals. °
In this light, conditioning of emotional predispositions in
childhood is a far greater threat to freedom of conscience than
biased presentation alone, although the latter may compound the
former. Put differently, it is not lack of information or even the

education, rather than ritual, as source of values inculcation of children); Arons & Lawrence,
supranote 2, at 309 (discussing problems with inculcation of values by teaching them, but not
through ritualistic practice); Ayers, supra note 2, at 102 (discussing corrosive impact of
military culture, such as learning to simply "follo[w] orders," on education); Betsy Levin,
Educating Youth for Citizenship: The Conflict Between Authority and Individual Rights in
the Public School, 95 YALE L.J. 1647, 1653-54 (1986) (arguing that best way to teach students
democratic values is to protect their individual rights but failing to mention ritual); van Geel,
supra note 2, at 199-203 (asserting that government inculcates youth through control of
school books, without mention of ritual). The central role of ritual and emotional learning in
patriotic education has been recognized by non-legal scholars. See ANNE E. FREEDMAN & P.E.
FREEDMAN, THE PSYCHOLOGY OF POLITICAL CONTROL: COMPRISING DIALOGUES BETWEEN A
MODERN PRINCE AND HIS TUTOR ON THE APPLICATION OF BASIC PSYCHOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES
TO THE REALM OF POLITICS 108 (1975) ("Educators in the Soviet Union believe that young
children cannot absorb complicated ideological information, so preschool teachers emphasize
character molding and the laying of a foundation for later political learning. Children are
given very little political information at first. However, there is a definite attempt to
establish an attachment to the state.").
' DAWSON & PREWTIT, supra note 3, at 157.
10 See infra Part V.
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absence of experience per se that sets young children apart from
adults, but their openness to conditioning through ritual and other
forms of emotional learning. Additionally, because affective
predispositions conditioned through such learning resist rational
reconstruction, experience, and subsequent exposure to unbiased
information is not a reliable counter. Once complete, emotional
conditioning is much harder to undo than most scholars have
recognized or wanted to believe. The only viable approach-if the
aim is to protect rights of conscience-is to restrict the ability of the
state to engage in such conditioning practices in the first instance.
In other words, the right to freedom of conscience must include not
only the right to form one's opinions and beliefs free from biased
presentation of the facts, but also the right to form-or not
form-emotional attachments to the state and its symbols free from
deliberate governmental manipulation."
Part II of this Article discusses the context of the patriotism
debate. First, it places intensified efforts in the wake the attacks
of September 11, 2001 to inculcate patriotism in public schools in a
historical context. It then contests the widespread notion that
patriotism is a "consensus" value, arguing instead that patriotism
is exactly the type of politically partisan value that the U.S.
Supreme Court has, in other circumstances, held to be inappropriate
for schools to inculcate in children.
Part III looks at how the Supreme Court and legal scholars have
treated patriotic education-typically in the context of a broader
debate over the inculcation of values in public schools. It argues
that the right to freedom of conscience is inconsistent with the use
of ritual to condition patriotic beliefs in young children since such
children cannot meaningfully consent to participate in such
indoctrinating activities. It further argues that while some legal
" To be clear, this Article presupposes that schools can inculcate values in
students-provided that the values are not religious or politically partisan and do not
undermine fundamental democratic values such as individual autonomy and equality. This
position has been defended eloquently by others-and is taken as a given here. See, e.g.,
MASSARO, supra note 5, at 141 (advocating teaching conflicts instead of resolving them for
students). This Article takes aim, however, at ritualized and symbolic methods of inculcating
patriotism in elementary school children that embed patriotic predispositions in their
emotional unconscious at a time when young children are especially vulnerable to emotional
manipulation.
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scholars have correctly identified patriotic education as a threat to
both rights of conscience and democratic values, they have neglected
the role of emotion and ritual in patriotic education. They have also
failed to appreciate the unique vulnerability of young children-who
are the target of the most intense patriotic indoctrination. As such,
they have underappreciated and undersold the harms of patriotic
education and have proposed solutions that do not address the heart
of the problem.
Part IV describes the primary role of ritual, symbolic attachment,
and emotion in the conditioning of patriotic beliefs in elementary
school children. It also explores psychological evidence of the unique
vulnerability of children to ritual and other emotionally-laden
methods of inculcating patriotism.
Part V relies upon a growing body of research in the cognitive
sciences to argue that most people make political decisions in an
automatic, emotional, and "gut level" manner. It further argues
that affective predispositions, such as those conditioned in children
as part of patriotic education, strongly determine political beliefs,
attitudes, and choices-suggesting a need to re-evaluate how rights
to political conscience are protected in the classroom.
Part VI argues that patriotic education undermines both
individual autonomy rights and the democratic process-and does
so more indelibly than previously recognized by legal scholars.
First, by conditioning affective predispositions in children that
sharply constrain their future conceptions of political reality, shape
their political beliefs, and motivate their political decisions, patriotic
education infringes upon the right to freedom of conscience. Second,
by conditioning the same symbolic attachments in the vast majority
of Americans, patriotic education contributes to the manipulation of
the public by political power holders, legitimizes anti-democratic
aspects of the American political system, and distorts political
discourse as to matters wholly unrelated to patriotism.
Finally, the Conclusion of this Article proposes that symbolic and
ritualistic patriotic education has no place in public elementary
schools and offers preliminary thoughts on several constitutionally
permissible alternatives.
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II. THE CONTEXT OF THE DEBATE
A. BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Schools have long been used to inculcate a sense of patriotism in
young children. As early as 1890, educator and Civil War veteran
George T. Balch wrote in his book, Methods for TeachingPatriotism
in the Public Schools, that public schools could serve as "a mighty
engine for the inculcation of patriotism."12 Balch argued that even
though children did not understand what a nation was, patriotic
teachers could teach children to feel love and duty for their country
in the same way religious teachers taught students to love God
before they could understand it. i" His approach-"flag rituals"
modeled after religious catechisms' 4-was adopted by a wide range
of educators, including those "charged with Americanizing
immigrants in the new urban schools" and with assimilating Native
American tribes "by removing 'Indian' children from their homes
and placing them into state boarding schools." 5 Public schools were
similarly used in Hawaii to "successfully Americanize" its "oriental"
people after Hawaii was forcefully annexed by the United States
in 1898.16

12

(1890).

GEORGE T. BALCH, METHODS OF TEACHING PATRIOTISM IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, at vii

13 See id. at 4-9 (describing challenge of teaching young children about their nation and
advocating patriotic education from beginning of all education); see also Cecelia O'Leary,
PatriotActs: This Isn't the First Time, in PLEDGING ALLEGIANCE, supra note 2, at 153, 158
(summarizing Balch's message).
14 See BALCH, supra note 12, at 9-16 (granting flag as reward for good conduct). Balch
explained, "there is nothing which impresses the youthful mind and excites its emotions more
forcibly or permanently than the observance of form." Id. at 32.
15 OLeary, supra note 13, at 158. That patriotic education was first directed primarily
at immigrants is not surprising given Balch's self-described purpose was to instill discipline
and loyalty in "th[e] human scum, cast on our shores by the tidal wave of a vast immigration."
BALCH, supranote 12, at xxvi; see also Cecilia O'Leary &Tony Platt, PledgingAllegiance Does
Not a PatriotMake, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 25, 2001, at M6 (describing Balch's beliefs regarding
patriotic education).
16 See WIGGIN, supra note 7, at 464-97 (documenting and praising successful use of
schools to inculcate nationalism and "Americanize" the "oriental" people of Hawaii-which
consisted of large numbers of Japanese, Filipinos, Chinese and Hawaiians); Hawaii's Official
Tourism Site- History ofHawaii, httpJ/www.gohawaii.com/abouthawaii/learn/history-cult
ure (last visited Jan. 25, 2009) (noting that Hawaii became United States territory in 1898).
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Even outside of efforts to assimilate immigrants and indigenous
people, American public schools have historically taken "the
teaching of patriotism very seriously. " 1 7 Diane Ravitch, an
education historian and former United States Assistant Secretary
of Education under George H.W. Bush, has noted that "[s]ince the
earliest days of public education, the schools were expected to teach
students about the history, culture, and symbols of America and to
encourage them to feel part of the nation." 8 Explaining how schools
achieved this, Professor Ravitch continued:
The school day began with the Pledge of Allegiance,
every classroom displayed an American flag, the flag
was raised each day over the school, and students
learned the songs of the American civil religion-the
national anthem, "God Bless America," "Columbia, the
Gem of the Ocean," "America the Beautiful," "My
Country, 'Tis of Thee," and so on.' 9
Historian Howard Zinn agrees:
[AIll of us who grew up in the United States, as soon as
we entered first grade, were taught to have pride in our
nation .... "
Even before we knew what the words meant, we were
reciting, in unison, the Pledge of Allegiance, "with
liberty and justice for all." We sang "The Star Spangled
Banner," ending with the words "the land of the free,
20
and the home of the brave."
And, for over a century, when the United States has gone to war,
so have its schools. 2' For example, soon after the Spanish-American
Diane Ravitch, CelebratingAmerica, in PLEDGINGALLEGIANCE, supranote 2, at 91,92.
'8 Ravitch, supra note 17, at 92. Diane Ravitch is now a research professor at New York
17

University's Steinhardt School of Culture, Education, and Human Development. Diane
Ravitch - Faculty Bio, httpJ/steinhardt.nyu.edu/faculty-bios/view/Diane-Ravitch (last visited
Jan. 25, 2009).
'9 Ravitch, supra note 17, at 92.
0 Howard Zinn, Foreword to PLEDGING ALLEGIANCE, supranote 2, at xi, xi.
21 See Stephan F. Brumberg, New York City Schools March Off to War: The Nature and
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war began in 1898, the New York State legislature instructed
schools to implement
"a program providing for a salute to the flag.., at the
opening of each day of school." Daily rituals aimed at
reaching children's hearts were backed up with new
civics curriculums to secure their minds with heroic
images of virile soldiers and the honor of dying for one's
country. A typical children's primer published in 1903
taught that "B stood for Battles" and Z for the zeal "that
has carried us through/When fighting for justice/With
the Red, White and Blue."2 2
Similarly, immediately following the declaration of war in World
War I, the New York City Board of Education requested all teachers
to sign the following statement:
We, the undersigned teachers in the public schools of the
City of New York, declare our unqualified allegiance to
the Government of the United States of America, and
pledge ourselves by word and example to teach and
impress upon our pupils the duty of loyal obedience and
patriotic service, as the highest ideal of American
citizenship.2 3
B. THE RECENT RESURGENCE OF PATRIOTIC EDUCATION

In this historical context, it was thus not surprising that a new
wave of patriotic education swept the country following
September 11, 2001 and continued with the Afghanistan and Iraq
wars. As one of many examples, in November 2001 the Nebraska
State Board of Education passed a "Patriotism Bill" reaffirming its
commitment to a Cold War statute known as the Nebraska

Extent of Participationof the City Schools in the Great War, April 1917-June 1918, 24 URB.
EDUC. 440, 440 (1990) (describing New York City schools' efforts to contribute to war effort
by encouraging patriotism and promoting Americanization during World War I).
2 OLeary & Platt, supra note 15, at M6 (alteration in original).
"
Brumberg, supranote 21, at 446.
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Americanism Law.24 The first paragraph of this statute proposes
that one of the "first duties of [the] educational system" is to produce
"men" who love America by conducting "its activities, choos [ing] its
textbooks, and arrang[ing] its curriculum in such a way that the
love of liberty, justice, democracy, and America will be instilled in
the hearts and minds of the youth of the state."25 Moreover, because
young children are the "most susceptible to the acceptance of
principles and doctrines that will influence men and women
throughout their lives," the statute takes aim at children "below the
sixth grade."26 Specifically, it provides that elementary school
children shall sing "patriotic songs[,I memorize the Star Spangled
Banner and America[,] . ..develop[ I ...reverence for the flag,"27
and learn history from textbooks approved by a "committee on
Americanism" and taught in such a way as "to develop a love of
country."28 These American history courses should emphasize
"American heroes"29 and "adequately stress contributions of all
ethnic groups ...to the war services in all wars of this nation."

°

Nebraska was not alone in this renewed commitment to patriotic
education in the wake the attacks of September 11, 2001.
Lawmakers in several states introduced laws that would have
required students to take "patriotism classes."3 ' Numerous
states-including Connecticut, Illinois, Missouri, Minnesota,
Colorado, Mississippi, and Indiana-considered or adopted laws
requiring that the pledge of allegiance be recited daily during the
school day.32

' Joel Westheimer, Politics and Patriotism in Education, in PLEDGING ALLEGIANCE,
supranote 2, at 171, 171; see also NEB. REV. STAT. § 79-724 (Supp. 2002) (containing language

of statute).
2
NEB. REV. STAT. § 79-724 (Supp. 2002).
26 id.
2
Id. § 79-724(3)(b)-(c).
28 Id. § 79-724(1), (4).
29 Id. § 79-724(3)(a).
38 Id. § 79-724(2).
"' See John Gehring, States Weigh Bills to Stoke Students' Patriotism,EDUC. WEEK,

Mar. 27, 2002, at 19, 22 (discussing proposed Colorado statute that originally would have
required "age appropriate" patriotism classes and was later amended to encourage, rather
than require, such classes).
32 Lawmakers Push to Make PledgeMandatoryin Schools, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Mar. 3,2002,
available at httpJ/www.freedomforum.org/templates/document.asp?document]D=15809.
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Other states-including Michigan, Florida, Utah, Arizona,
Virginia, Louisiana and New Jersey-required or considered
requiring the posting of "In God We Trust" in all public schools. 3
And, in a largely symbolic but indicative measure, the Florida
legislature required, at an estimated cost of $2.8 million, that every
school classroom-including every classroom in every community
college and university-display an American flag of at least two feet
by three feet, made in the United States, properly erected on a
pole.34
Even without specific direction from state legislatures, individual
schools stepped up their emphasis on patriotism in the classroom.
More than 30 million people were shown a video entitled Patriotism
and You, which was distributed to over 10,000 high schools,
community colleges, and public libraries by the Washington, D.C.based group Committee for Citizen Awareness. 5 The video explains
that "[p]atriotism is respecting authority" and that "[wie should
manifest a unity of philosophy, especially in times of war."6
Thousands of elementary school children also took part in
"Celebration U.S.A.'s music-oriented curriculum"-in which
students are taught patriotism through the use of patriotic songs
contained in Celebration U.S.A.'s "Catch the Spirit" CD-thousands
of which were sent free to schools, teachers, and educators. 7 The
33

Move to Post, 'In God We Trust" in Schools Getting Boost From Legislators,

ASSOCIATED PRESS, Mar. 1, 2002, available at http'//www.freedomforum.org/templates/docu
ment.asp?documentID=15803.
34 FLA. STAT. ANN. § 1000.06 (West 2004 & Supp. 2008); see Anita Kumar, Flag May
Adorn All State's Classes, ST. PETERSBURG TIMES, Apr. 30, 2004, at 1B (quoting sponsor of

law, Senator Mike Fasano, as saying "I was quite shocked that there were schools funded by
public dollars that did not have a United States flag in their classrooms").

The size

requirement was to prevent "liberal professors" from "making a mockery of the flag by
placing 37-cent postage stamps in their classrooms." Jessica L. Tonn, Flag Flap: ClassroomFlag Law Confusing for Fla. Schools, EDUC. WEEK, Jan. 5, 2005, at 19 (quoting Senator
Fasano).
35 Westheimer, supra note 24, at 175.
36

id.

Celebration U.SA is a non-profit educational organization whose mission is to
"invigorate patriotism" in America's schools; it provides free curricular materials to schools
across the country. See Celebration USA-Welcome, httpJ/www.celebrationusa.org (last visited
Jan. 25, 2009). Celebration USA's curriculum has been promoted, for example, by the Orange
County (California) Department of Education. See ORANGE Co. DEPT OF EDUC., CONSTITUTION
DAY ISSEPTEMBER 17TH! RESOURCE COMPENDIUM 3, http'/history.ocde.us/Assets/History/down
loads/ConstDayResource.pdf (last visited Jan. 25, 2009) (offering Constitution Day events co37
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"Catch the Spirit" script suggests that students be assigned to say
the following at the end of the "Military Medley": "We salute the
Armed Forces of the United States of America-those men and
women who protect our freedom and keep us safe. We thank you!"3"
Similarly, individual teachers across the country took it upon
themselves to step up their emphasis on patriotism. In one
illustrative example, a first grade teacher at an elementary school
in Grand Rapids, Michigan directed her students in preparing a
forty-five-minute patriotic DVD to show support for the troops.3 9
The DVD was filled with patriotic songs and recitations of the
pledge of allegiance, which the students performed in front of a
giant flag made from the red, white, and blue handprints of all 530plus students at the school.4" Examples such as these fill the
nation's newspapers. Indeed, it was hard to miss the emphasis on
patriotism in schools across America and the frequent linking of
patriotism to support for the war.
This emphasis on patriotism was actively supported, encouraged,
and partially funded by the federal government. For example, on
October 12, 2001, the White House "called on the nation's 52 million
schoolchildren to take part in a mass recitation of the Pledge of
Allegiance."4 ' A few days later, in an effort to build upon this
collective sense of patriotism, the U.S. House of Representatives
passed a resolution 404-0 urging schools to display the words "God
Bless America. "42 On September 17, 2002, the federal government
announced a still-ongoing set of history and civic education
initiatives to "deepen" students' patriotism and teach them that

organized by Celebration USA for public schools).
' See Celebration USA-The Military Medley, httpl/www.celebrationusa.org/militarymed.
htm (last visited Jan. 25, 2009).
' See Julie Makarewicz, Students Say Thanks on DVD, GRAND RAPIDS PRESS,
Mar. 20, 2007, at Al (describing DVD and intent to send it to soldiers, including those soldiers
from local town).
40

Id.

Westheimer, supra note 24, at 172. The President collaborated with Celebration
U.S.A. in this effort. Id. The White House has, for the last several years, made a similar call
every Constitution Day. See, e.g., Remarks by the President on Teaching American History
and Civic Education, Office of the White House Press Secretary, Sept. 17, 2002, available at
httpJ/www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2002/09/20020917-7.html (on file with journal)
(containing President's remarks about Pledge of Allegiance on Constitution Day).
42 Westheimer, supra note 24, at 172.
41
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"America is a force for good in the world, bringing hope and freedom
to other people."4 3 In 2005, the federal budget allocated $120 million
in grants to support the teaching of "traditional American history."'
And hundreds of schools now use the Library of Congress's
"Courage, Patriotism, Community" website.4 5 The website includes
patriotic melodies such as The Army Goes Rolling Along, the
Marines' Hymn, the U.S. Air Force Song and God Bless
America 4 6 -as well as war stories from the Veterans History
Project.47
C. THE POLITICALLY PARTISAN NATURE OF PATRIOTISM

Despite its prevalence, patriotic education is highly contested
political territory in America's schools. 4 ' To be sure, much of this
contest is over whose version of patriotism should be taught rather
than over the desirability of teaching patriotism itself.49 But it is a

4' Id. (quoting former President George W. Bush). Six months later, the Iraq War was
launched to "bring freedom" to the people of Iraq. Id.
44

Id.

4 Id. at 179.

' See Patriotic Melodies (Performing Arts Encyclopedia, the Library of Congress), http:l/
lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/html/patriotic/patriotic-home.html (last visited Jan. 25, 2009)
(listing available songs); see also Westheimer, supra note 24, at 179 (describing Library of
Congress's website).
41 See Library of Congress, Experiencing War: Stories from the Veterans History Project,
http://www.loc.gov/vets/stories/ (last visited Jan. 25, 2009) (providing veterans' war stories);
see also Westheimer, supra note 24, at 179 (describing Library of Congress's website).
4' Westheimer, supra note 24, at 173.
49 See Harry Brighouse, Should We Teach Patriotic History?, in EDUCATION AND
CITIZENSHIP IN LIBERAL-DEMOCRATIC SOCIETIES: TEACHING FOR COSMOPOLITAN VALUES AND
COLLECTIVE IDENTITIES 157, 159 (Kevin McDonough & Walter Feinberg eds., 2003)
(describing conflicting versions of patriotism that could be taught in classrooms). Brighouse
quotes Nash, Crabtree, and Dunn for a description of the two possible visions of patriotism:
The argument is in fact between two visions of patriotic history. On one
side are those who believe that young people will love and defend the
United States if they see it as superior to other nations and regard its
occasional falls from grace as short pauses or detours in the continuous
flowering of freedom, capitalism, and opportunity.... On the other side
are most historians, who believe that amorpatriaeis nurtured by looking
squarely at the past, warts and all. Only this clear-sightedness will
obviate the cynicism that sugar-coated history produces when youngsters
get older and recognize "the lies my teacher told me."
GARY B. NASH, CHARLOTrE CRABTREE & ROSS E. DUNN, HISTORY ON TRIAL: CULTURE WARS
AND THE TEACHING OF THE PAST 15 (1997).
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partisan political contest nonetheless.5" On one side are the
roughly 52% of Americans who support a "America right or wrong"
version of patriotism." This version of patriotism is typified by the
Library of Congress's "Courage, Patriotism, Community" website
and the "Patriotism and You" video described above (i.e., "Patriotism
is respecting authority" and "[wie should manifest a unity of
philosophy, especially in times of war"). 52 At its extreme, this view
of patriotism aims to teach students an "unqualified allegiance to
the Government of the United States of America," and that a "duty
of loyal obedience and patriotic service [is] the highest ideal of
American citizenship."53
The "America right or wrong" version of patriotism has been
expressed by voices as varied as former Attorney General John
Ashcroft-in his admonition that anyone who criticizes the
government is giving"ammunition to America's enemies54--to news
anchor Dan Rather, who answered in response to criticism of his
seemingly one-sided coverage of the Iraq war: "Look, I'm an
American.
I never tried to kid anybody that I'm some
"o The word partisan is not meant to imply that the dispute over patriotism is a dispute
between the two major political parties, but rather that it is politically partisan in the true
sense of the word (i.e., patriotism is a political issue that is deeply ideological and contested
by different political factions). That said, there is in fact a split among Republicans and
Democrats on issues of patriotism. For example, a 2003 Pew Research Center survey found
that "62%of Republicans say everyone should be willing to fight for the U.S., regardless of
the circumstances, compared with about half of independents (49%) and fewer Democrats
(46%)." THE PEW RESEARCH CENTER FOR THE PEOPLE & THE PRESS, EVENLY DIVIDED AND
INCREASINGLY POLARIZED: 2004 POLITICAL LANDSCAPE 36 (2003), http://people-press.org/rep
orts/pdf/196.pdf. The Pew Research Center survey also found that "71%of Republicans and
just 48% of Democrats say they completely agree with" the statement "I am very patriotic."
Id. at 33; see also Leonie Huddy & Nadia Khatib, American Patriotism,NationalIdentity, and
PoliticalInvolvement, 51 AM. J. POL. SCI. 63, 63 (2007) ("Patriotism items are commonly
tinged with political ideology in the United States, resulting in greater apparent patriotism
among political conservatives than liberals."); Chris Gaylord, Is America Pledging Less?,
CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR, Dec. 7, 2006, at 20 (reporting particular decline of Pledge of
Allegiance recitation in "blue-state" high schools).
51 THE PEW RESEARCH CENTER FOR THE PEOPLE & THE PRESS, supra note 50, at 35
("Overall, about half the public (52%) agrees with the statement 'We should all be willing to
fight for our country, whether it is right or wrong.' ").
52 See supra notes 35, 36, 45 and accompanying text.
53 Brumberg, supra note 21, at 446 (citing New York City Board of Education resolution
requesting teachers to demonstrate these qualities and impress them upon their students);
see also supra note 23 and accompanying text.
" Ashcroft: Criticsof New TerrorMeasures Undermine Effort, CNN.COM, Dec. 7, 2001,
httpJ/archives.cnn.com/2001/US(12/06/inv.ashcroft.hearing/.
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internationalist or something. And when my country is at war, I
want my country to win, whatever the definition of 'win' may be."55
As Rather's quote epitomizes, this version of patriotism includes
unqualified support for U.S. military endeavors-regardless of their
virtue. Indeed, questions about the virtue and justness of U.S. wars
are off limits and teachers who raise such questions in the
classroom risk their jobs.5 6
As Senator John McCain explained, once war has begun: "The
time for debate is over."57 A patriotic citizen does not question the
military during times of war. Indeed, when the anti-war group
MoveOn published an advertisement in the New York Times
questioning the honesty of General Petraeus, one of the architects
of the U.S. war in Iraq, Senator McCain declared that the
organization, "ought to be thrown out of this country."" As a
popular bumper sticker reads, "America: Love it or Leave it!"5 9

" Larry King Live (CNN television broadcast Apr. 14, 2003), availableat http'//transcri
pts.cnn.comfrRANSCRIPTS/0304/14/lkl.00.html. Rather made a similar statement in
response to questions about the bombing of civilian infrastructure in Yugoslavia:
[W]hen U.S. pilots in U.S. aircrafts turn offthe lights [by bombing civilian
electrical stations], for me, it's "we." And about that I have no apology....
I'm an American, and I'm an American reporter. And yes, when there's
combat involving Americans, you can criticize me if you must, damn me
if you must, but I'm always pulling for us to win.
Fairness & Accuracy In Reporting: FAIR Associate Sam Husseini Questions Dan Rather,
June 25, 1999, http'/www.fair.org/index.php?page= 1809.
' See Westheimer, supra note 24, at 179 ("In New Mexico, five teachers were recently
suspended or disciplined for promoting discussion among students about the Iraq War and
for expressing, among a range of views, antiwar sentiments. One teacher refused to remove
art posters created by students that reflected their views on the war and was suspended
without pay. Alan Cooper, a teacher from Albuquerque, was suspended for refusing to
remove student-designed posters that his principal labeled 'not sufficiently pro-war.' Two
other teachers.., posted signs about the war, at least one of which opposed military action.
And a teacher at [another school] was placed on administrative leave because she refused to
remove a flier from her wall advertising a peace rally. [Two teachers] were suspended, and
all of the teachers in these cases were docked two to four days' pay by the Albuquerque
[school system]. Yet, each of these schools posts military recruitment posters and
photographs of soldiers in Iraq.").
67

Id. at 184.

McCaintoMoveOn: Get Out, CBSNEwS.COM, Sept. 14,2007, http'//www.cbsnews.coml
stories/2007/09/14/politics/main3262322.shtml.
" America Love It or Leave It Sticker (Bumper) - Cafe Press, http:/bumperstickers.cafe
press.com/item/america-love-it-or-leave-it-sticker-bumper/46468936 (last visited Jan. 26, 2009).
'
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Critics of such "blind" or "authoritarian" patriotism have fought
back with slogans of their own such as: "Peace is Patriotic" ° and
"Dissent is as American as Apple Pie."6 These patriots typically
advocate a form of constructive or democratic patriotism. As
Howard Zinn explains, "[Platriotism means being true and
loyal-not to the government, but to the principles which underlie
democracy."6 2 In this view, patriotism is an "expression of
commitment to a set of basic democratic ideals, which typically
include liberty, justice, and (sometimes) equality."6 3 Advocates of
this form of patriotism seek to "use the fierce attachments of
patriotic sentiment to bond a people to high ideals."'4 This view of
patriotism was typical of the "reformist left of the first half of the
last century."" Driven by their self-described love of country, few
of these individuals "had any doubt that America was a great, noble,
progressive country, in which justice would eventually triumph."'6
Advocates of this view of patriotism argue that:
Rather than "teaching" students to love their country,
teachers need to help students build an explicit
connection between their "love of country" and
democratic ideals-ideals that include the role of
informed analysis and, at times, critique; the importance
of action; and the danger of blind loyalty to the state.6 7
Others argue that the time is ripe to abandon patriotism
altogether. They argue: "We can love people, places, and ideas, but
it makes no sense to declare one's love or loyalty to a nation-state

o See Robert Jensen, Patriotism Is a Bad Idea at a Dangerous Time, in PLEDGING
ALLEGIANCE, supra note 2, at 75, 75 (describing antiwar movement's claims to patriotism).
6 Ralph Young, Dissent is as American as Apple Pie, USA TODAY MAG., July 2004, at 68.
62 Madeleine Brand, Citizen Student: Teaching Patriotism in Time of War, NPR.ORG,
Feb. 6, 2003, http//www.npr.org/templatesstory/stor.phpstoryId=957688 (quoting Zinn).
Jensen, supra note 60, at 80.
Joseph Kahne & Ellen Middaugh, Is Patriotism Good for Democracy?, in PLEDGING
ALLEGIANCE, supra note 324, at 115, 118 (quoting Benjamin W. Barber, ConstitutionalFaith,
in MARTHA CRAVEN NUSSBAUM & JOSHUA COHEN, FOR LOVE OF COUNTRY?:
DEMOCRACY FORUM ON THE LIMITs OF PATRIOTISM 32 (2002)).

'
6
67

Brighouse, supra note 49, at 166.
id.
Kahne & Middaugh, supra note 64, at 125.
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Those who ascribe to this view

argue that none of the alleged values of democratic patriotism-not
liberty, not justice, and certainly not equality-are distinctly
American, nor are they more fully realized in America than in other
countries.6 9 Charles Payne, professor of African-American Studies
at Duke University, has explained: "For many of us, patriotism
connotes mindless support for an out-of-control government; it
means disregard for the lives, the rights, and the dignity of nonAmericans; and it means casual contempt for people who look or
talk differently."7"
"These are not abstract arguments about
rhetoric; the stakes are painfully real and the people in
subordinated nation-states have, and will continue, to pay the price

Jensen, supra note 60, at 82. As Emma Goldman famously declared:
Indeed, conceit, arrogance, and egotism are the essentials of patriotism.
Patriotism assumes that our globe is divided into little spots, each one
surrounded by an iron gate. Those who have had the fortune of being
born on some particular spot, consider themselves better, nobler, grander,
more intelligent than the living beings inhabiting any other spot. It is,
therefore, the duty of everyone living on that chosen spot to fight, kill, and
die in the attempt to impose his superiority upon all the others.
Zinn, supra note 20, at xiii (quoting Goldman).
" See Jensen, supra note 60, at 81 ("It is folly to think any nation could claim to be the
primary repository of any single democratic value, let alone the ideals of democracy.").
70 Charles M. Payne, No Black in the Union Jack: The Ambivalent Patriotismof Black
Americans, in PLEDGING ALLEGIANCE, supra note 2, at 21, 21. Barbara Kingsolver made a
similar argument in a widely circulated article:
Patriotism opposes the lone representative of democracy who was brave
enough to vote her conscience instead of following an angry mob....
Patriotism threatens free speech with death. It is infuriated by thoughtful
hesitation, constructive criticism of our leaders and pleas for peace. It
despises people of foreign birth who've spent years learning our culture
and contributing their talents to our economy. It has specifically blamed
homosexuals, feminists and the American Civil Liberties Union [for 9/11].
In other words, the American flag stands for intimidation, censorship,
violence, bigotry, sexism, homophobia, and shoving the Constitution
through a paper shredder?
6

The last time I looked at a flag with unambiguous pride, I was 13. Right
after that, Vietnam began teaching me lessons in ambiguity, and the
lessons have kept coming. I've learned of things my government has done
to the world that made me direly ashamed. I've been further alienated
from my flag by people who waved it at me declaring I should love it or
leave it. I search my soul and find I cannot love killing for any reason.
When I look at the flag, I see it illuminated by the rocket's red glare.
Barbara Kingsolver, And Our Flag Was Still There, S.F. CHRON., Sept. 25, 2001, at A17,
availableat httpJ/www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2001/09/25/ED34658.DTL.
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of patriotism in the dominant states with their bodies." In other
words, for many, patriotism cannot be separated from what they see
as the reality ofAmerica. Rather, in their view, patriotism connotes
support for a system that fosters grievous discrimination and a
country that has, through preemptive war and otherwise, wrought
havoc around the world. As such, they see patriotism not as love of
the United States' purported ideals, but as an endorsement of
racism, sexism, and imperialism. 2
Whether one rejects or accepts these critiques of patriotism-and
one likely feels strongly one way or the other-the above discussion
is meant to make clear that the debate over patriotism is deeply
ideological and indisputably political. Only by ignoring this debate
can one pretend that patriotic education is apolitical work.
In sum, the political contest over patriotism can be broken down
into a dispute between at least three partisan groups: (1) the
"unqualified patriots," or those who believe that patriotism means
supporting one's country right or wrong-especially during times of
war; 3 (2) the "constructive patriots," or those who believe that
patriotism means criticizing one's country when it departs from its
highest principles-especially during times of war;7 ' and (3) the
"cosmopolitans," or those who believe that patriotism interferes with
broader obligations to humankind as a whole. 5
Any inculcation of patriotism in schools offends the
cosmopolitans-a small, but not insubstantial political group.
Moreover, even though both the "unqualified" and "constructive"
patriots might theoretically approve of efforts to inculcate
generalized feelings of love for nation, as soon as schools begin to
attach specific content to patriotism, the contest over patriotic
education becomes deeply political to the vast majority of
Americans. Moreover, as will be discussed in Part V, considerable
research suggests that if schools "merely" inculcate love of nation
1 Jensen, supra note 60, at 83.
72

See O'Leary, supra note 13, at 162 ("In Chicago in 1916, a young African American

student was arrested because he refused to respect what he saw as a symbol of Jim Crow and
lynching. 'I am willing to salute the flag ...as the flag salutes me.' ").
73 See supra notes 53-59, 61 and accompanying text.
74 See Kahne & Middaugh, supra note 64, at 119 (describing constructive patriotism); see
also supra notes 60-67 and accompanying text.
75 See supra notes 68-72 and accompanying text.
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through attachment to patriotic symbols and leave it to students to
figure out on their own what it means to love the nation, the default
position is unqualified patriotism. In other words, strong patriotic
sentiments alone tend to make individuals unreceptive to criticism
of the nation and hostile to those who deliver the criticism. The
default position is jingoistic allegiance to country (at least as the
constructive patriots and cosmopolitans would describe it).
The teaching of "constructive patriotism" thus requires more than
just inculcating attachment to patriotic symbols. It also requires
"helping" students understand that they have "patriotic
commitments" to criticize the government when they disagree with
its policies-including and especially during times of war.7 6 This,
however, is a partisan political position that approximately 52% of
Americans reject." In other words, no matter how it is done, the
teaching of patriotism is partisan political work.
Nevertheless, educators generally treat patriotism as an
"apolitical" or "universally accepted" value.78 Meanwhile, American
"teachers typically avoid making pronouncements about their
political beliefs and affiliations. This is where patriotism is
different; teachers typically agree that patriotism is a good thing."7 9

See Kahne & Middaugh, supra note 64, at 125 (encouraging educators to teach
students this form of patriotism).
77 See supra note 51 and accompanying text.
78 See Jensen, supra note 60, at 85 (noting that while most teachers do not share their
political opinions with their classes, many likely view patriotism as uncontroversial enough
to endorse publicly).
7 Id.; see also DAWSON& PREWITr,supra note 3, at 160-61 (noting that one major reason
why teachers agree in this regard may be "that they are the products of the same political
socialization for which they serve as agents"). Dawson and Prewitt go on to say:
Teachers generally do not need to be taught to laud the virtues of the
nation. Their own political selves have been shaped in accordance with
76

the very consensus values they now transmit....

The extent to which consensus and patriotic values are part of the
orientations of American school teachers [was] indicated in a survey of
high school teachers. Forty-two [percent] of the teachers sampled
considered the following statement to be fact rather than opinion: "The
American form of government may not be perfect, but it is the best type
of government yet devised by man." All but 3 [percent] of these teachers,
whether they considered the statement fact or opinion, felt it was a view
which could be freely expressed in the classroom.
Id. at 161 (citing HARMON ZEIGLER, THE POLITICALWORLD OFTHE HIGH SCHOOLTEACHER 130
(1966)).
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Thus, in promoting patriotism, teachers "are openly political yet see
no conflict between this and an obviously contradictory claim to
neutrality. The most plausible explanation is that these teachers
take patriotism to be the kind of political judgment that is so
universally accepted that to endorse it publicly is uncontroversial."0
This is in sharp contrast to the attitudes of British educators,
only 9% of whom thought that schools should teach patriotism,
and 75% of whom felt they had a countervailing obligation to alert
their pupils to the dangers of patriotic sentiments, according to a
recent study.8 '

III. THE LEGAL DEBATE OVER PATRIOTIC EDUCATION
A. THE DISPUTE WITHIN THE COURT

The political debate over patriotic education in the United States
is situated in the law as part of a broader dispute over the
appropriate limit, if any, to the power of schools to inculcate values
in children. This legal battle is waged primarily in terms of the
competing principles of the First Amendment and federalism.
Conservative members of the Supreme Court have tended to see the
limitations imposed by the First Amendment in the public schools
as minimal and federalism concerns as central; they view the
inculcative decisions of schools as largely immune from judicial
review. 2 The Court's more liberal members, while also recognizing
schools' inculcative function, see the role of the Court as ensuring

80 Jensen, supranote 60, at 85; see also DAWSON & PREWITT, supranote 3, at 156 (noting
that "teachers are compelled, by social norms" to "stress national patriotism").
81 See Call for School PatriotismDebate,BBC NEWS, Feb. 1,2008, http://news.bbc.co.uk/
2/hi/uknews/education/7220736.stm (citing British Institute of Education study). But see G.
DONALD FERREE, JR., UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SURVEY CENTER, PATRIOTISM AND ITS PLACE
IN WISCONSIN HEARTS AND SCHOOLS 3 (2002), availableat http://www.uwsc.wisc.edu/badgr

el4.pdf (discussing Wisconsin survey that found 87% of Wisconsin residents thought public
schools were putting too little or about right amount of emphasis on teaching children to be
patriotic Americans).
82 See, e.g., Bd. of Educ. v. Pico, 457 U.S. 853, 910 (1982) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting) ("In
short, actions by the government as educator do not raise the same First Amendment
concerns as actions by the government as sovereign."); id. at 876 (Blackmun, J., concurring)
(recognizing school board's authority while stating they must "operate within the confines of
the First Amendment").
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that schools' inculcative decisions are "exercised in a manner that
comports with the transcendent imperatives of the First
Amendment."83
Not surprisingly given these disparate views, the Court's rhetoric
as to values inculcation in public schools has been inconsistent. On
the one hand, the Court has pronounced that students have a First
Amendment right to "freedom of mind," which the Court has
explained forbids schools from prescribing "what shall be orthodox
in politics, nationalism, [and] religion,"' and demands "neutrality
on matters of political controversy.""5 On the other hand, the Court
has favorably described schools as an "assimilative force"86 and has
indicated its "full agreement" with the discretion of local school
boards to promote "respect for authority" and to transmit
"community values."87
This Article will not attempt to explain away the deep
inconsistencies between these two positions. Rather, in keeping
with realist insight, it acknowledges that the constitutionality of
patriotic education, as a matter of judicial interpretation, depends
to a significant degree on which of these two views holds sway with
the current Court-which one could fairly predict.8
Placing such realist insight aside for the moment, however, the
narrow decisions of the Court, shorn of their dicta and expansive
rhetoric, evidence a tendency to treat the inculcation of general
moral, community, or social values differently than inculcation of
fundamentally political beliefs-especially as to matters of
83 Id. at 864; see also Hazelwood Sch. Dist. v. Kuhlmeier, 484 U.S. 260, 286 (1988)
(Brennan, J., dissenting) ("Even in its capacity as educator the State may not assume an
Orwellian 'guardianship of the public mind.'" (quoting Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S. 516, 545
(1945) (Jackson, J., concurring))).
8' W. Va. State Bd.of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 637, 642 (1943).
85 Hazelwood, 484 U.S. at 272.
"6 Ambach v. Norwick, 441 U.S. 68, 77 (1979); see also JOHN DEWEY, DEMOCRACY AND
EDUCATION:

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 26 (1916) ("The

assimilative force of the American public school is eloquent testimony to the efficacy of the
common and balanced appeal.").
87 Pico, 457 U.S. at 864.
88 Additionally, one cannot discount the importance of the Justices' own patriotic
attachments to flag and country in influencing the Court's decision. Evidence from the
cognitive sciences suggests that the way members of the Court feel about patriotic education
would very likely influence-consciously or unconsciously-their reasoning as to its
constitutionality. See discussion infra Part V.
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controversy. Legal scholars have largely overlooked this distinction,
and it has not been parsed by the Court.8" In looking at the narrow
issues decided by the Court, however, the Court has tended to find
the First Amendment is not seriously implicated when schools
inculcate values that can be fairly characterized as general moral,
community, or social values-such as anti-drug or anti-sex
messages.9" In such cases, the Court has generally upheld the
authority of schools "to refuse to sponsor student speech that might
reasonably be perceived to advocate drug or alcohol use,
irresponsible sex, or conduct otherwise inconsistent with 'the shared
values of a civilized social order.' ,91
When, however, schools inculcate values that most people would
agree are fundamentally political in nature-through, for example,
compelling the Pledge of Allegiance, or censoring anti-American
books-the Court has tended to find that schools run afoul of "the
transcendent imperatives of the First Amendment." 2 In other
words, the Court has found that inculcating political values strikes
at the heart of the First Amendment, whereas inculcating general
moral, community, or social values does not. Thus, the Court grants
schools broad discretion in inculcating social values, including the
right to censor student speech that contradicts the social message

" Indeed, the Court has often conflated the two in its rhetoric. See, e.g., Morse v.
Frederick, 127 S. Ct. 2618, 2636 (2007) (Alito, J., joined by Kennedy, J., concurring) (joining
Court's decision allowing schools to censor student speech, but writing separately to clarify
that Court's decision "provides no support for any restriction of speech that can plausibly be
interpreted as commenting on any political or social issue"). Additionally, the line between
political, social, and moral values is admittedly blurry, and the attempt to distinguish
between them is susceptible to the criticism that "everything" is political. Some things,
however, are more political than others. The point made here is that the Court treats what
it perceives to be core political speech differently than what it perceives to be speech about
community, social, or moral values. For example, the Pico Court disapproved of a school
board removing books from the school library because they "dislike[d] the ideas contained in
those books," but spoke favorably of the public educator's role in nurturing "traditional values
be they social, moral, or political." 457 U.S. at 864, 872.
'o See, e.g., Morse, 127 S. Ct. at 2622 (upholding suspension of student for speech which
school officials perceived to advocate drug use); Hazelwood, 484 U.S. at 276 (upholding
school's authority to censor newspaper article about teen pregnancy).
"' Hazelwood, 484 U.S. at 272 (quoting Bethel School District No. 403 v. Fraser, 478
U.S. 675, 683 (1986)).
' See Pico, 457 U.S. at 864, 872 (holding that schools cannot take books from libraries
based on their content).
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that the school wishes to inculcate.9" But the Court much more
sharply limits the discretion of schools to inculcate political
orthodoxy, and forbids punishing students for speech that is
fundamentally political in nature. 4
This later precedent suggests that patriotic education is
unconstitutional-unless conducted in accordance with "the
transcendent imperatives of the First Amendment."9 5 The first such
imperative is that students may not be coerced into participating in
a political exercise-which the Pledge of Allegiance undoubtedly
constitutes. Indeed, the Court long ago established that compelling
students to participate in the Pledge of Allegiance violates the First
Amendment.96
As such, it is well-accepted that children have the right to opt out
of the Pledge and other patriotic exercises. It is pure fiction,
however, to pretend that a right to opt out means much of anything

"s See, e.g., Morse, 127 S. Ct. at 2622 (upholding student's suspension for speech
advocating drug use); Hazelwood, 484 U.S. at 276 (upholding school's censorship of article
about teen pregnancy).
9' See, e.g., Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Cmty. Sch. Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 511 (1969)
(holding school could not prohibit students from wearing armbands in protest of Vietnam
war-absent some showing that prohibition was "necessary to avoid material and substantial
interference with schoolwork or discipline"). The Court has not articulated a clear standard
of review for cases involving school-sponsored speech. When general moral, community, or
social values are at issue, however, the Court has upheld "school-sponsored expressive
activities so long as their actions are reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns."
Hazelwood, 484 U.S. at 273. On the other hand, the Court has suggested that attempting to
inculcate or enforce political orthodoxy, particularly as to matters of substantial controversy,
is not a matter of legitimate pedagogical concern. See, e.g., Pico, 457 U.S. at 872 (suggesting
that public educator's role does not include inculcating political views as to what is "antiAmerican"); Keyishian v. Bd. of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 602 (1967) (striking down law
prohibiting employment of public school teachers who advocate overthrowing U.S.
government and explaining, "even though the governmental purpose be legitimate and
substantial, that purpose cannot be pursued by means that broadly stifle fundamental
personal liberties when the end can be more narrowly achieved" (quoting Shelton v.
Tucker, 364 U.S. 479, 488 (1960))).
95 Pico, 457 U.S. at 864.
9 W. Va. State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 642 (1943) ("If there is any fixed
star in our constitutional constellation, it is that no official, high or petty, can prescribe what
shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion, or other matters of opinion .... If there
are any circumstances which permit an exception, they do not now occur to us ....
[Tlhe
action of the local authorities in compelling the flag salute and pledge transcends
constitutional limitations on their power and invades the sphere of intellect and spirit which
it is the purpose of the First Amendment to our Constitution to reserve from all official
control.").
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to elementary school children. As the Court recognized in finding
that "voluntary" prayers in public schools violate the Free Exercise
Clause, opt-out provisions subject children to the cruel dilemma that
if they follow the dictates of their conscience (or more likely the
instructions of their parents), they will be stigmatized in the eyes of
teachers and schoolmates as deviants 97 -something few people,
especially children, are willing to risk.
Moreover, as the Court has noted, young children are especially
susceptible to group pressure. 8 Thus, the Court has recognized in
school prayer cases that an opt-out provision "does not eliminate the
operation of influence by the school in matters sacred to conscience

97 Sch. Dist. v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 290 (1963) ("Such is the widely held view of
experts who have studied the behaviors and attitudes of children." (citing RUTH W. BERENDA,
THE INFLUENCE OF THE GROUP ON THE JUDGMENTS OF CHILDREN 26-33 (1950))); cf Michael
Argyle, Social Pressure in Public and Private Situations, 54 J. ABNORMAL & SOC.
PSYCHOL. 172, 172 (1957) (studying norm formation and finding "that less social influence
occurs when the behavior in question is not observable by those exerting the pressure"); John
R. French, Jr., H. William Morrison & George Levinger, Coercive Power and ForcesAffecting
Conformity, 61 J. ABNORMAL & SOC. PSYCHOL. 93, 101 (1960) (finding amount of conformity
shown in subordinates depends on power and amount of resistance); Ramon J. Rhine, The
Effect of Peer Group Influence upon Concept-Attitude Development and Change, 51 J. SOCIAL
PSYCHOL. 173, 179 (1960) (finding in study that "peer responses enhance concept-attitude
development"); ALVIN ZANDER, THEODORE CURTIS & HOwARD ROSENFELD, U.S. OFFICE OF
EDUCATION COOPERATIVE RESEARCH PROJECT No. 451, THE INFLUENCE OF TEACHERS AND
PEERS ON ASPIRATIONS OF YOUTH 24-25 (finding that students tend to accept teacher's
influence when rewarded and reject such influence when coerced).
9 See Schempp, 374 U.S. at 290-91 n.69 ("It is also apparent that the susceptibility of
school children to prestige suggestion and social influence within the school environment
varies inversely with the age, grade level, and consequent degree of sophistication of the
child." (citing Ambalal S. Patel & Jesse E. Gordon, Some Personal and Situational
Determinantsof Yielding to Influence, 61 J. ABNORMAL & SOC. PSYCHOL. 411, 417 (1960))).
Additionally, the Court has acknowledged "experimental findings" on the ineffectiveness of
an opt-out provision when, as is likely to be the case with the Pledge of Allegiance, "the
percentage of the class wishing not to participate in the exercises is very small." Id. In such
cases, the Court explained:
It has been demonstrated, for example, that the inclination even of adults
to depart or dissent overtly from strong group norms varies
proportionately with the size of the dissenting group-that is, inversely
with the apparent or perceived strength of the norm itself-and is
markedly slighter in the case of the sole or isolated dissenter.
Id. (citing A. PAUL HARE, HANDBOOK OF SMALL GROUP RESEARCH c. II. (1962); Solomon Asch,
Effects of Group Pressure upon the Modification and Distortion of Judgments, in GROUP
DYNAMICS 189-99 (Dorwin Cartwright & Alvin Zander eds., 2d ed. 1960); Solomon Asch,
Studies of Independence and Conformity: A Minority of One Against a Unanimous
Majority, 416 PSYCHOL. MONOGRAPHS 69-70 (1956); Abraham S. Luchins & Edith H. Luchins,
On Conformity with True and False Communications, 42 J. SOC. PSYCHOL. 283 (1955)).
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and outside the school's domain."99 As the Court has explained, "To
recognize that the choice imposed by the State constitutes an
unacceptable constraint only acknowledges that the government
may no more use social pressure to enforce orthodoxy than it may
use more direct means."' 0 Of course, the same coercive pressures
which operate with school prayer operate with the Pledge of
Allegiance. Young children cannot meaningfully consent to either.'
In elementary school, the Pledge of Allegiance and other patriotic
exercises amount to compelled political speech-which the Court
has unequivocally forbidden.'0 2
The second imperative of the First Amendment is that schools
may not "cast a pall of orthodoxy over the classroom."' ° While the
Court has not spoken with one voice as to the precise meaning of
this prohibition, the Court has been unified in the view that public

9 Id. at 291 (quoting Illinois ex rel. McCollum v. Bd. of Educ., 333 U.S. 203, 227 (1948)).
Additionally, by nature of their level of cognitive development, young children tend to view
teachers as authoritarian figures, whom they obey without question, including when
instructed to engage in patriotic ritual. See infra Part IV.
100 Lee v. Weisman, 505 U.S. 577, 594 (1992).
'0' While one might argue that the school prayer cases mean only that schools may not
indirectly compel religious speech and do not restrict the indirect compulsion of political
speech, the distinction would be difficult to justify. The Court has repeatedly held that
political speech is "at the core of what the First Amendment is designed to protect." Morse
v. Frederick, 127 S. Ct. 2618, 2626 (2007) (quoting Virginia v. Black, 538 U.S. 343, 365
(2003)). To argue then that schools may use social pressures to coerce children to engage in
political speech is simply not in keeping with the opinions of the Court or basic principles of
the First Amendment. Indeed, the Court has subsequently explained that the Barnette
decision was meant to make clear that: "[Tihe State must make participation in the exercise
voluntary for all students and not alone for those who found participation obnoxious on
religious grounds." Schempp, 374 U.S. at 252 (citing W. Va. State Bd. of Educ. v.
Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 635 (1943)). It is also not an answer that parents who object to their
children's participation in the Pledge can put their children in private school. As at least two
members of the Court have recently recognized,
Most parents, realistically, have no choice but to send their children to a
public school and little ability to influence what occurs in the school. It is
therefore wrong to treat public school officials, for purposes relevant to the
First Amendment, as if they were private, nongovernmental actors
standing in loco parentis.
Morse, 127 S. Ct. at 2637-38 (Alito, J., joined by Kennedy, J., concurring).
"o2 See, e.g., Wooley v. Maynard, 430 U.S. 705, 713 (1977) (holding that state could not
constitutionally "require an individual to participate in the dissemination of an ideological
message").
"o Keyishian v. Bd. of Regents, 385 U.S. 589,603 (1967); see also Bd. of Educ. v. Pico, 457
U.S. 853, 877 (1982) (Blackmun, J., concurring in part and in the judgment) ('[Ildeological
discipline' [is] not a proper undertaking for school authorities.").
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The clearest

expression of this view comes from the Barnette opinion: "Free
public education, if faithful to the ideal of secular instruction and
political neutrality, will not be partisan or enemy of any class, creed,
party, or faction."0 5 The Court has since reiterated this view
repeatedly. For example, the Court held in Board of Education v.
Pico that a school board could not remove books from a school
library because they were "anti-American.""0 6 In so doing, the Court
held that even though school boards "rightly possess significant
discretion to determine the content of their school libraries... that
discretion may not be exercised in a narrowly partisan or political
manner."' 7 More recently, the Court upheld the suspension of a
student for holding up a banner which read, "Bong Hits 4 Jesus."
In reaching this decision, the Court explained that "there is no
serious argument that Frederick's banner is political speech."'
At the very least, this line of cases suggests that it should be
unconstitutional for schools to attach specific political content to
patriotism-be it of the "unqualified" (support the troops) or
"constructive" (dissent is patriotic) variety. But, if taken seriously,
it also suggests that any inculcation of patriotic sentiment should be
off limits. For one, patriotism is itself politically contested. By
inculcating a sense of patriotism in the vast majority of Americans,
the government skews the ideological debate over patriotism in
favor of the patriots and against the cosmopolitans. °9 Even more

'04 See Pico, 457 U.S. at 877-78 (Blackmun, J., concurring in part and in the judgment)
(arguing that schools must be politically neutral and noting that Justice Rehnquist in
dissenting in the Court's opinion "cheerfully... concede[s]" that schools may not be narrowly

partisan).
105

W. Va. State Bd. ofEduc. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 637 (1943).

'06 Pico, 457 U.S. at 872-73.
"o Id. at 870; see also Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 402 (1923) (holding that state

legislature could not promote homogeneity by forbidding instruction in foreign languages).
108 Morse v. Frederick, 127 S. Ct. 2618, 2627 n.2 (2007).
o Nevertheless, the Court has on occasion endorsed, albeit in dicta, the inculcation of
patriotism and has signaled its support for the Pledge of Allegiance. See, e.g., Ambach v.
Norwick, 441 U.S. 68, 78 n.8, 80-81 (1979) (upholding New York statute excluding legal
resident aliens from employment as public school teachers, and noting with approval that
New York schools are required to "promote a spirit of patriotic and civic service and obligation
and to foster in the children of the state moral and intellectual qualities which are essential
in preparing to meet the obligations of citizenship in peace or in war" (quoting N.Y. EDUC.
LAW § 801(1) (McKinney 1969))). Similarly, various members of the Court have repeatedly
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fundamentally, however, inculcating patriotism by embedding
affective predispositions in a child's emotional unconscious makes
a mockery of basic notions of individual autonomy, which are at the
heart of the First Amendment. n °
B. PATRIOTIC EDUCATION IN LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP

Like the debate within the Supreme Court, the debate among
legal scholars over patriotic education has been subsumed by a
larger debate over the inculcation of values more generally. As
such, those who have opposed patriotic education have done so for
the most part in the context of broader critiques of values
inculcation in the public schools."' Scholars have, perhaps as a
result, paid insufficient attention to the uniquely ritualistic aspect
of patriotic education. And they have diluted arguments against
patriotic education by lumping it in the same category with other
types of values inculcation that strike further from the political core
of the First Amendment.
Before turning to these issues, however, it bears noting that a
number of legal scholars have correctly recognized that patriotic
education threatens First Amendment rights to freedom of

signaled their approval of the Pledge of Allegiance-even though the Court has not directly
taken up the issue since it disproved of coercing students into saying the pledge in Barnette.
See, e.g., id. at 78 n.8 (noting with approval that "[fllag and other patriotic exercises also are
prescribed, as loyalty is a characteristic of citizenship essential to the preservation of a
country" (citing N.Y. EDUC. LAW § 802 (McKinney 1969 & Supp. 1978-1979))); Engel v.
Vitale, 370 U.S. 421, 440 n.5 (1962) (Douglas, J., concurring) ("[The Pledge] in no way run[s]
contrary to the First Amendment.... ."); Lynch v. Donnelly, 465 U.S. 668, 676 (1984) ("Other
examples of reference to our religious heritage are found.., in the language 'One nation
under God,' as part of the Pledge of Allegiance to the American flag. That pledge is recited
by many thousands of public school children-and adults--every year."). It is the contention
of this Article that the Court has been wrong in this regard. Though the Court may be the
final arbiter of the"is" of what the First Amendment prohibits, it is not the final arbiter of the
.ought."
110 See infra Part VI.
. See, e.g., THOMAS I. EMERSON, THE SYSTEM OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION 21-22 (1970)

(discussing instances where government coerces beliefs); Arons & Lawrence, supra note 2,
at 309 (arguing First Amendment rights are threatened by structure at public schools);
Kamenshine, supra note 2, at 1104 (warning inculcation threatens open public debate);
Redish & Finnerty, supra note 2, at 63-64 (suggesting nations' schools dictate what
individuals may say or believe and thereby violate premises of democracy); van Geel, supra
note 2, at 202-03 (arguing such inculcation threatens students' freedom of belief).
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These scholars have generally grounded their
conscience. 1 '
argument upon the well-accepted proposition that the First
Amendment protects the right to form one's own beliefs, in addition
to protecting expression of those beliefs:
Forming or holding a belief.... is the first stage in the
process of expression, and it tends to progress into
expression. Hence safeguarding the right to form and
hold beliefs is essential in maintaining a system of
freedom of expression. Freedom of belief, therefore,
must be held included within the protection of the First
Amendment. This proposition has indeed been accepted
consistently and3 without hesitation by all courts and
commentators."1
Scholars have thus argued that by depriving children of the right
to form their beliefs about the state, free of government
manipulation, patriotic education undermines the First
Amendment's foundation: "This view of the value promoted by the
[F]irst [A]mendment requires the conclusion that to permit the
government to inculcate beliefs is to deny the very basis of the
[Flirst [Almendment itself."" 4 Further, scholars critical of patriotic
education argue it indirectly limits freedom of speech by curtailing
the formation of ideas at the pre-expression stage, thereby
distorting the marketplace of ideas".5 and rendering free
112 See, e.g., Arons & Lawrence, supra note 2, at 313 ("Dispensing with individual consent

or sacrificing individual control to government-sponsored manipulations of consciousness
renders individual expression a sham."); Redish & Finnerty, supra note 2, at 75 ("Freedom
of thought must be protected, because absent free thought the concept of free expression is
rendered incoherent: the right to speak freely is meaningless if the speaker has not been
permitted to freely formulate her thoughts prior to speaking."); van Geel, supra note 2, at 4
("The [F]irst [A]mendment could serve no meaningful function in a society in which
government preconditioned the speakers. Such a society could dispense with the right of free
speech as an irrelevancy.").
11 EMERSON, supra note 111, at 21-22.
114 van Geel, supra note 2, at 250-51.
11. See Redish & Finnerty, supra note 2, at 87 ("[Allowing government to convey only
select values to a captive and impressionable audience effectively distorts the marketplace
of ideas, much the way that viewpoint-based regulations do."); see also id, at 65 ("The freethinking individuals presupposed by a commitment to democracy cannot be expected to
choose soundly without at least a basic education that provides some level of information and
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116
expression-at least as to certain topics-meaningless.
Additionally, they argue, allowing the government to selectively
restrict private expression subverts the democratic process "[bly
and opinion to favor one
distorting the free flow of information
" 117
viewpoint or to burden another.
While generally conceding that some values inculcation is an
inevitable by product of education,"18 scholars have proposed a
variety of solutions designed to restrict naked inculcation of values
in schools-including patriotism. These solutions have included: a
values-clarification model of education designed to assist students
in defining their own beliefs about the state;" 9 a fairness principle
where schools must present all sides of the patriotism debate (such
as a "warts and all" approach to teaching history); 2 0 a "critical-

training in rational thought processes.").
116

See, e.g., id. at 75 ("Freedom of thought must be protected, because absent free thought

the concept of free expression is rendered incoherent: the right to speak freely is meaningless
if the speaker has not been permitted to freely formulate her thoughts prior to speaking.");
van Geel, supra note 2, at 4 ("The [F]irst [A]mendment could serve no meaningful function
in a society in which government preconditioned the speakers. Such a society could dispense
with the right of free speech as an irrelevancy.").
117 Redish & Finnerty, supra note 2, at 74; see also CLEARY, supra note 2, at 115 ("Value
indoctrination conflicts directly with the nature of democracy and of freedom."); TORNEY,
OPPENHEIM & FARNEN, supranote 2, at 27 ("[Dlemocratic values by their nature demand that
one use a process other than indoctrination."); Ayers, supra note 2, at 102 ("A vibrant
democratic culture requires free people with minds of their own capable of making
independent judgments."); Kamenshine, supra note 2, at 1110 ("By restricting political
association or compelling adherence to political views, the government can subvert the system
of democratic self-government."); van Geel, supra note 2, at 253 ("The right to autonomy
implies that people are to be won over to a particular viewpoint with means that demonstrate
respect for them as rational, freely choosing individuals. Belief is to be formed, if at all,
through dialogue.... If the right of autonomy is not to be trivialized, it requires that one's
beliefs be shaped by one's own rational considerations rather than by governmental
coercion.").
18 See, e.g., Redish & Finnerty, supra note 2, at 69 (acknowledging complete prevention
is impossible).
119 See, e.g., James W. Watkins, Forminga Value Curriculum: Two PhilosophicalIssues
to Consider, in MORAL EDUCATION... IT COMES WITH THE TERRITORY 11, 12 (David Purpel &
Kevin Ryan eds., 1976) (describing this model).
12 See van Geel, supra note 2, at 290. Tyll van Geel describes this fairness model as
follows:
That principle is specified as follows: (1) When a school provides
instruction on matters of a political or moral nature, it must adequately
and objectively cover the issues explicitly and implicitly touched upon by
the materials; (2) The coverage must be fair in that it accurately and
objectively reflects the opposing view on the issues; and (3) The
instruction must devote reasonable attention to the major opposing views.
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thinking and cognitive reasoning" focused curriculum aimed at
giving students the ability to thoughtfully examine political
information and come to their own conclusions;' 2 ' procedural
approaches, such as irrevocably delegating curricular decision
making to professionals instead of politicians; 22 and an antiindoctrination model, requiring schools to avoid all value inculcation
whatsoever, including not only the promotion of values such as
patriotism, but also values such as gender equality. 2 '
Id. (footnotes omitted); see also Gottlieb, supra note 2, at 564 ("[WIhere controversy exists, it
should be presented."); Kamenshine, supra note 2, at 1132-38 (discussing problems with
allowing government dissemination of political views in public schools); O'rien, supranote 2,
at 1823 (arguing schools should advocate community values vigorously, but must do so fairly).
121 See Redish & Finnerty, supra note 2, at 91 (citing, as an example of this model,
Richard Arneson & Ian Shapiro, DemocraticAutonomy and Religious Freedom: A Critique
of Wisconsin v. Yoder, in DEMOCRACY'S PLACE 137, 162 (Ian Shapiro ed., 1996)).
122 See Yudof, supra note 2, at 553 (" '[DIelegation of editorial authority... is a bulwark
against the centralized orchestration of a publicly established orthodoxy.").
12 See Redish & Finnerty, supra note 2, at 70 (asserting that under anti-indoctrination
model, courts would hold "unconstitutional efforts to shape student socio-political values" that
are not "incidental" to education-including values such as "racial or gender equality, ethnic
tolerance, [and] patriotism").
Others, including most prominently Toni Massaro in her book, ConstitutionalLiteracy,
and Amy Gutmann in her book, DemocraticEducation, have accepted values inculcation as
an inevitable part of the education process but have sought to limit its potentially nefarious
impact. Massaro proposes a national social studies curriculum focused on inculcating
constitutional values. MASSARO, supranote 5, at 128-29. Massaro persuasively argues that
such an approach would satisfy the need for a common national culture, while also respecting
democratic values such as freedom of expression, freedom of religion and equality. Id.
at 136, 140, 151. While arguing for the inculcation of specific constitutional values, however,
Massaro agrees with others that "[wihere consensus ends and conflict overtakes us, educators
should ... teach the conflicts." Id. at 141. She does not directly address the question of
whether patriotism, at least as defined in this Article as attachment to the nation-state and
its symbols, is a consensus value. She argues that education should aim to inculcate a sense
of national identity and shared commitment to a set of common values while accounting for
the country's pluralism and conflicting views. See id. at 4 (discussing importance of balancing
these goals). She is thus not generally included in this Article's references to scholars critical
of patriotic education as a general matter, or supportive of it as a general matter. To be sure,
however, the approach to social studies that she suggests is not reflective of the type of
symbolic and ritualistic patriotic education that is common in American schools and which
is the topic of this Article. Nor does her book discuss such practices.
In contrast to Massaro's proposed national curriculum, Gutmann proposes that the
particular values that are inculcated in a given school should be determined by local
communities, through the process of deliberative democracy. See AMY GUTMANN,
DEMOCRATIC EDUCATION 297 (1999). Gutmann does not directly address the question of
patriotism, but a fair reading of her book suggests her approach would not restrict the ability
of schools to directly inculcate "patriotism" in children-including authoritarian, "my country
right or wrong" forms of patriotism. To the extent this is correct, her approach does not
address the concerns with patriotic education that are at the heart of this Article.
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All of these various approaches rest in part upon the common
assumption that the problem with inculcation of patriotism is that
it undermines the ability of children to engage in independent
decision making as freely thinking and rational individuals. In
other words, all of these approaches have in mind a model citizen
who makes decisions rationally on the basis of available
information. For example, in his article advocating the "fairness
approach," Tyll van Geel argues: "Indoctrination of belief interferes
with the effort to reach rational decisions and contributes to
stultification and stagnation."'2 4 Martin Redish and Kevin Finnerty
make a similar point: "The free-thinking individuals presupposed
by a commitment to democracy cannot be expected to choose soundly
without at least a basic education that provides some level of
information and training in rational thought processes."'2 5 From the
other side of the values inculcation debate, Susan Bitensky argues
for reasoned inculcation where the "teacher's expression of a values
preference should be accompanied by rational and informed
argumentation supportive of the preference."'2 6
These arguments implicitly assume that beliefs are, or should be,
primarily the outcome of deliberative cognitive processes-whereby
the model citizen updates her beliefs as she is exposed to new
information.' 2 7
Patriotic education undermines, or not, this

124

van Geel, supranote 2, at 251; see also id. at 253 ('The right to autonomy implies that

people are to be won over to a particular viewpoint with means that demonstrate respect for
them as rational, freely choosing individuals. Belief is to be formed, if at all, through
dialogue.... If the right of autonomy is not to be trivialized, it requires that one's beliefs be
shaped by one's own rational considerations rather than by governmental coercion.").
121 Redish & Finnerty, supra note 2, at 65 (footnote omitted).
12 See Susan H. Bitensky, A Contemporary Proposal for Reconciling the Free Speech
Clause with Curricular Values Inculcation in the Public Schools, 70 NOTRE DAME L.
REV. 769, 772 n.18 (1995). Bitensky explains:
[R]easoned inculcation, where a full exploration and explanation of the
preferred status of the ideational prerequisite is offered, should pass
constitutional muster. . . . Because the inculcation urged here is
predicated on exploration and explanation, as well as expression of a
preference, children would still be exposed to a range of viewpoints and
data. The marketplace of ideas would not atrophy from nonuse in the
public elementary and secondary schools but would simply be transformed
into a means furthering constitutional inculcative ends.
Id. at 841-42 (citation omitted).
127 See, e.g., REDISH, supra note 6, at 197 ("Mhe ability to think critically and to reason
cognitively is necessary to enable each child to evaluate her environment over time."); van
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Bayesian view of decision making because it deprives individuals of
the information necessary to form reasoned and unbiased beliefs.
In such an account, emotion is considered an impediment to reason,
if it is considered at all.
For example, in his thought-provoking defense of the "antiindoctrination model," Redish never discusses the role of emotion in
values inculcation at all.'2 8 Indeed, the word "emotional" is
mentioned only once-in reference to educational scholar James
Watkins, who suggests teaching "students some procedural method
that they can use to evaluate morality in a reasonable and objective
rather than emotional or irrational manner. " 129 Redish is not alone,
however, as discussion in legal scholarship of the role of emotion in
patriotic education is almost uniformly lacking.'
The remainder of this Article seeks to fill this gap in legal
scholarship by considering the role of emotion in the formation of
patriotic beliefs.
It also explores the influence of patriotic
predispositions on both the exercise of individual rights of
conscience and democratic values as a whole. This Article
ultimately concurs with the conclusions of legal scholars who have
argued that patriotic education subverts the right to freedom of
conscience. It further concurs that patriotic education undermines
democratic values.

Geel, supra note 2, at 270 ("Mhe greater the schooling, the more likely that one's cognitive
development will be characterized by the flexible, rational strategies of thinking which
encourage democratic restraint." (quoting C. NUNN, H. CROCKETr& J. WILLIAMs, TOLERANCE
FOR NONCONFORMITY 61 (1978))).
12 See generally REDISH, supra note 6 (discussing other aspects of anti-indoctrination
model).
129

Id. at 192.

1o See, e.g., Levin, supra note 8, at 1678 (mentioning emotion one time in context that

young students are not"fully developed intellectually or emotionally"); van Geel, supra note 2,
at 285 (mentioning word "emotional" only twice-once in footnote--in context of dismissing
its importance: "In the elementary grades, flag salute ceremonies and the like may foster
some sort of favorable emotional attachment to the flag as a symbol of the nation, but the
effect of this sort of program is likely to decline as students grow older."). Some, however,
who advocate in favor of values inculcation in schools understand the importance of emotion
quite well. See, e.g., Suzanna Sherry, Responsible Republicanism: Educating for
Citizenship, 62 U. CHI. L. REv. 131, 162 (1995) ('The best bet is an emotional attachment to
the polity and one's fellow citizens. Out of favor as it may be, this sort of attachment
encourages citizens to behave toward their country and its citizens as they do toward their
families: proud, protective, and willing to make sacrifices." (footnote omitted)).
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In contrast to other legal scholarship, however, this Article
reaches its conclusion on the basis of scientific evidence addressing
the role of emotion in human decision making, rather than on the
questionable assumption that individuals are rational decision
makers. Moreover, this Article focuses on patriotic education in
early elementary school, where the bulk of patriotic education takes
place. This is a fact that other legal scholarship has not appreciated
nor taken into account when proposing rationalist solutions such as
"teaching the conflict" over patriotism. In short, this Article argues
that early patriotic education is the problem. And, it is the problem
not because it deprives children of information necessary to make
informed choices, but because it operates to emotionally condition
political beliefs in children that thereafter powerfully drive future
information processing. Similarly, patriotic education undermines
democratic values not because it distorts the marketplace of ideas
per se, but because it emotionally conditions the public to be more
easily manipulated by political power holders, serves to obfuscate
antidemocratic aspects of the American political system, and
contaminates political dialogue on a range of issues with nationalist
discourse.
IV. RITUAL, EMOTION, AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF PATRIOTIC
BELIEF IN CHILDREN

As George Balch recognized in 1890, the primary goal of patriotic
education in public schools is to predispose children to feelings of
love and duty for their country. 3 ' Patriotic education, at its core,
aims to instill certain emotions "in the hearts and minds" of
children.13 2 These emotions include, for example, love for country,
reverence for the flag, loyalty to the state, trust in the president,
respect for the military, and disdain for competing political and
economic systems such as communism.'3 3

131

See BALCH, supra note 12, at vii-ix (explaining why patriotic education is needed in

public schools).

132 NEB. REV. STAT. § 79-724 (2003).

13

Nebraska requires a high school civics course which, among other things, teaches '[tihe

benefits and advantages of our form of government and the dangers and fallacies of Nazism,
Communism, and similar ideologies." Id. § 79-724(5)(b).
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Given this aim, it is not surprising that the method of patriotic
education tends to be non-cognitive and highly emotional.'
Children collectively pledge allegiance to the flag, they sing emotive
songs in unison, read sentimentalized versions of American history,
and are told moving stories of American heroes. 1 35 These activities
are unambiguously aimed at the heart, not at the mind.
Before discussing the content of patriotic education specifically,
however, it may be useful to briefly review how individuals acquire
basic political beliefs more generally. The basic political beliefs of
most Americans-for example, that the American form of
government is superior to all others, that the Constitution should be
protected, and that capitalism is better than socialism-do not come
"Rather, people acquire these ideas
from critical examination.'
through the society they live in, and these ideas are largely
determined by those who exercise control (hegemony) over the
society."' 37 The process by which this occurs is known as political
socialization.38
Moreover, it is commonly recognized among political scientists
and psychologists that the bulk of this political socialization process
takes place in childhood. 39 By the time that most children are
seven years old they have learned "imperceptibly" that they are
Americans (or Brits, Mongols, or Japanese) and have developed a
firm attachment to their political community. 4 ° Though they may

14 See DAWSON & PREwrrr, supra note 3, at 60 (describing these characteristics in early
political learning).
" See, e.g., § 49-724 (advocating such activities).
136 See KERTZER, supra note 1, at 96 ("[O]ur most cherished and deeply rooted political
beliefs are rarely if ever subjected to debate or critical examination.").
.37Id. To take one example, most Americans do not come to believe in the intrinsic
superiority of a capitalist society over a socialist one by dispassionately analyzing the

competing strengths and weakness of the two systems-much less from comparative lived
experience. Instead, most Americans develop positive affective associations with capitalism

and negative associations with socialism through repeated exposure to the evaluation of
capitalism and socialism in American society as, respectively, good and bad-beginning at an
age before they can conceptually understand the difference between the two. Americans as
a whole, in turn, develop specific political beliefs consistent with these affective
predispositions, generally being suspicious, for example, of things associated with
socialism-such as "socialized medicine." See infra notes 361-62 and accompanying text.
"
See DAWSON & PREWrrr, supra note 3, at 15-24 (defining political socialization).
See id. at 43 ("The experiences and developments that contribute most to the
'3
acquisition of political orientations are concentrated in the early years.").
140 CLEARY, supra note 2, at 49.
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find it difficult to explain why, they have come to believe that they
141
are different from those who belong to other political systems.
established"
Indeed, "basic political attitudes and values" are4 "firmly
2
before children even finish elementary school.
While political socialization continues into high school and
college, socialization at this stage is not as likely to be as related to
fundamental political orientations as is earlier socialization. Robert
Cleary has remarked that "[b y the time a person reaches adulthood
he has acquired a relatively stable set of basic political attitudes.
While change might occur, it is more likely to take place with regard
to feelings toward current authority figures than toward the
Thus, "[tihe truly formative years of the
political system itself."
maturing member of a political system would seem to be the years
between the ages of three and thirteen."'" For the most part, these
early acquired political beliefs and attachments "are intensely and
persistently held." 4 5
It is true of course that school is not the only source from which
children acquire political beliefs and sentiments. A variety of other
agents also play a role in the political socialization of children, most
But political
notably families, religious institutions, and peers.'

14 Id.
Likewise, children commonly form a strong allegiance to the political party of their
parents before they even understand what political parties are, much less what the parties
stand for. This attachment typically becomes lifelong, with 75% of adults reporting the same
party affiliation as their parents. Id. at 56. Most children become Republicans or Democrats
while still young. Id. at 58.
142 Id. at 49 (quoting David Easton & Robert D. Hess, The Child's Political World, 6
MIDWEST J. POL. SCI. 229, 235-36 (1962)).

143

Id. at 52-53.

1" Id. at 49.
14 DAWSON & PREWITT, supra note 3, at 60.
14 Interestingly, the mass media is not a particularly strong shaper of basic political
beliefs. First, individuals tend to ignore political presentations in the media. See FREEDMAN
& FREEDMAN, supra note 8, at 117 ("[Plolitical communication is often ineffective because
people will not pay attention to any of it .... ."). Second, the mass media tends to reinforce
socially hegemonic views of the political system:
[Tihe media in the United States probably support rather than undermine
the political, social, and economic system. As commercial undertakings
owned by businessmen who have a considerable stake in preserving the
status quo and in offending as few people as possible, the media with the
largest audiences stress the values of the capitalist pluralist, American
system. Except for small-circulation publications reaching a select
audience, most programming and written material do not question the
fundamental assumptions and values that underlie the system.
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psychologists commonly identify school and family as the most
powerful of these agents-with some disagreement over which of the
two is primary in determining a child's political beliefs. 4 v
Regardless of whether school or family is the most dominant force
in political socialization-and it may vary from child to
child-school undoubtedly matters." This is because it is through

Id. at 122; see also CLEARY, supra note 2, at 74 ("As a result the impact of the mass media on
attitude development is largely secondary, limited as it is by an individual's personal
relationships and filtered through his associations. In these circumstances attitude
reinforcement is much more likely than attitude change.").
147 See TORNEY, OPPENHEIM & FARNEN, supra note 2, at 31 ("Debates about the relative
impacts of home and school also abound in the political socialization literature."). In the
majority of cases, schools will simply reinforce the basic political orientations learned at
home, especially in an established regime such as the United States, where most parents
underwent the same basic political socialization as their children. See ROBERT D. HESS &
JUDITH V. TORNEY, THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL ATTITUDES IN CHILDREN 101 (1967)
(noting school "reinforces other community institutions"). In such cases, disentangling the
relative and mutually reinforcing effect of school and family is an impossible task. See id.
at 95 ("Since the attitudes imparted are similar or identical to those transmitted by other
groups and institutions, it is difficult to determine accurately the family's influence compared
to that of other agents."). With children from immigrant and politically deviant families, the
story is more illuminating, but still complex. See FREEDMAN & FREEDMAN, supra note 8,
at 102 (concluding that in isolated portions of Appalachia, "the atypical parents of these
atypical children were found to have directly transmitted some of their political values to
their offspring"). Some have argued that "these families live among others of their kind in
a deviant subculture. Children brought up in these families and subcultures are liable to
acquire their parents' deviant attitudes." Id. at 101-02. Others see family as primary, but
concede that:
[B]asic attitude change can occur in the school setting when students are
isolated in an atmosphere of largely homogeneous political values and the
high status student peer group supports the new values. Pressures for
conformity as well as social rewards for change press toward the desired
values in these circumstances, with the peer group reinforcing the formal
educational system.
CLEARY, supra note 2, at 62 (citation omitted). Others argue forcefully that while family may
be primary in much childhood socialization, "school stands out as the central, salient, and
dominant force in the political socialization of the young child." Id. at 65.
148 See FREEDMAN& FREEDMAN, supra note 8, at 114 ("[Clommon sense tells many people
that school does matter."). As such, many political and religious interest groups are willing
to expend considerable resources battling to push their agendas in the classroom. See
STEPHEN ARONS, COMPELLING BELIEF: THE CULTURE OF AMERICAN SCHOOLING, at x ("Using
schools as a means of reforming society by manipulating the consciousness of children has
been an everyday part of the politics of American life for longer than any reader of this book
can remember."); O'Leary, supranote 13, at 154 ("During the 1890s, despite differences over
goals and constituencies, nationalists cooperated in their effort to raise the flag over every
school, institutionalize the pledge of allegiance, introduce patriotic rituals aimed at
galvanizing children's hearts, and create civic curriculums aimed at securing children's
minds.").
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the classroom that the most deliberate and comprehensive efforts
are made to shape the political views of the child:149
"[School] is the most nearly universal of all social
institutions; it is in fact the sole social institution which
seeks contacts with all young persons." Furthermore,
children are exposed to the school for long periods of
time and the occasions for exercising influence during
these intervals are numerous. Finally, the school is the
only agent of political socialization that organizes a
major program of education focusing specifically on the
character of the political system and the citizen's
relation to it.'
As such, schools "may counteract and replace[ I parentally taught
values."' 5 ' For example, after Hawaii was annexed by the United
States, government officials effectively used schools to
"Americanize" and inculcate nationalism in the mostly "oriental"
people of Hawaii, despite the "lack of congruence" among socializing
agents-such as parents and cultural institutions' 5 2-that provide
"life experiences [that] can present enough contradictions to the
official message to undermine it." 5 ' Similarly, studies on the

19

See DAWSON & PREWITT, supra note 3, at 146 ("[A] major portion of political learning

takes place in the classroom. It is through this agency that the most comprehensive and
deliberate efforts are made by modern and modernizing politics to shape the political outlooks
of new citizens."). Gladys Wiggin notes:
A series of agencies are used in training the nationalist citizen. The
government services such as the navy, the schools, patriotic organizations,
political parties, the press, and the mass media-all at some time are
found to be enforcing nationalism. These agencies employ such tools as
a common language, symbols, traditions, literature, rituals, and an
emphasis on a preferred locality. But the school, which employs most of
the agencies and all of the tools available for the development of the
proper emotional set, is often central to the process of citizen making.
WIGGIN, supranote 7, at 14.
150 CLEARY, supra note 2, at 86 (footnote omitted).
DUSAN KECMANOVIC, THE MASS PSYCHOLOGY OF ETHNONATIONALISM 173 (1996).
152 See supra note 16 and accompanying text.
153 FREEDMAN & FREEDMAN, supra note 8, at 114. Wiggin also notes:
In view of the way Hawaiian educators saw their central problem it must
be assumed that singing could serve several functions. It was quite
obvious that an important part of Americanization was learning the scale
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development of national identity in new nations have reinforced the
powerful ability of schools to successfully shape individual views of
the state and create attachment to the nation-despite strong
resistance from other socializing agents. 5"
The key to the success of schools in shaping patriotic attitudes
toward the state is in the method. Teachers do not sit young
children down and explain to them why it is important to love
America. Love of country is taught first and foremost through
ritual, not reason-and "before the child has the capacity actually
to understand and order for himself abstract political symbols and
relationships."1 55 As such, patriotism is inculcated in the child
almost solely "through the ritual life of the classroom-saluting the
flag, singing patriotic songs, honoring national heroes and events,
and being exposed to patriotic symbols such as pictures and sayings
of leaders."'5 6 These "ceremonial expressions of devotion to the
nation" and systematic exposure to patriotic symbols produce love
of the nation and its institutions. 7 The ritualized acting out of awe
toward the state forms both "[biasic feelings of patriotism and
used typically in the United States and so foreign to Japanese or Chinese
ears. Singing was also a group activity in which all nationalities could
blend their efforts, and in which students' deficiencies would not be
noticeable. Furthermore, singing patriotic songs would be one way to
impress these children with where their loyalties really ought to lie.
Shifting attention from Fujiyama to "America, the Beautiful" and from the
Emperor to "The Star-[S]pangled Banner" could be carried out quite
smoothly through choruses and daily "song fests."
WIGGIN, supra note 7, at 493.
1 4 See Robert Grey, Determinantsof National Identifications in Ethiopia: A Research
Note, 3 AFR. REV. 507, 516 (1973) (concluding that in rural areas of Ethiopia, "schools make
available in various ways the identity of Ethiopian, an identity which is seen as modern,
urban, and transcending the divisiveness of tribe, religion, and region"). As Dawson and
Prewitt note:
Despite the many factors working against uniform political socialization
in the schools, schools remain one of the more controllable sources of
political learning. A society seeking to bring about large-scale and rapid
changes in political values will find the educational system among the
most effective means for implementing uniform alterations. The leaders
of totalitarian nations and of the new nations generally have accepted this
and have expended resources in the development of schools and political
education programs in them.
DAWSON & PREwrrr, supra note 3, at 179.
1 5 DAWSON & PREWrlr, supra note 3, at 60.
156

Id. at 155.

157

Id.
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loyalty" and reinforces these feelings through daily collective
repetition.158
Patriotic rituals in the classroom include daily rituals-such as
singing the national anthem and pledging allegiance, as well as
more elaborate rituals such as plays and pageants,' 5 9 the celebration
of national holidays, 6 ° stories emphasizing the "exploits and deeds
of American heroes,"' 6 ' and the collective learning and performance
of patriotic songs such as "the national anthem, 'God Bless America,'
'Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean,' 'America the Beautiful,' 'My
Country,' 'Tis of Thee,' and so on." 6 2
Not coincidently, these patriotic exercises and rituals tend to
conflate love of God, country, and military in ways in which positive
emotions toward one are easily transferred to the other-especially
in young children who have difficulty separating them out.6 3 For
example, the Library of Congress's "Courage, Patriotism,
Community" website, which hundreds of schools use to teach
patriotism, similarly encourages the use of songs which fuse

158 Id. at 157.
159 See CLEARY, supra note 2, at 81 ("[The underlying sense of respect for the nation and
for political authority . . . is usually strengthened in the school as a result of plays and
pageants, the Pledge of Allegiance, [and] the national anthem....").
'60 The notion that one might use national celebrations to imbue children with a sense of
nationalism has deep roots. See KERTZER, supra note 1, at 63 ("[A] number of nineteenthcentury French intellectuals publicly lamented that lack of nationalist enthusiasm and called
for the creation of new rites to produce greater national communion"). For example, French
historian Michelet, whose work was popular in the middle years of the nineteenth century,
mused in one book
with barely concealed ecstasy, on the effect that properly organized
national festivals would have on children. Surrounded by flags, the night
lit up, soldiers with shining bayonets marching by, each father would tell
his awe-struck child: "Look: there is France, there is la Patrie!All this,
it's like a single man. One soul and one heart. All would die for a single
one, and each must also live and die for all."
Id. at 63-64 (quoting Michelet).
161 See Westheimer, supra note 24, at 171 (quoting Nebraska state board of education
middle school social studies curriculum specification).
162 Ravitch, supra note 17, at 92. The lyrics of Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean include
the following: "The army and navy forever, Three cheers for the red, white, and blue!'
Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean, Lyrics, http://www.celebrateboston.com/music/patriotidlcol
umbiagemoftheocean.htm (last visited Jan. 26, 2009).
" See HESS & TORNEY, supra note 147, at 106 ("[These rituals establish an emotional
orientation toward country and flag even though an understanding of the words and actions
has not been developed.").
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patriotic emotion with support for the military." 4 Likewise, the
Nebraska Americanism Statute specifically mandates that patriotic
education include instruction in the contribution of all ethnic groups
to the "war services in all wars of this nation."'6 5
These early-learned and intentionally inculcated emotional
linkages between country, god, and the military continue to be
cultivated in middle school and high school through continued
ritual, selective history, the civics curriculum and, increasingly, the
Middle School Cadet Corps (MSCC) 6 and the Junior Reserve
Officer Training Corps (JROTC)-both of which are funded by the
Department of Defense and which serve as a springboard for
military recruitment in the schools. 6 7 Strong evidence suggests

14 See Westheimer, supra note 24, at 179 (describing Library of Congress website); see

also supra notes 45-47 and accompanying text.
Similarly, as part of an effort funded by
165 NEB. REV. STAT. § 79-724(2)(c) (2003).
Celebration USA, millions of children in America have recently been taught anew in public
schools to sing the following lyrics from God Bless America:
"As we raise our voices in a solemn prayer.
God Bless America, Land that I love,
Stand beside her, and guide her,
Thru the night with a light from above."
The following from America the Beautiful:
"America! America!
God shed His grace on thee,
And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea!"
And the following from the Military Medley:
"A man does not die until he is forgotten.
We will never forget you!
We salute the Armed Forces of the United States of America those men and women who protect our freedom and keep us safe.
We thank you!"
Celebration USA - The Military Medley, http://www.celebrationusa.org/mihtarymed.htm (last
visited Sept. 23, 2008).
" See Jennifer Wedekind, The ChildrensCrusade: MilitaryProgramsMove intoMiddle
Schools to Fish for Future Soldiers, IN THESE TIMEs (Chi.), June 3, 2005, available at http'//
www.inthesetimes.com/article/2136/ ("The elementary school cadet corps is a voluntary afterschool program that meets two or three times a week. Programs differ from school to school,
but MSCC students generally learn first-aid, civics, 'citizenship' and character development.
They also learn military history and take field trips to local military bases. Once a week,
students wear their uniforms to school for inspections."); see alsoAyers, supra note 2, at 101
(noting Chicago is "in the vanguard of the Middle School Cadet Corps... with twenty-six
programs in junior highs and middle schools involving 850 kids, some as young as eleven").
167 See Ayers, supra note 2, at 101 (describing funding and prevalence of JROTC). Ayers
also gives statistics to describe the JROTC:
One of the most effective recruitment tools is Junior Reserve Officers'
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that the link between patriotism and support for the military
remains part and parcel of the package of patriotism for most
168
Americans as adults.
Indeed, the very aim of early patriotic education is to imprint
within the child "as intense an identification as possible with the
nation and its symbols," including the military. 1 9 As Robert Hess
and Judith Torney explain in their study of the development of
political attitudes in American school children, rituals such as the
Pledge of Allegiance, singing of the national anthem, and flag
ceremonies "establish an emotional orientation toward country and

Training Corps (JROTC), the high school version of ROTC that was
established by an act of Congress in 1916 "to develop citizenship and
responsibility in young people." JROTC is now experiencing the most
rapid expansion in its history.... In the ensuing decade [since 1992] the
number of JROTC programs doubled, with over half a million students
enrolled at over three thousand schools coast-to-coast, and an annual
Pentagon budget allocating in excess of $250 million. Today the evidence
is clear: 40% of JROTC graduates eventually join the military, making
the program a powerful recruiting device.
Id. (footnote omitted).
ifs A twenty-four-country study of patriotic attitudes found that over 73.5% of Americans
are "very proud" of the U.S. military. TOM W. SMITH, NORC/UNIv. OF CHi., NATIONAL PRIDE
IN SPECIFIC DOMAINS 4, 12-13 (2006), availableat http://www-news.uchicago.edu/releases/06/
060627.pride.pdf. The next highest country in this measure of national pride was Israel
at 54.3%. Id. The twenty-four-country average, was 17.5%, and France and Russia fall below
the average. Id.
169 KECMANOVIC, supra note 151, at 12 (discussing shaping of national identity by
organized social activities). Gladys Wiggin, who argued that "highest calling" of the
educational system is to inculcate nationalism, provides the following description of the
indoctrination process:
When [the child] is very young he learns to salute the flag and
recognize his national anthem. He early comes to know national heroes
and some of the legends of his people. During his elementary schooling,
and it is the elementary school which carries the burden of education for
nationalism, he learns national history and geography; he participates in
patriotic exercises; he celebrates Flag Day or Constitution Day, or Bastille
Day or Guy Fawkes's Day. As an adjunct to secondary schooling, he and
his sister join the Boy Scouts and the Girl Scouts. During high school
days he becomes politically conscious of the necessity of participation in
his government, whether this participation is for the purpose of free or
manipulated choice of representatives. He begins his young adulthood
with universal military service and his patriotic gesture is rewarded by
girls who have been taught to admire the soldier. By the time he achieves
full economic, political, and social participation in his society, it is hoped
that he has developed a "loyalty and devotion to that half-real, halfmystical entity which is the nation-state."
See WIGGIN, supra note 7, at 14.
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flag even though an understanding of the meaning of the words and
actions has not been developed. These seem to be indoctrinating
acts that cue and reinforce feelings of loyalty and patriotism."170
These feelings "are reinforced daily and are seldom questioned by
the child."' 7 '
Patriotic rituals in schools also employ collective expression to
implant an indelible link in the brain between patriotism and group
belonging-and thereby lay the groundwork for collective patriotism
and nationalism in adults. Pledging allegiance, singing patriotic
songs, performing in patriotic pageants, and creating patriotic DVDs
to send to U.S. soldiers in Iraq are group activities. Such "[giroup
compelling, especially to the impressionable
experiences can be" very
172
mind of the child.

The ability of schools to exploit this power of collective ritual and
expression to inculcate patriotism is a critical and fundamental
difference between the classroom and the family as
settings for acquiring emotional attachment to the
country. In the family, the child may learn to be
patriotic because he recognizes that this orientation is
highly valued by adults he tries to imitate. Patriotism
in the classroom, in contrast, is acted out in the rituals,
in a group he has come
and acted out by the individuals
17
to be closely related with.
The unique power of collective ritual has been explained by
anthropologist David Kertzer, author of the most comprehensive
written study of political ritual, as follows:
Observers of crowd behavior have often noted the
contagiousness of emotion. This operates in collective
rituals as well, where people's emotions are heavily
influenced by the emotions displayed by others around

170

HESS & TORNEY, supranote 147, at 106-08.

171

Id. at 106.

172

DAWSON & PREWrrr, supranote 3, at 157.

173

Id. at 157-58.
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them. Collective rituals are seductive, and the emotions
previously associated with such collective ritual
celebrations continue to be felt when similar rites are
performed later, alone, or in more limited company. 7 '
The potency of collective ritual has a neuro-physiological basis.
In short, collective ritual works by activating "noradrenergic,
serotonergic, and dopaminergic systems in the brain that heighten
attention, enhance mood, and increase sociability."'75 The repeated
activation of the brain's dopaminergic reward system, in particular,
creates a type of "incentive learning, as well as similar to classical
and contextual conditioning," by which "the objects... and beliefs
of religious ritual are invested with emotional significance."'76 In
other words, ritual communicates and coordinates social behaviors
and beliefs "and does so through the elicitation of neurophysiological
responses."'77
Explained differently, rituals shape belief by invoking
physiological stimuli that arouse the emotions and the senses "to
structure our sense of reality and our understanding of the world
around us." 7 ' In ritual, symbols such as the flag are condensed to
represent and unify a rich array of meanings. Then, "[alt a
subconscious, and hence more powerful, level, these various ideas
are not just simultaneously elicited but also interact with one
174

KERTZER, supranote 1, at 100-01 (footnote omitted). See also id. at 72 ("Research on

the psychology of commitment makes clear that ritual, by inducing people to take public
action that identifies them with a political group, serves to build and reinforce the attachment
the person has to the group.").
175 Candace S. Alcorta & Richard Sosis, Ritual, Emotion, and Sacred Symbols: The
Evolution of Religion as an Adaptive Complex, 16 HUM. NATURE 323, 338 (2005) (discussing
religious ritual).
176 Id. at 338.
'77 Id. at 345 (discussing religious ritual). Alcorta and Sosis further explain:
The conditioned association of such emotions as fear and awe with
symbolic cognitive schema achieved through these rites results in the
sanctification of those symbols, whether places, artifacts, or beliefs.
Because such symbols are deeply associated with emotions engendered
through ritual, they take on motivational force. When such rites are
simultaneously experienced by groups of individuals, the conditioned
association of evoked emotions with specific cognitive schema creates a
cultural community bound in motivation, as well as belief.
Id. at 341.
178 KERTZER, supra note 1, at 10.
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another so that they become associated together in the individual's
mind." 79
Moreover, not only does ritual have a cognitive effect on one's
political beliefs, it also "has an important emotional impact."8 0
Ritual-and particularly group ritual-generates "a great deal of
satisfaction."'' In ritual, the "norms of society [are brought] into
close contact with strong emotional stimuli," uniting the two
indelibly in the brain.8 2 This linking of pleasure with political belief
gives ritual its great power.
But patriotic rituals also work to link religious sentiment with
political belief-and to conflate feelings of reverence for God and
country.18 3 Political psychologist David Easton explains:
In many schools it is customary to pledge allegiance
to the flag each morning as classes begin or at other
regular intervals. The pledge is brief but it is said in a
formal, solemn atmosphere.
Levity brings down
sanctions from the school authorities and sincerity is
approved. The exact procedures associated with the
pledge may vary. In some cases the flag is saluted; in
others, the right hand is held over the heart. But the
repetition of the pledge assumes the character of a
ritual.
When the children in grades two and three were
interviewed around the question, "To whom do you take
the pledge of allegiance?" the answers were distributed
among flag, country, and for the single largest minority,
God. Not only do we find the explicit statement that
God is the object of the pledge, but when probed with
regard to its functions, many children interpreted the
pledge as a prayer."
,79 Id. at 11.
'80 Id. at 14.
181 Id.
182

Id.

at 40 (quoting VICTOR TURNER, THE FOREST OF SYMBOLS 30 (Cornell Univ.

Press 1967)).
183 See DAWSON & PREWrIT, supra note 3, at 60 ("Lacking informational content, the
earliest political learning is highly emotional, much like religious feelings.").
' David Easton & Robert D. Hess, The Child's Political World, 6 MIDWEST J. POL.
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Easton theorized that "in all likelihood there is an association in
the child's mind of the form and feeling tone of religious ritual with
the political ceremony of pledging allegiance. Specific invocation of
God in the pledge itself would clinch the point for the child."" 5 This
association of religious feeling with the pledge also helps explain the
depth of patriotic sentiment in many Americans:
We might infer that the depth and peculiar strength of
religious sentiments, if only because of their early
introduction to the child and numerous social sanctions
enlisted in their aid, become subtly transferred to the
bond with the political community. The fact that as the
child grows older he may be able to sort out the religious
from the political setting much more clearly and restrict
the pledge to a political meaning, need not thereby
weaken this bond. The initial and early intermingling
of potent religious sentiment with political community
has by that time probably created a tie difficult to
dissolve."'86
Thus understanding ritual, it becomes evident why young
children are particularly vulnerable to the use of ritual to inculcate
beliefs-political or otherwise. First, early childhood learning tends
to be relational and emotional, as most young children lack the
capacity to rationalize political beliefs and cannot think in analytical
terms.8 7 In other words, small children cannot employ hypothetical
reasoning and "often make no distinction between the abstract
organization and its symbolic representation. Thus, the flag does
Sci. 229, 238-39 (1962) (footnote omitted).
185 Id. at 239.
18 Id.
1"7 See CLEARY, supra note 2, at 88 ("[A] child must be close to adolescence before he can
think analytically in the full meaning of this term."); FREEDMAN & FREEDMAN, supra note 8,
at 108 (noting that educators in the Soviet Union believe that "young children cannot absorb
complicated ideological information, so preschool teachers emphasize character molding and
the laying of a foundation for later political learning. Children are given very little political
information at first. However, there is a definite attempt to establish an attachment to the
state." (footnote omitted)); BARBEL INHELDER & JEAN PIAGET, THE GROWTH OF LOGICAL
THINKING FROM CHILDHOOD TO ADOLESCENCE 335 (Anne Parsons & Stanley Milgram
trans., 1958) (noting young children lack "the single total system found in formal logic').
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not simply stand for the country, but flag and country are thought
In small children, intense emotions are
of as the same thing."'
easily generated, and attachment to symbols is readily transferred
to the state. 189
Second, early childhood is a neuro-psychologically sensitive time
of development and the brains of young children are characterized
by plasticity.9 s Additionally, on most political matters, young
children do not "have any prior conceptions or attitudes." 9 ' Their
brains are in many ways blank slates, primed for conditioning.
Third, children are inclined to follow the direction of
authoritarian figures such as teachers without question, ensuring
class wide participation in ritual performances notwithstanding any
technical right to opt out. Given the frequent blurring of voluntary
versus compulsory patriotic rituals even at the high school level, it
has historically "taken courageous students of resolute convictions"
to resist participation.' 9 2 But by the nature of their cognitive
development, young children lack resolute convictions and are
instead developed in "habits of obedience to authority. " 19 3 "[Flor the
child the teacher represents an authoritative spokesman of
society."'9 4 The young child trusts the teacher and does not question
instruction to engage in patriotic ritual whatever its form or
content. Not only do "the very gestures and words associated with
[patriotic ritual] suggest submission, respect, and dependence," 9 '
but the young child cannot even grasp the concept of what it means
to have the right to opt out-much less meaningfully being able to
exercise it. And by the time the child reaches an age where the

188
1

KERTZER, supranote 1, at 16.
See CLEARY, supra note 2, at 83 ("A positive emotional orientation toward government

and the political system tends to precede cognition of what the government does or how the
system operates. Children feel politically efficacious, but they do not know how to go about
playing a role in the making of public policy. [Children] look favorably on democracy, but
they have little understanding of its requirements. Dispositions of this nature are based
largely on imitation rather than on cognition.").
'go Alcorta & Sosis, supra note 175, at 341.
FREEDMAN & FREEDMAN, supra note 8, at 118.
'91

107eary, supra note 13, at 163.
113 FREEDMAN & FREEDMAN,

supra note 8, at 98 (discussing parenting and child

development in Soviet Union).
" DAWSON & PREwrITr, supra note 3, at 158.
19

Id. at 157.
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right to opt out might have real meaning, years of patriotic
indoctrination have already conditioned the child to feel almost
instinctively that love of nation is a moral value.' 96 She is then more
than happy to stand voluntarily with her hand on her heart and sing
the national anthem-and to continue doing so as an adult.

V. EMOTION AND THE AUTOMATICITY OF POLITICAL BELIEF
The importance of early political learning-and its implications
for the exercise of rights of political conscience in adults-is best
illuminated by the theory of symbolic politics, which has been
largely substantiated by neuroscientific and other research in the
cognitive sciences.
Before getting to this research, however, it is helpful to begin
with an explanation of the theory of symbolic politics itself. The
best known use of the term comes from Murray Edelman in his
books, The Symbolic Uses ofPoliticsand Politicsas Symbolic Action:
Mass Arousal and Quiescence. In these works, Edelman argues that
the political process consists primarily of elite manipulation of
socially constructed symbols in which anxieties about the very real
and complex world are replaced with a few simple, reassuring
myths: "America is the land of equal opportunity"; America stands
for freedom; in America, "there is equality before the law"; America
is a democracy where "government accurately reflects the voice of
the people"; or U.S. troops are fighting for our freedom.'9 7
Edelman posits that for the average citizen, political decisions are
driven by the need to relieve anxiety, rather than by rational
calculations about self-interest or sociotropic interest of the nation
as a whole.'98 In sharp contrast to neoclassical economics and civic
republicanism, Edelman argues that while most people "are
convinced that their political decisions are logical, defensible, and

'96

See Bill Bigelow, Patriotism Makes Kids Stupid, in PLEDGING ALLEGIANCE, supra

note 2, at 87, 87 ("[Sltudents are taught that the most important unit of social analysis is the
nation-state .... ).
'97

MURRAYEDELMAN, PoLmcsAs SYMBOLIC ACTION: MASSAROUSALAND QUIESCENCE 55

(1971).
198 See id. at 54-55 (discussing role anxiety plays in politics and noting anxiety plays
particularly large role in decision made by poor people); MURRAY EDELMAN, THE SYMBOLIC
USES OF POIMCS 19 (4th prtg. 1970) (arguing voter behavior is not rational).
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wholly rational, . . . '[tihe collectivity of psychotherapeutic
experience suggests that the areas of politics and religion are for
most of us more deeply immune to the rational processes than are
any other portions of our conscious beliefs and value systems.' "19
As such, Edelman argues that the "real" nature of politics is a
procession of socially constructed symbols, upon which ordinary
citizens project their wishes, hopes, and fears-and which the
government and other elites manipulate to serve their own,
sometimes competing, objectives.2 °° This competition between elites
to manipulate politically salient symbols, typically for their own
benefit, creates the appearance of a rational democracy, while
obscuring structural inequality and the limited role of the masses
in actually shaping public policy.2 ' Edelman's theory at its core was
meant as "a radical critique of mass politics in democratic society,
focusing on the role of symbols in manipulating the public."20 2
Whether or not Edelman was correct in his conclusions about the
dire state of American democracy, his work also laid the
groundwork for a "distinctive theory of political psychology" known
as "symbolic politics" which was further developed, refined, and
empirically tested by a number of political psychologists.0 3 In brief,
"[t]his theory holds that people acquire stable affective responses to
particular symbols through a process of classical conditioning" at a
young age.20 4 The strongest of these attitudinal dispositions-called

19 EDELMAN, supranote 198, at 19 (quoting C.W. Wahl, The Relation Between Primary
and Secondary Identifications: Psychiatry and the Group Sciences, in AMERICAN VOTING
BEHAVIOR 263 (Eugene Burdick & Arthur J. Brodbeck eds., 1959)); see also JOHN
O'SHAUGHNESSY & NICHOLAS JACKSON O'SHAUGHNESSY,

THE MARKETING POWER OF

EMOTION 122 (2003) (noting that evidence of irrational, emotion-driven, nature of political
beliefs comes, for example, from research on political beliefs that has shown that "for most
people the interconnection of political beliefs is triply lacking (1) horizontally, that is, between
opinions on an issue; (2) vertically, that is, between higher-level concepts like liberalism and
conservatism and specific preferences on specific concrete issues; and (3) temporally, that is,
between political positions taken at different times"). This lack of consistency among most
people's political beliefs and opinions strongly suggests that a process other than pure
rationality is at work.
EDELMAN, supra note 198, at 77.
201 Id. at 2 ("Political forms thus come to symbolize what large masses of men need to
believe about the state to reassure themselves.").
2 David 0. Sears, Symbolic Politics: A Socio-PsychologicalTheory, in EXPLORATIONS IN
POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY 113, 119 (Shanto Iyengar & William J. McGuire eds., 1993).
20 Id. at 120.
204 Id.
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"symbolic predispositions-persist throughout adult life.2 °5
Examples of such symbolic predispositions include party
identification, racial prejudices, nationalism, and attachments to
various symbols of the nation and regime-such as the flag, the
constitution, and the military.2"' These symbolic predispositions, in
turn, have a major impact on an adult's evaluation of political
objects. °7
This theory has been tested by a considerable body of empirical
work, which has shown that across a wide range of policy issues
(e.g., government-funded healthcare, affirmative action, support for
war), an individual's symbolic predisposition (e.g., political ideology,
racial attitudes, attitudes toward military) is the major determinant
of political attitudes, whereas "cost-benefit calculations.. . play a
relatively modest role." 0 8 This influence occurs when people take
the predispositions they have acquired and "simply transfer affects
from one symbol to another when they are linked to one another."0 9
This is called symbolic processing.210
There are several important aspects that distinguish symbolic
processing from more prevalent models of political decision making
such as neoclassical economic and civic republican models, which
assume that people rationally update prior political beliefs and
attitudes upon exposure to new information. First, symbolic
processing is automatic and affective, rather than calculative. 21 '
"When we hear the word 'democracy,' we have a strong and
immediate positive response; when we encounter the symbol 'Nazi,'
we have a strong and immediate negative response."" 2 Politicians
thus devote considerable time trying to discover what symbols evoke
the proper emotional response in the mass public-that is, what hits

"5 See id. at 118-19 ("[Slymbolic politics focused on the influence of long-standing
symbolic predispositions (party identification, political ideology, racial prejudice). In a large
number of studies, self-interest had much less influence on policy and candidate preferences

than did long-standing predispositions.").
2D6 id.
207 Id.
208 Id. at 122.
2D9Id. at 120.
210
211
212

Id.

Id.
Id. at 133.
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the right "hot buttons."213 They then frame their message to evoke
the proper emotional response.21 ' For example, "[slupport for
intervention in the Korean War was considerably greater when it
was described as intended 'to stop the communist invasion of South
Korea' than when it was simply described as 'the war in Korea.' "21'
Similarly, framing bilingual education in terms of "maintaining
minority cultures" has been shown to enhance the influence of
symbolic racism and nationalism, thereby generating opposition
among whites, whereas describing it as "promoting Englishlanguage efficiency" harnesses the influence of symbolic racism and
nationalism
to generate support among whites for the same
6
policy.

21

Second, symbolic processing is "on-line" as opposed to "memory
based"--meaning that it is instantaneous, cumulative, and
"detached from its informational origins."217 For example, one keeps
a "running tally" 18 of how one feels about socialism and the mere
mention of the word automatically and swiftly triggers one's
attitudinal predispositions. Moreover, this reaction is guided by
"pressures toward affective consistency," which operate
unconsciously.2 19 If one has a previously negative view of socialism,

she will absorb information that supports this view, add it to the
tally, and tend to ignore or discount information that is incongruent
with prior attitudes.
Third, in contrast to economic theories of behavior, symbolic
politics theory does not assume that people make political decisions
by rationally assessing current information to maximize benefit,
whether self-interested or societal.22 ° Instead, symbolic processing
theory views people as responding affectively to political symbols on
the basis of classically conditioned predispositions.22 ' Moreover, it
views people as being emotionally invested (consciously or
Id.
Id.
215 Id. at 125.
216 Id. at 132.
217 Id. at 133-34.
218 Id. at 133.
219 Id.
m Id. at 136.
221 Id.
213
214
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unconsciously) in their preexisting attitudes and thus as being
resistant to new information.2 2 2
"Symbolic processing may
ultimately serve rational ends for the individual or for the society,
but if it does, it is not through a process of careful and rational
deliberation or cost-benefit analysis."2 2 3
In short, symbolic processing theorists argue that most people
make political decisions in an automatic, emotional, and "gut level"
manner.2 24 To be clear, however, symbolic political theory is
concerned with how people, in the aggregate, make political
decisions, and does not purport to describe how particular
individuals make decisions in particular cases. It is a mass theory
of political behavior, not an individual one. Thus, in order for
symbolic politics theorists to be correct about political decision
making in the aggregate, it need only be the case that most
individuals make decisions most of the time based upon symbolic
predispositions.22 5 On that score, evidence from the cognitive and
neurosciences suggests that they are almost certainly right.2 26
First, it is accepted by the "mainstream" of psychology that
emotions and attitudes may be triggered automatically without any
cognitive process whatsoever.2 2 7 While it was once assumed that
"people weigh the positive and negative features of the object or

2

Id.

22 Id. Symbolic processing should also be distinguished from social cognition theories,
such as that of the cognitive miser, cognitive heuristics, cognitive schema theory and the
cognitive categorization process. See id. at 136-37 (contrasting social processing with
cognitive miser theories). Though the cognitive miser view also describes people as distorting
information, it assigns a minor role to affective predispositions and contends that people
distort political information out of the "inability to process all available information and the
resulting need to economize cognitively." Id. at 137. Symbolic processing, on the other hand,
argues that people distort political information to maintain affective consistency. See id.
("This view also differs sharply from the symbolic politics perspective.... [A]fect is basically
foreign to the key insights of the cognitive miser approach.").
224 See id. ("The symbolic processor is reacting in a gut-level, automatic manner to
emotionally evocative political and social objects.").
'
In other words, it is largely immaterial to the theory of symbolic politics if there are
some individuals who are particularly effective in rationally resisting their affective
predispositions. It is similarly immaterial whether individuals can and do sometimes
overcome their affective predisposition in particular circumstances.
2m See infra notes 227-31 and accompanying text.
7 R.B. Zajonc, Feeling and Thinking: Preferences Need No Inferences, 35 AM.
PSYCHOLOGIST 151, 155 (1980); John A. Bargh & Tanya L. Chartrand, The Unbearable
Automaticity of Being, 54 AM. PSYCHOLOGIST 462, 463 (1999).
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event and then, on the basis of this rational process, make a decision
about how they feel about it,"228 the vast majority of cognitive
scientists agree "that the experience of emotion is largely not a
matter of conscious choice."229 While we might try to control the
expression of emotion or how we respond to emotion-including
whether or not to escalate the emotional experience-we cannot
control the initial affective experience itself.230 This is because the
operation of our emotion systems is involuntary, automatic, and
beyond our control. To the extent that an environmental stimulus
is mentally connected with an affective association, this affect will
be generated instantaneously and automatically at the mere
presentation of the stimulus, with no pre-emotion involvement of
the cortical, or conscious, portion of the brain.2"'
The debate in the mind sciences has shifted from the existence of
these automatic reactions to how much control automatic reactions
have over our conscious decisions and behavior.232 Symbolic
processing theorists contend that automatic attitudinal
predispositions are predominant in political decision making.
Mounting evidence suggests that this may be correct, and not only
in politics. While we often feel that we have dispassionately
weighed the pros and cons of a given course of action before coming
to a decision, it turns out that this rational decision making process
is rare."' This is because when confronted with environmental
Tanya L. Chartrand, Rick B. van Baaren & John A. Bargh, Linking Automatic
Evaluation to Mood and Information ProcessingStyle: Consequences for ExperiencedAffect,
Impression Formation,and Stereotyping, 135 J. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOL. 70, 71 (2006).
Bargh & Chartrand, supranote 227, at 473.
''
Zajonc, supra note 227, at 156. The same is true of moods. See Bargh & Chartrand,
supra note 227, at 473 ("[Ilt is not really a matter of intending to be in a good mood or a bad
mood. Rather, effortful and strategic mental processes (e.g., thinking about an upcoming
vacation in a time of pressure and stress at work) are used in an attempt to change or control
the mood once it has settled in.").
231 GEORGE E. MARCUS, THE SENTIMENTAL CITIZEN: EMOTION IN DEMOCRATIC POLITICS 68
(2002); Milton Lodge, Charles Taber & Christopher Weber, FirstSteps Toward a Dual-Process
Accessibility Model of Political Beliefs, Attitudes, and Behavior, in FEELING POLITICS:
EMOTION IN POLITICAL INFORMATION PROCESSING 11, 17, 24 (David P. Redlawsk ed., 2006)
[hereinafter FEELING POLITICS]. This emotion may or may not intrude into conscious
awareness, as we can experience emotion even if we never recognize it, or label it, as such.
See O'SHAUGHNESSY & O'SHAUGHNESSY, supra note 199, at 22 ("[WMe can be afraid without
being reflectively conscious at the time of our thoughts or feelings.").
Bargh & Chartrand, supranote 227, at 463.
233 Zajonc, supra note 227, at 155; see also Bargh & Chartrand, supra note 227, at 474
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stimuli that require a response or decision, our brain forms an
instantaneous emotional answer. Subsequent cognitive processes,
including any information gathering, often serve unknowingly to
develop a post hoc rationalization for this "gut feeling."
A simplified overview of the neuroscientific account of affect's role
in decision making is as follows: Rather than relying upon the
processing of stimuli in those parts of the brain associated with
conscious thought (i.e., the cortex regions), the "emotion systems" of
the brain have direct access to the full sensory stream.2 3 4
Additionally, these emotion systems take in the whole range of
sensory information rather than the tiny portion of sensory
25
information that is subsequently represented in consciousness.
For example, the brain receives some 10 million bits of information
per second-all of which is available to the emotion systems-but
only about forty bits of the information reach conscious sight.23 6 In
addition, emotion systems have continuous accesses to
somatosensory information about the body-most of which is also
not consciously available, or at least not immediately so. 237 The

("[01ne's evaluations often (if not usually) become activated directly, without one needing to
think about them, or even be aware that one has just classified the person or event as good
or bad. Instead, just the mere presence of the attitude object is sufficient to cause the
corresponding evaluation.").
The term "emotion system" refers to the "subcortical structures of the brain, including
"'
the basal ganglia, the amygdala, and the hypothalamus," the parts of the brain involved in
generating emotions. Alcorta & Sosis, supra note 175, at 333. This term is not meant to
suggest that these portions of the brain only generate emotion. They are also involved in a
host of other automatic mental processes, such as the reflex of dropping a hot pan even before
one consciously knows the pan is hot, and procedural memory, such as that involved in
picking up a cup of tea or driving a stick-shift. See MARCUS, supra note 231, at 67-68
("Emotion systems have access to... information about the body, what and how well it is
doing, where everything is, and.., thus have the capacity to be directly involved with the
details of executing learned routines.").
235 MARCUS, supra note 231, at 62.
"'
Id. Evidence of the fact that the emotion systems see what the conscious does not
comes from individuals with brain injuries that cause them to lose their peripheral vision, but
who can still pick up a cup located outside their conscious sight. Id. at 61. Because
unconscious emotion systems control the exercise of procedural memory (i.e., memory which
tells us how to pick up a cup), there is no need to consciously see the cup. Id. Similarly, when
driving our emotion systems are monitoring our peripheral vision and notify consciousness
only when there is something there that might need conscious attention. See id. at 60 ("One
of the tasks of these emotion systems is to filter out what is represented in consciousness so
").
that all but the most strategically relevant information is excluded.
237 This would include information such as whether your eyes are dilated or not-without
having to look in the mirror. Id. at 52.
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emotion systems analyze this sensory and somatosensory
information independently and generate sensations and effects,
which may or may not later be categorized by conscious processes
238
such as feelings, moods, or behavioral intentions.
Moreover, this process takes "milliseconds."2 3 9 The speed of the
emotion systems sharply contrasts to the conscious systems, which
240
take about a half a second longer to respond to external stimuli.
This half-second delay has enormous implications as it means that,
prior to conscious awareness, the emotion systems have already
processed the information and executed a response-be it an
emotion, attitudinal evaluation, or behavior (or all three). Thus
affect is "primary" in that it is generated-at least
initially-separately from cognition and in that it enters into the
information processing stream prior to conscious processing.24 1
Affect is also primary in the sense that it may color subsequent
decision making either by serving as a type of default reasoning in
everyday circumstances or by distorting the processing of
information in more effortful decision making. In contrast to
deliberative processes, which are "cognitively effortful" and "time
consuming," emotional processes are "involuntary, fast,. . . consume
few resources, and ... can be activated even when the individual's
conscious attention is focused elsewhere." 2 Automatic, affectdriven responses thus powerfully determine thoughts and actions

m' Id. at 57. An interesting example of the independence of the emotion systems from the
cognitive systems can be seen in individuals with prosopagnosia, a lesion in the area of the
brain that controls the ability to recognize faces.

People afflicted with this deficit are able to see faces but cannot identify
them, and in fact will deny knowing even their wife or husband. More
interesting still, prosopagnosia patients do experience an emotional
reaction when they are presented with a familiar person even though they
are unable to recognize that person as someone they know. Because the

emotion systems also have access to the sensory stream and conduct their
own assessments, they can initiate a reaction to the familiar face, which
they accomplish by mobilizing the autonomic system.
Id. at 61-62 (footnote omitted).
'2 Lodge, Taber & Weber, supra note 231, at 12.
240 MARCUS, supra note 231, at 57.
241 Lodge, Taber & Weber, supra note 231, at 12.
242 Inna Burdein, Milton Lodge & Charles Taber, Experiments on the Automaticity of
PoliticalBeliefs and Attitudes, 27 POL. PSYCHOL. 259, 360 (2006).
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when one is distracted, hurried, stressed, unmotivated, or
importantly, unaware of the emotional cue.243
As such, affect will, as the theory of symbolic politics suggests,
drive political decision making for the mass public. 2
This is
because when it comes to most political matters, individuals lack
the time, the ability, or the desire to think through their
decisions.245 Thus, they tend to uncritically endorse choices in line
with their symbolic predispositions:'
We expect implicit processes to be strongest when the
motivation to think hard is weak, when time or cognitive
resources are wanting, and when the consequences of
being wrong are negligible. These situational and
contextual factors favoring automaticity appear to
characterize the world of politics for most citizens, where
typically the direct consequences of one's political
thoughts and actions are distant and indirect, where
uncertainty reigns, rumination is often neither called for
nor encouraged, where one is easily distracted by rapidfire TV images, and where the stream of information
routinely runs in parallel with congenial cues.24 v

us See Lodge, Taber & Weber, supra note 231, at 15 (noting role of automatic affective
responses in various situations).
24
See Sears, supra note 202, at 143 ("[Slome suggestive preliminary data suggest that
people's natural responses to civil liberties issues more closely resemble how they behave
when affectively primed than when cognitively primed." (citation omitted)).
m See EDELMAN, supra note 198, at 172 (finding that general public responds more to
political symbols than facts or morals).
m See O'SHAUGHNESSY & O'SHAuGHNEsSY, supranote 199, at 75 ("New beliefs are more
easily endorsed when not in competition with other sets of beliefs.").
" Lodge, Taber & Weber, supranote 231, at 16. A similar automaticity of affect has been
observed in consumer decision making. O'SHAUGHNESSY & O'SHAUGHNESSY, supranote 199,
at 191 ("[Tihere is the economists' fantasy of the highly rational consumer weighing up the
pros and cons only of tangible (functional) benefits. This is generally far from the truth.
Consumers in certain product categories may simply check how they feel about a product with
the focus on aesthetics and symbolic meaning."); see also EDELMAN, supra note 198, at 7 ("Nor
is there the check of reality and feedback .... Conclusive demonstrations that their heroes'
policies may often be futile or misconceived are impossible simply because the link between
dramatic political announcements and their impact on people is so long and so tangled. These
people may be right or they may be wrong. The point is that there is no necessity, and often
no possibility, of continuously checking their convictions against real conditions.").
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Additionally, even when individuals think about their political
decisions, affect plays a central role. This is because there is an
"automatic link in memory between a broad array of political
concepts and positive or negative affect."'
These affective
associations are triggered "online, at the very instant that attention
is momentarily fixed" on relevant environmental stimuli.249 The
emotion systems then generate an automatic affective response,
which is the first component to enter into the information processing
stream.25 ° Much of the thinking that takes place thereafter involves
constructing a rational reason for that response.251 In other words,
the affective response strongly determines subsequent conscious
considerations.252

w

Lodge, Taber & Weber, supra note 231, at 25. For example, the terms "abortion,"
"Democrat," "Republican," "Bush," and "Clinton" are all imbued with strongly negative or
positive affective associations for a large number of Americans. Id. at 19,23. The same concept
probably applies to terms such as "affirmative action," "Iraq," "Nixon," and "Cheney." Consider
the following quote from former Senator Alan Simpson, a Republican from Wyoming, 'There's
so many people that hate the guy, people that hate Dick Cheney just like people who hate
George Bush or hate ... Hillary Clinton. It's a really ugly thing out in the land, not disgust or
irritation, but hatred .... " Steve Holland, Cheney Once Considered Vice Presidency "Cruddy
Job," REUTERS, July 23, 2007, http'J/www.reuters.com/article/politicsNews/idUSN183749082007
0723.
" Lodge, Taber & Weber, supra note 231, at 29. The point is not that these affective
associates are reached without cognitive input, but that once conditioned, they are triggered
automatically. Id.
m5 See id. at 12 ("[Alutomatic processes are primary in the sense that they enter the
decision stream earlier than do conscious considerations.").
"i For example, if one were to chance upon a rattlesnake in the desert, the emotion
systems would sense the danger and direct the body to freeze, and the body would freeze,
even before the presence of the snake reached conscious awareness. What we would perceive
would be: "That's a snake, freeze!" But, in fact, we would have frozen a half second earlier.
In other words, there would be no cognition between perception of the environmental stimuli
and behavior, but the cognitive systems would work afterward to construct a rational reason
for our actions. In the case of the snake, an excellent justification would exist. However, a
similar phenomenon of post-action rationalization occurs even when no rational reason for
one's actions exists. For example, individuals induced to enact the posthypnotic suggestion
(such as "when you awake, you will immediately crawl around on your hands and knees") will,
if asked to explain what they are doing, immediately create a rationale (i.e., "I think I lost an
earring down here."). See John A. Bargh & Melissa J. Ferguson, Beyond Behaviorism: On
the Automaticity of Higher Mental Processes, 126 PSYCHOL. BuLLETIN 925, 940 (2000)
(providing hypnotism example). In other words, the subjective feeling of having thought
through one's attitudes, beliefs, or actions may be misleading evidence of reality.
z2 Id. at 936 (summarizing research findings in psychology experiments and impact of
priming on conscience and performance in tasks).
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Furthermore, when thoughts, feelings, and beliefs come
spontaneously to mind, there is little reason to question them. They
are emotionally congruent or "feel right" and thus "most automatic
influences will remain covert, and go unnoticed."25 3 Individuals
trust their reactions and believe that their perceptions of reality are
accurate.25 4 They thus rarely consider the ways that emotion may
be unconsciously coloring their perceptions.2 55
In actuality, however, emotion systems powerfully constrain "how
information is initially encoded, how it is stored in [long-term
memory], and consequently how it is retrieved, interpreted, and
acted upon."25 6 Moreover, humans are unconsciously motivated to
maintain congruence between emotions, beliefs, and actions.2 57 In
order to do so, the mind focuses conscious awareness on information
that is congruent with the instantaneous affective tally and directs
the conscious to ignore, reinterpret, or discount incongruent
information. 25" Thus, even when individuals are motivated to think

'

Lodge, Taber & Weber, supranote 231, at 16.
See Zajonc, supra note 227, at 157 (noting that affective judgments are often not
revoked, even if their cognitive basis is).
'
Such is the case in unconscious racial bias. For example, experiments have
documented the tendency of white individuals to characterize black faces in dimly-lighted
conditions as hostile, when in fact the expressions on the black faces are neutral. See Jon K.
Maner et al., FunctionalProjection: How FundamentalSocial Motives CanBias Interpersonal
Perception, 88 J. PERSONALITY & Soc. PSYCHOL. 63, 66-70 (2005) (describing study and
results). It is thought that unconscious racial attitudes drive the evaluation, as individuals
responding to information in a rational manner would see that the face was neutral. Id.
Explained differently, the conscious mind perceives the situation this way: that black man
looks hostile. In fact, the process in the brain is something like this: emotion systems
perceive black man in dimly lighted room, emotion systems generate feeling of anxiety,
cognitive system justifies the emotional reaction by deciding the man looks hostile. Emotion
drives reason, not the other way around. The whole process takes milliseconds. Critically,
the conscious mind never recognizes that the man's race is part of the equation; thus the term
unconscious racial bias. The individual is also unlikely to ever question his assessment of the
man's hostility.
'25 Lodge, Taber & Weber, supra note 231, at 27.
257 See, e.g., LEON FESTINGER, A THEORY OF COGNITIVE DISSONANCE, at 1 (1957) ([The
individual strives toward consistency within himself."); JackW. Brehm, PostdecisionChanges
in the Desirability of Alternatives, 52 J. ABNORMAL & SOC. PSYCHOL. 384, 384 (1956)
(observing that people tend to reduce cognitive dissonance within themselves); Christopher
T. Burris, Eddie Harmon-Jones & W. Ryan Tarpley, 'By Faith Alone":. Religious Agitation
and Cognitive Dissonance, 19 BASIC & APPLIED SOC. PSYCHOL. 18 (1997).
2' Lodge, Taber & Weber, supra note 231, at 27; see also Terry A. Maroney, Emotional
Competence, "Rational Understanding," and the Criminal Defendant, 43 AM. CRIM. L.
REV. 1375, 1404 (2006) ("First, emotion can influence both which stimuli are perceived and
25
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with an open mind, and information is readily available, people find
it nearly impossible to do so:
Even when motivated to be evenhanded, "to leave their
feelings aside," people find it near impossible to view
political policy arguments dispassionately (on gun
control, affirmative action, federal support for the arts,
etc.). Those holding strong attitudes actively counterargue contrary facts, figures, and interpretations, while
uncritically accepting attitudinally congruent
information - a disconfirmation bias - and they
actively seek out supporting information so as to bolster
and protect their priors - a confirmation bias.2 59
In fact, affect seems to be the main culprit in selective attention,
distorted recall, and the confirmation and disconfirmation biases
that are generally treated in social cognition literature as defects of
cognition. °

how they are perceived. This is first seen through the mechanism of attention. Because
emotionally salient stimuli tend to be the ones of greatest significance to one's thriving, they
will be attended to disproportionately." (footnote omitted)); David P. Redlawsk, Motivated
Reasoning,Affect, and the Role of Memory in Voter Decision Making, in FEELING POLITICS,
supranote 231, at 87, 89 ("[Rlesearchers have developed a more comprehensive view ofvoter
information processing, suggesting that voters guided by an evolution goal operates as
motivated reasoners directly influenced by the affect associated with the information they
encounter."). Though cognitive processes are all tinged with emotion, cognition can be more
or less hot and thus more or less driven by emotion. Zajonc, supra note 227, at 157
(describing and providing differences between cognitions). Cognitive process that occur on
the "I-scales," such as "that is a dog" or "two plus two equals four," are cold cognitions,
meaning they are relatively devoid of emotion. Id. On the other hand, judgments on the "Jscales," such as "that dog is so cute" or "I hate math," are hot cognitions. Id. That is, they
are imbued with a strong affective component. Id. at 156. While there are undoubtedly a
number of cold cognitions in the hard sciences, "(tihere are probably very few perceptions and
cognitions in everyday life that do not have a significant affective component, that aren't hot,
or in the very least tepid." Id. at 153.
259 Lodge, Taber & Weber, supra note 231, at 27; see also O'SHAUGHNESSY &
O'SHAUGHNESSY, supra note 199, at 73 (noting that "[b]eliefs are tied to information, and new
information affects beliefs: beliefs are in fact parasitic on the interpretation of the
information that beliefs encode" and that "evidence first has to be selected and interpreted,
and emotion has a habit of biasing the selection of evidence and interpreting it to favor
existing beliefs").
20 Lodge, Taber & Weber, supra note 231, at 27-28.
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Additionally, "[elxperiments on the perseverance effect, the
strong primacy effects in impression formation, and the fact that
attitudes are virtually impervious to persuasion by communication
all attest to the robust strength and permanence of affect."26 '
Research by political psychologists has shown, for example, that
rather than change their minds in response to new and
contradictory political information, "people are more likely to stick
to their guns, to support their prior beliefs, and thus to allow affect
to interfere with updating."6 2 People "appear to more or less ignore
positive information about disliked candidates, spending less time
processing it compared with congruent information."263
Moreover, incongruent information may in some cases actually
bolster, rather than undermine, original beliefs. For example, in a
series of studies of political candidate evaluations, it was shown that
voters take longer to process negative than positive information
about candidates they like-and in the end fail to update their
evaluation to account for the negative information, or actually feel
more strongly positive about the candidate than they did before.26
This, it seems, is because voters are unconsciously "motivated" to
maintain their original affective predisposition toward the

261

Zajonc, supra note 227, at 157 ("Affect often persists after a complete invalidation of

its original cognitive basis, as in the case of the perseverance phenomenon when a subject is
told that an initial experience of success or failure has been totally fabricated by the
experimenter.").
262 David P. Redlawsk, Feeling Politics: New Research into Emotion and Politics, in
FEELING POLITICS, supra note 231, at 1, 4 [hereinafter Redlawsk, FeelingPolitics];see also

Redlawsk, supra note 258, at 91 (noting that individuals "are invested in their existing affect
toward the candidate and can be expected to do what it takes to maintain that affect, even if
it means finding ways to discount incongruent information").
m Redlawsk, supra note 258, at 96. As noted psychologist Zajonc explained in his
celebrated and, at the time controversial, article, Feelingand Thinking: PreferencesNeed No
Inferences:
The dismal failure in achieving substantial attitude change through
various forms of communication or persuasion is another indication that

affect is fairly independent and often impervious to cognition.... If a
person believes that Candidate A is honest, we can simply give the person
information proving that A is not honest. Or, we could change the
centrality or the weight of honesty. Yet this approach has been the least
successful in attitude change.... Direct persuasion effects [are] weak ....
Zajonc, supra note 227, at 158-59.
264 Redlawsk, supra note 258, at 103-04.
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candidate.265 Thus, when encountering information that calls this
evaluation into question, individuals tend to counterbalance the new
information by selectively recalling information congruent with the
original affect.2 66 In the process of recalling affectively congruent
information,261 the original affect is bolstered, and individuals often
end up feeling stronger than they did before being confronted with
information that would have been expected, under rational models
of belief formation, to cause them to reassess their existing beliefs.268
This bolstering effect is strongest among political sophisticates who
feel more strongly about political matters and have more
information upon which to selectively recall in bolstering their
existing beliefs.269
The central role of emotion in political decision making tends to
confirm what political scientist Harold Lasswell noted over seventy
years ago: "[Plolitics is the process by which the irrational bases of
society are brought out into the open. .

.

. The rational and

dialectical phases of politics are subsidiary to the process of
redefining an emotional consensus." 27 0 The role of affect in decision
making has also led a growing number of political scientists to call
for a reevaluation of the discipline's attachment "to narrowly
rationalist models of explanation and27justification
which split off
1
head and mind from heart and body:"

Id. at 104.
IId.; see also Redlawsk, Feeling Politics, supra note 262, at 7 ("[In the face of

unexpected information-affectively incongruent in terms of preexisting preferences-people
often make a significant effort to maintain prior evaluations rather than accept the new
information at face value.").
17 As discussed above, affect strongly influences what information is recalled and what
information is not. See Alcorta & Sosis, supranote 175, at 333 (explaining emotions systems'
ability to "activate relevant associative networks in memory"); see also MARCUS, supra
note 231, at 60 (explaining that "one of the tasks ofthese emotion systems is to filter out what
is represented in consciousness so that all but the most strategically relevant information is
excluded" and that "processes that precede conscious awareness, shape what we pay attention
to and how we pay attention"); Redlawsk, FeelingPolitics,supra note 262, at 7 ("[Elmotions
influence the selection of information.").
2'
Redlawsk, supra note 258, at 91, 104.
m Id. at 96.
270

HAROLD D. LASSWELL, PSYCHOPATHOLOGY AND POLITICS 184-85 (Univ. of Chi.

Press 1986) (1930).
"7 Simon Clarke, Paul Hoggett & Simon Thompson, The Study of Emotion: An
Introduction, in EMOTION, POLITICS AND SOCiETY 3, 8 (Simon Clarke, Paul Hoggett & Simon

Thompson eds., 2006).
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To the extent that "some" or "all" sociopolitical thoughts,
feelings, intentions, and actions invoke an automatic,
affective response that biases subsequent evaluations,
judgments, and choice, then our discipline's focus and
reliance on conscious, introspectively accessible
considerations as the primary, or even independent,
mediator of response will consequently fail to model
correctly how citizens think, reason, and act.272
A similar call might be made to legal scholars and judges. It is
time to give up irrational emotional commitments to rationality as
the mode of human decision making. The central role of affective
predispositions in the political decision making of adults suggests
a genuine need to reevaluate how rights to political conscience are
conceptualized by legal scholars and how those rights are protected,
or not, by judicial decisions dealing with the limits to patriotic
indoctrination in the classroom.
The next Part begins this process by looking anew at the possible
harms to rights of individual conscience caused by emotion-centered
patriotic education in early elementary school and by considering
the collective harm to democracy of conditioning critical emotional
associations in the public as a whole. These associations cause them
to align their default judgments with the reigning political or
economic ideology of the state. The final section offers a modest
proposal for reform.
VI. THE HARMS OF PATRIOTIC EDUCATION
A. HARM TO THE INDIVIDUAL
Patriotic education, it is said, binds us to a common heritage and
a common cause. But such national solidarity does not come
without costs to important constitutional values. By conditioning
attitudinal predispositions toward the nation-state, patriotic
education infringes upon the right to unmanipulated political choice,

2

Lodge, Taber & Weber, supra note 231, at 29 (citations omitted). Moreover, the

automaticity of affect has been demonstrated experimentally. Id.
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which is at the heart of the First Amendment. It does so by
conditioning affective predispositions that sharply constrain
children's future conceptions of political reality and shape their
political beliefs more indelibly than previously recognized by legal
scholars.273
While political psychologists have long documented the strong
connection between children's early political learning and their
future political opinions as adults,27 4 the role of emotion in political
decision making helps explain this persistence. As discussed above,
individuals seek congruence between emotion and belief and thereby
strongly resist information that challenges existing attitudes.
Emotion is a particularly powerful factor when a decision triggers
attitudes or beliefs that were classically conditioned in early
childhood-a time when conditioning necessarily takes place on an
emotional and noncognitive level. Lacking a rational basis in the
first instance, such beliefs are largely immune to rational
deconstruction and take on the character of instinctive moral values.
Such beliefs are felt in the bones: People love their country because
it is natural. A reason is not necessary. For many, love of country
becomes a first principle. The question for most Americans is never
whether they should love their country, but how they should
operationalize that love.
Patriotic education, as actually taught in American schools, seeks
to answer that question for children as well. It not only conditions
a positive affective orientation toward the state, but also indelibly
connects to that orientation a set of particular political beliefs.
Children are frequently conditioned, for example, to link love of
country with support for the military, capitalism, and the
government. (And to be clear, these beliefs are all fundamentally
political in nature). To the extent that such conditioning is
successful, schools are directly infringing on rights of conscience and
are doing so in a much more pernicious fashion than merely
presenting facts in a one-sided manner. Schools are tampering with
2

See Easton & Hess, supra note 184, at 229 ("Most [r~esearch with regard to adult

perceptions of and attitudes towards political reality has been directed to factors operating
on adults as such.").
"7 See id. at 229-30 (analyzing connection between children's political beliefs and political
opinions of adults).
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a child's emotional unconscious with the deliberate intention of also
shaping that child's future exercise of his or her political conscience.
This reality of patriotic education in American schools cannot be
ignored when considering the constitutionality ofpatriotic education
in general. One could imagine forms of patriotic education,
however, that merely seek to inculcate love of country and leave it
to the child as an adult to determine what it means to love one's
country (i.e., supporting one's country right or wrong, seeking to
hold one's country to its highest values, criticizing current officials
or policy, or something else).
But, even if it were the case that the goal of patriotic education
was to "merely" inculcate generalized feelings of love for the nation,
patriotic education must, in the long run, have some functional
purpose to justify the emotional conditioning in children of love for
a political entity.2 75 Moreover, it is not enough that love of nation
serve some good, but rather, it must be necessary to condition this
emotion in children:
It never follows immediately from the fact that some
trait or kind of behavior is good that it should be taught
to children. There are many goods, and some can be
instilled in people only at the expense of others. Many
goods are consciously neglected by schools, on the
assumption that they, or non-compatible alternative
goods, will be taught to children elsewhere.27
As such, the justification for patriotic education should be one
that overrides competing interests-including the constitutional
interest in protecting rights of political conscience. This Article thus
turns to the arguments most commonly offered in defense of
patriotic education-and argues that none of them constitute such
an overriding justification.

275 See CLEARY, supra note 2, at 50-51 (noting that in late middle school, children begin
to learn important aspects about how government operates).
"7 Brighouse, supra note 49, at 161.
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First, advocates of patriotic education commonly argue that it
fosters regime stability.2 77 They contend that "the persistence of a
political system is partially dependent upon its success in producing
positive feelings in children about that system" and that "the
general political stability in the United States rests in part on the
broad favorable consensus that supports government and
authority." 278 Patriotic education,
it is said, is "a stabilizing force in
2 79
society."
the American
One obvious answer to this argument is that all political
regimes-including totalitarian ones-seek to perpetuate their own
existence.2 8 ° In a democracy, it cannot be the case that regime
stability itself is a constitutionally compelling justification for
infringing upon the right of individuals to chose their own form of
government. Democracy, by definition, rests upon the notion that
the system of government is freely chosen by the people. Thus, "to
permit those in authority to attempt to shape belief would turn our
theory of government on its head: government that is to be
controlled by the beliefs and opinions of the electorate cannot in
turn have the authority to inculcate in the populace those same
beliefs and opinions."2"' Indeed, the democratic ideal presupposes
the right to change the form of government should the electorate so
choose-something unlikely to happen if the electorate has been
emotionally conditioned to believe the current form of government,
whatever its flaws, is superior to all others.28 2

271 See, e.g., DAVID EASTON &JACK DENNIS, CHILDREN IN THE POLITICAL SYSTEM: ORIGINS
OF POLITICAL LEGITIMACY 47-69, 200-04, 229-87, 385-99, 415-18 (1969) (arguing structure
of political authority helps stabilize political systems); DAVID MILLER, ON NATIONALITY 180
(1995) (stating civic education is necessary for nation-building).
278 CLEARY, supra note 2, at 93.
279 Id. at 103; see also DAWSON & PREWfl', supra note 3, at 61 ("The early acquisition of
fundamental political loyalties... contribute... to the stability of those systems....").
'" It should also be noted that there is a difference between regime stability and the
continuation of the nation. As a case in point, France "has remained relatively intact for an
historically lengthy period even though it has witnessed the rise and fall of numerous
regimes." Easton & Hess, supra note 184, at 240.
281 van Geel, supra note 2, at 249; see also TORNEY, OPPENHEIM & FARNEN, supra note 2,
at 27 ("[D]emocratic values by their nature demand... a process other than indoctrination.").
282 See Redish & Finnerty, supra note 2, at 74 (suggesting that limiting choices available
would distort democracy); see also van Geel, supra note 2, at 249-50 ("[D]emocratic theory

requires that citizens be permitted to entertain the possibility of changing the form of
government. Thus, the notion that a democratic government may seek to preclude people
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Second, patriotic education is not the only means of holding
American society together.283 Indeed, a great deal of research
suggests that individuals naturally develop attachment to the "land
on which they were born, raised, or currently live" and develop a
sense of identity connected to the collective. 2' Additionally, in an
established regime such as the United States, the stability
argument for patriotic education is less than compelling. In
contrast to new nation states where there might be a need "re-shape
the attitudes and values of rising generations if they are to
overcome their divided or tribal loyalties and arrive at some type of
national identity," 5 other socializing agents such as families and
religious institutions can be expected to pass on enough of a sense
of nation identity to ensure the continuation of a democratic
regime."' This has certainly been the case in many other advanced
democracies, such as Great Britain, which do not rely upon patriotic
indoctrination for their continued existence.2 87
A seemingly more compelling argument for patriotic education is
that it increases political participation. Middaugh argues that
from entertaining beliefs that run counter to the existing form of government is itself
inconsistent with democratic theory." (footnote omitted)). But see generally SAMUEL
ISSACHAROFF, PAMELA S. KARLAN & RICHARD H. PILDES, THE LAW OF DEMOCRACY: LEGAL
STRUCTURE OF THE POLITICAL PROCESS (1998) (arguing that democracies may rightfully
exclude from political participation those who seek to use the democratic process to install a
non-democratic form of government). In one dated, but likely still reflective, survey, 70% of
high school seniors felt that "the American way of life is superior in nearly all respects to any
other." CLEARY, supra note 2, at 52 (quoting Roy E. Horten, Jr., American Freedom and the
Values of Youth, in ANTI-DEMOCRATIC ATTITUDES IN AMERICAN SCHOOLS 40 (H.H. Remmers
ed., 1963)).
'
See Jensen, supra note 60, at 84 (arguing patriotism can be replaced by sense of
individual role in international world).
''
Id. at 77; see also KECMANOVIC, supra note 151, at 7 (noting one view is that
"In]ationality is supposed to be something innate, given by birth").
"' Easton & Hess, supra note 184, at 232; see also KERTZER, supranote 1, at 178 ("[The
creation of a new nation requires a massive effort at symbolic construction, of creating a sense
of unity, of identification with a new, abstract entity, the nation. Here ritual can play a major
role.").
s Kamenshine, supra note 2, at 1134.
7 See Call for School Patriotism Debate, supra note 81 (reporting that recent proposal
to introduce patriotic education in British schools met with great opposition, with only 9% of
teachers supporting the measure, and three quarters opposing it). Even if attachment to
regime is the goal of patriotic education, it should not be the product of emotional
conditioning. Instead, it should be the product of an educational system that encourages the
intellectual examination of the benefits of a democratic system. This Article will return to
this theme in Part VII.
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"patriotic commitments ... may motivate citizens to actively engage
in the civic and political life of the community-a key need in a
democracy."2 8 8 Unfortunately, empirical research does not bear out
this hope, particularly when gauged by the relationship between
political participation and attachment to national symbols, which is
the focus of early childhood patriotic education. For example, a
recent study found that individuals who scored high in "symbolic
patriotism" (as measured by a scale combining pride in being
American with pride in symbols such as the flag and the national
anthem), showed no increase in political participation over those
who did not.2 9 Disturbingly, however, high scores in symbolic
patriotism were correlated with high scores in uncritical patriotism.
Those with high scores in uncritical patriotism, in turn, "paid less
attention to news about Iraq, were less knowledgeable about events
there, and were less likely to have voted in 2002. "290 In short,
uncritical patriots were "more likely than others to abnegate
decision-making powers to their leaders."2 9 '
Related to the argument that patriotism increases political
participation is the argument that patriotism can enhance
commitment to democratic values:
In line with Dewey's framework, patriotic commitments
can support democratic goals by developing a sense of
shared interests and a commitment to act. More
specifically, patriotic commitments may lead individuals
to better balance their own interests with those of the
broader society by helping them integrate societal
interests into their own sense of what's important. ...
Finally, if one's love of country is based in part on
recognition of the desirability of life in a democratic

Kahne & Middaugh, supra note 64, at 117.
Huddy & Khatib, supra note 50, at 74.
I9 at 75.
Id.
21 Id. In contrast, feeling part of the political community did have a positive correlation
with political participation-suggesting that fostering less marginalization of the 'other,'
rather than attachment to national symbols, might be a surer way to increase political
participation. Id.
"
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society, such patriotic commitments can help citizens

identify with the nation's democratic ideals.292
Such arguments, however, run up against studies that suggest
that while American schools have been very effective at producing
citizens that love their country, these "commitments to patriotism
are associated with antidemocratic orientations that emphasize
blind or uncritical support for the country." 293 For example, a recent
study of California public high school seniors found that
although 73% of students agreed with the statement "the United
States is a great country" and 68% agreed with the statement, "I
have great love for the United States" (with 12% disagreeing),
"only 16% of students consistently endors [e] commitments
294
associated with a democratic vision of patriotism":
Unfortunately, while the majority of students in our
sample endorsed statements associated with love of
country, few of these high school seniors endorsed all
three of [the] other indicators of democratic patriotism.
Indeed, only 16% expressed that they were committed
patriots, endorsed active and constructive patriotism,
and rejected blind patriotism. If patriotic education
consistent with the demands of democracy is a goal for
our schools, it appears that we are coming up quite
short.295
In fact, love of country was negatively correlated with democratic
values: "[tihose [students] who say they love their country [were]
three times more likely than those who [did] not (28% vs. 9%) to
endorse the idea that it is 'un-American to criticize the country.' In
292 Kahne & Middaugh, supra note 64, at 117-18; see also Terence H. McLaughlin &

Palmira Jucevicience, Education, Democracy and the Formation of National Identity, in
EDUCATION, AUTONOMY AND DEMOCRATIC CITIZENSHIP:

PHILOSOPHY IN A CHANGING

WORLD 23, 27 (David Bridges ed., 1997) ("Civic nationalism is democratic in character,
envisaging the nation as a community of equal, rights-bearing citizens, patriotically attached
to a shared set of political practices and values.").
23 Kahne & Middaugh, supra note 64, at 122.
Id. at 121, 122.
295

Id. at 122.
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short, love of one's country seems to be distracting some students
from recognizing the need for critique in a democracy."296
Previous studies have suggested the reason patriotic education
in the United States produces such disappointing results is that it
heavily emphasizes patriotic ritual and attachment to patriotic
symbols rather than discussion of democratic values. A ten-country
study of more than 30,000 students, 5,000 teachers, and 1,300
schools found that "[patriotic ritual was more than a consistent
variable" in predicting anti-democratic values.29 7 Out of over a
hundred variables examined, the prevalence of patriotic ritual was
the best predictor of an increase or decrease in understanding of
democratic values.9 8 In short, in every country "students who
reported frequent participation in patriotic rituals were both less
knowledgeable and less democratic in their outlook."2 99 The inverse
was also true-the absence of patriotic ritual was a reliable
predictor of increased achievement scores. 30 0 Thus, contrary to the
expectation of the study's authors, the study's major finding was
that "the engagement of... student[s] in various patriotic rituals"
has a "counter-productive effect in civic education."30 '
The study similarly found that strong patriotic attachment to the
state correlated to decreased support of democratic values. The
study "concluded that the factors of the educational and political
systems which contribute to a high level of support for the national
government fail to inculcate a high level of support for democratic
values."30 2 In the United States in particular, the study found that
"there was a nationalistic pattern of strong support for the central

Id. at 124; see also id. at 122 (noting that study's findings suggest "patriotic sentiments
rather than analysis may often guide assessments of the nation's policies and practices-as
well as responses to critiques by others").
297

TORNEY, OPPENHEIM & FARNEN, supra note 2, at 153.

' See id. at 18, 149, 335 (finding schools that emphasized patriotic ritual produced
students less knowledgeable about civics and "less supportive of democratic values").
2
Id. at 17-18 (noting study consisting of "30[,]000 10-year-olds, 14-year-olds and preuniversity students.., in the following countries: Federal Republic of Germany, Finland,
Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Sweden, and the United States of
America").
"o
Id. at 149.
3' Id. at 19.
2 Id. at 3.
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government but below-average support for democratic values."3 " 3
The study's authors surmise: "It may be that there is some inherent
incompatibility in trying to foster both patriotism and such
democratic values as freedom to criticize the government, equal
rights for all citizens, tolerance of diversity, and freedom of the mass
media."3 ' The role of affect in human decision making suggests
that love for country may work in this regard by causing individuals
to feel unconsciously threatened and thereby reflexively to reject any
ideas and individuals who criticize America. Love has a defensive
character. Moreover, as will be discussed in detail in the next part,
love of country lends itself more to manipulation by the political
elite than it does to the service of democratic values.
A final argument in favor of patriotic education contends that it
is essential in creating adult citizens who are willing to "subordinate
individual prerogatives and benefits" for the good of the state.30 5
This argument appears to have some merit on its face, as it suggests
that without patriotism there would be no public servants or other
Americans willing to serve the larger community. Service of the
community, however, need not be connected to love of the nationstate. Indeed, as suggested by Martha Nussbaum in her essay
Patriotismand Cosmopolitanism,humanity might be better served
by cosmopolitan persons "whose primary allegiance is to the
community of human beings in the entire world" rather than by
those whose allegiances are narrowly defined by national
boundaries."'
More fundamentally, the notion that the state inculcates
patriotism so that individuals will be willing to sacrifice themselves
for the state brings to the fore the central conflict between patriotic
education and rights of individual conscience. Patriotic education
is meant to condition individuals to behave in ways contrary to their

30
3o4

'3

Id. at 18.
Id.
Jack Barbalet, Emotions in Politics: From the Ballot to Suicide Terrorism, in

EMOTION, POLITICS, AND SOCIETY, supranote 271, at 31, 49.
" Martha Nussbaum, Patriotismand Cosmopolitanism,BOSTON REV., Oct.-Nov. 1994,
at 3, 3. There is also a fundamental difference between a public school promoting "love of
humanity" as opposed to "love of state." In the former case, the school would be promoting
a general moral value, which schools have broad discretion to inculcate. In the latter case,
it is promoting a political one, which requires more substantial constitutional justification.
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own self interest-ways that they would not act in absence of
patriotic emotion:
[E] motions encourage a behavioural disposition that is
distinct from and may indeed be contrary to a person's
narrowly conceived interests and mundane and routine
practices. These emotions and others like them commit
those who experience them to act in ways that could not
be explained except in terms of the relevant emotions.
That is why they are called here programmatic
emotions. They are not reactive but sustained and have
consequences that are continuous or serial rather than
merely episodic. They are involved in the process of
institutionalization and organization, as love relates to
marriage, vengeance to criminal law, greed to capitalist
corporations, and so on.37
Schoolchildren, in particular, are taught that love for country
means a willingness to sacrifice one's life for country and that
military service is the highest ideal of patriotic citizenship. The
Department of Defense (DOD), for example, sponsors "Freedom
Walks" to "support the troops" in schools across the United States.
An article in the DOD's DefenseLink News describes one such
Freedom Walk held at College Gate Elementary School in
Anchorage, Alaska:
[Tihe school commemorated the 9/11 anniversary with
walkers silently circling the school five times, a lap for
each year that had passed since the attacks. The
students then headed back inside to write an essay
about what freedom meant to them. They sent the
essays to troops serving in Operations Iraqi and
Enduring Freedom.30 8

0

Barbalet, supra note 305, at 38.
Carmen L. Gleason, America Supports You: Freedom Walks Will Be HeldAcross the
Nation, AM. FORCES NEWS SERVICE, Apr. 19, 2007, availableat httpJ/www.defenselink.mil/
news/newsarticle.aspx?id=32865; see also Rudi Williams, Webcast to FeatureService Members
DiscussingPatriotismand Freedom, AM. FORCES NEWS SERVICE, Apr. 25, 2002, available at
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This year, the article noted, "school leaders are planning to ask a
kindergartener whose father is soon deploying to Iraq to assist in
planting a 'Freedom Tree' in honor of all the men and women
serving the nation in uniform."3" Such programs put "patriotic
melodies" and the Nebraska Americanism Statute, which mandates
that early patriotic education include instruction in the "war
services,"1 0 into a larger context-and these programs suggest a
concerted effort to link patriotism and militarism in the minds of
young children.
If the right to freedom of conscience means anything, it has to
mean that the state cannot use the compulsory education system to
attempt to emotionally condition individuals to love the state and to
see military service as the ultimate expression of that love-whether
the government is successful in its efforts or not."1 ' Though most
students may not respond to patriotic education by enlisting in the
military, some do. And, in proportional numbers, that is all it takes
to raise both an army and serious concerns about rights of
individual conscience.

http://www.defenselink.mil/news/newsarticle.aspx?id=44132 (reporting on program at Bertie
Backus Middle School in Washington where military personnel discussed their views on
"patriotism and freedom" and encouraged children to think of what sacrifices they could make
to support freedom). Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld commended the program for
"initiating a national dialogue about the meaning of freedom and the importance of
patriotism, and increasing support for our troops at home and abroad." Id.
309 Gleason, supra note 308.
310 NEB. REV. STAT. § 79-724 (2003).
...Many factors other than patriotism are undoubtedly at play in most decisions to join
the military, such as economic necessity, the lack of other reasonable alternatives, family
pressures, and a variety of other complex reasons. But a sense of patriotism tied to a sense
of duty towards country increases the likelihood that one will chose military service out of the
range of possible alternatives. This fact is well-recognized by military recruiters who focus
on "patriotic places" like Mississippi and Georgia when seeking military recruits among high
school graduates. See Anne Hull, Call to Duty: In a Community Where Many Roads Lead to
the Military,Deciding Whether to EnlistBecomes a TurningPoint,WASH. POST, Apr. 9,2006,
at Al ("Military recruiters talk of Mississippi being a special place, a patriotic place and the
envy of other states."). Hull also quotes the principal of Clarkdale High School in
Mississippi-which warmly welcomes military recruiters-as follows:
Not to feed a stereotype of the South, but the people here believe in God
and country.... For the most part, they believe the president has their
best interest in mind. These are not high-and-mighty government
thinkers; they are young men and women who just want to help their
country.
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Even were patriotism not mutually conditioned with militarism
in American schools-which alone would be great progress 31 2-- the
use of schools to condition young children to love the republic is, on
a basic level, incompatible with the notions of individual autonomy
that are at the core of liberal democracy. The objection is not that
the state is coercing young children into saying the Pledge of
Allegiance or singing patriotic songs per se. Rather, the objection
lies in the fact that the state is conditioning the young child's future
consent to the state and thus undermining her ability to give "the
freely offered consent that is the marker of liberal legitimacy."3 13 It
primarily conditions this consent not by depriving the child of
information necessary to make informed choices, but by conditioning
affective predispositions in the child at a time when the child lacks
the cognitive resources to resist. These affective predispositions in
turn influence her future political beliefs and actions in ways that
are largely inaccessible to conscious introspection and thereby
resistant to rational reconstruction:
[Olur own rites, our own symbols, are the most difficult
to see. They seem like such natural ways of behaving,
such obvious ways of representing the universe, that
their symbolic nature is hidden. Here, indeed, is one of
the sources of [the] power of rites and symbols, for
insofar as they become dominant they create a
convincing world; they deflect attention from their
contingent nature and give us confidence that we are
seeing the world as it really is. It is hard to argue with
a flag, especially if you do not have another flag of your

..
2 This would be no simple task, as militarism and American patriotism are closely
bound:
Our nation was established with a fight for independence, so our
iconography grew out of war. Our national anthem celebrates it; our
language of patriotism is inseparable from a battle cry. Our every
military campaign is still launched with phrases about men dying for the
freedoms we hold dear, even when this is impossible to square with
reality.
Kingsolver, supra note 70; see also KECMANOVIC, supra note 151, at 132 (suggesting
militarism and patriotism are inextricably bound).
3" Brighouse, supra note 49, at 166.
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own; hard to argue with a song, unless you have another
anthem to sing .... 14
B. HARM TO DEMOCRACY

Early childhood patriotic education not only erodes individual
rights of consciousness, but it also contaminates the very democratic
process that it purports to serve. The previous section has already
discussed the negative correlation between strong feelings of
patriotism and democratic attitudes in individuals. And to the
extent that a society is made up of a collection of individuals who
possess anti-democratic attitudes, one can logically expect that
society as a whole will exhibit some of these anti-democratic
attitudes as well.
In addition to reducing the public's level of commitment to
democratic values, symbolic patriotism contributes to the
manipulation of the public by political power-holders, serves to
legitimize anti-democratic aspects of the American political system,
and distorts political discourse as to matters wholly unrelated to
patriotism. To understand these dangers of symbolic patriotism, it
is helpful to return to the theory of symbolic politics, which argues
that people respond affectively and automatically to political
symbols on the basis of classically conditioned predispositions. 15
Under this theory, political information processing for most
individuals involves the automatic "transfer of affect" from
politically salient symbols to new political objects.31 Rather than
studying and analyzing issues of public policy-be it how to contain
the development of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq or how to
best address global warming-the public ignores these things until
they become "symbolically threatening or reassuring." 1 7 The public
then reacts on a gut level to emotional cues rather than to
knowledge of the facts. 1 ' In other words, when people form their

314 KERTZER, supra note 1, at 184.

See supra notes 203-07 and accompanying text.
Sears, supra note 202, at 120 (outlining "transfer of affect" process as it pertains to
political symbols).
315

316

EDELMAN, supranote 198, at 172.
3'8 See id. at 15, 172-73 (discussing public's emotional reaction to politics).
317
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opinions regarding political issues they do so primarily in response
to the manipulation of emotionally salient symbols by political
power holders and the mass media.31 9
The most emotionally salient political symbols in the United
States are those connected to national pride and identity. Over the
last two decades, nine in ten Americans have consistently either
completely or mostly agreed with the statement "I am very
patriotic."3 0 This nearly universal sharing of strong patriotic
emotion by Americans strongly contrasts with most other
industrialized countries. For example, 40% of Japanese high school
students did not know if they loved their country, and only 13% feel
any pride in the Japanese flag.32 ' Indeed, America ranked first in
a thirty-three country survey of national pride funded by the
International Social Survey Program.322 Moreover, American
patriotism is commonly expressed through strong attachment
to
32 3
national symbols, especially the flag and the military.
The existence of such intense and broadly favorable views of
patriotism in the United States means that those who can most
successfully appropriate patriotic symbols have the greatest political
power:
Transcending religious, ideological and parochial
divisions, the mobilisation of national identity is the
largest mobilisation possible within a state in which

31 KERTZER, supra note 1, at 6. The mass media probably tends to reinforce rather than
undermine symbolic manipulation by politicians. FREEDMAN & FREEDMAN, supra note 8,
at 122.
320 THE PEW RESEARCH CENTER FOR THE PEOPLE & THE PRESS, supra note 50, at 28.
321 Hikari Agakimi, "We the Japanese People"-A Reflection on Public Opinion, YALE

GLOBAL ONLINE, May 22, 2006, http://yaleglobal.yale.edu/display.article?id=7444. These
numbers have led conservatives in Japan to push through legislation requiring that schools
teach love for Japan. Id.
322 Tom W. Smith & Seokho Kim, National Pride in Comparative Perspective: 1995/96
and 2003/04, 18 INTL J. PUB. OPINION RES. 127, 127-29 (2006). Venezuela was second. Id.
at 129; see also Smith, supranote 168, at 13 (noting that 73.5% ofAmericans are "very proud"
of military).
an Sixty-two percent of United States citizens, for example, display the flag at home, in
the office, or on their car. Carroll Doherty, Who Flies the Flag?Not Always Who You Might
Think: A CloserLook at Patriotism,PEW RESEARCH CENTER FOR THE PEOPLE & THE PRESS,
June 27,2007, http'//pewresearch.org/pubs/525/who-fies-the-flag-not-always-who-you-might-

think.
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there has been successful nation-building; there is,
therefore, domestic political competition to appropriate
it. Whoever can successfully mobilise and appropriate
the national identity dynamic has the greatest possible
popular power base. Because of this, the protection and
enhancement of national identity-national interest,
national prestige and so on-are crucial domestic political
issues.324
As such, nearly every serious candidate running for national
office-from the right or left-seeks to exploit patriotic symbols in
the contest for political power.325 Those who are most successful in
doing so are frequently rewarded. For example, Ronald Reagan's
electoral successes have been attributed in significant part to his
ability to appropriate patriotic imagery to both undermine his
opponent-as in his Foreign Policy ad326-and to build himself
up-as in his It's Morning in America ad.327 Indeed, It's Morning in
31 WILLIAM BLOOM, PERSONAL IDENTITY, NATIONAL IDENTITY AND INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS 115 (1990).
25 This makes sense from a marketing perspective, as literature on the role of emotion

in marketing explains that this type of broad emotional response to a symbol in the target
audience is exactly what marketers look for in crafting an effective advertisement.
O'SHAUGHNESSY& O'SHAUGHNESSY, supra note 199, at 190. Professor Kertzer also explains:
"Not only does the politician struggle to position himself at the center of political ceremonies,
but he also seeks to surround himself with appropriate symbols to lend his performance the
aura of legitimacy." KERTZER, supra note 1, at 107.
...After opening with an image of a burning American flag, Reagan's voice begins to
somber music: "This was America in 1980, [fade from burning flag to picture of Iranians
protesting] held in contempt by foreign nations [tanks rolling toward the viewer]. Across the
world, people were losing their freedoms [Statue of Liberty at twilight]. So many countries
thought that America had seen its day, but we knew better [cowboys rounding up horses as
music grows louder, more uplifting]. So we stopped complaining together [men in hard hats]
and started working together [space shuttle taking off]. Today, America is strong again
[image of lunar module]. We're looking to the future [faces of children looking up at flag with
bright sun in their eyes] with confidence and pride [close-up of flag flying in sky]. America's
best days, and democracy's best days, lie ahead. [image of Renald Reagan giving State of the
Union Address]." YouTube - Renald Reagan TV Ad: "Foreign Policy" Advertisement, httpJ/
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUlbmFoYPPo (last visited Jan. 26, 2009).
12' The ad begins with an image of boats in a harbor in the early morning as the
announcer begins: "It's morning again in America. Today, more men and women [image of
people heading to work] will go to work than ever [image of farmer working on tractor] before
in our country's history [image of newspaper boy throwing papers]. With interest rates at
about half the record highs of 1980 [image of white house], nearly 2,000 families today will
buy new homes [image of a white picket fence], more than at any time in the past four years.
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America has been praised by political strategists as one of the most
effective American political advertisements of all time 328 due to its
deft exploitation of patriotic symbolism.
The power of patriotic symbolism, such as that in It's Morning in
America, comes from its ability to allay anxieties about the very real
and complex world with reassuring myths and feelings of pride in
the greatest of America. 329 As political psychologist Robert Cleary
explains, patriotic symbolism speaks to
[a] sizable number of Americans [who] don't seem to
understand the complicated nature of their society and
their world. Tending to view problem situations in
simplistic terms, they frequently operate on the basis of
a ritualistic allegiance to symbols and are impatient of
long-term solutions while being satisfied with attractive
but deceptive palliatives. °

This afternoon, [image of woman with a corsage] 6,500 young men and women will be married
[image of wedding and smiling bride], and with inflation at less than half of what it was just
four years ago [image of first kiss as husband and wife], they can look forward with confidence
to the future [image of bride and groom briskly exiting the church]. It's morning again in
America [image of lighted National Capitol Building] and, under the leadership of President
Reagan, [image of a flag waving] our country is prouder, [image of children looking up at flag]
and stronger, [image of male officer raising an American flag] and better [image of an elderly
man raising the flag over his white house]. Why would we ever want to return to where we
were [full screen image of waving American flag] less than four short years ago? [words
"PRESIDENT REAGAN" appear on the screen]." YouTube - Ronald Reagan TV Ad: "Its
Morning in America Again," http'/www.youtube.com/watchv=EU-IBF8nwSY (last visited
Jan. 29, 2009).
328 DREw WESTEN, THE POLITICAL BRAIN: THE ROLE OF EMOTION IN DECIDING THE FATE
OF THE NATION 73 (2007). Though Reagan's extremely successful ads were typically quite
explicit in their symbolism, id. at 74-75, symbolic messaging may be even more persuasive
when it subtly speaks to the emotional unconscious, coloring subsequent cognitive processes
without individual awareness:
As with flags and other symbols in the backdrop of presidential speeches,
the more subtle and unobtrusive the "manipulation" the stronger the
effect is expected to be, as respondents do not see themselves as having
been unduly manipulated and can plausibly treat their current feeling as
a bona fide reaction to the event.
Burdein, Lodge & Taber, supra note 242, at 369.
32 See EDELMAN, supra note 197, at 55 (asserting that effective myths depend in part
upon extent of anxiety rationalized).
m CLEARY, supra note 2, at 100.
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In other words, cognitive ability plays a role in many Americans'
tendency to rely almost entirely upon symbolic processing in
political decision making and to be moved in particular by
nationalist sentiment.3 3 ' Lest this be taken too far, however,
another body of research suggests that political sophisticates are the
most susceptible to emotion-laden responses to political information
and are the most likely to ignore information that is inconsistent
with their prior political attitudes. 3 2
Additionally, neuroscientists have argued that ritual works
neurologically to drive cognitive functioning temporarily downward
for all individuals and thereby cement simplistic beliefs in even
typically complex thinkers. 3 In other words, ritual allows the same
culturally sanctioned attitudes to be mass-transmitted to
individuals with widely disparate cognitive abilities. Indeed, some
neuroscientists believe that highly intelligent individuals learn to
compartmentalize different belief systems through ritual: one may
have a strong belief in the scientific method on the one hand and
adherence to a set of scientifically unverifiable myths, dogmas, or
religious teachings on the other. 33 4 Thus, to the extent that most
Americans have been conditioned to participate in the same
patriotic rituals, most Americans can be expected to exhibit similar,
though perhaps differently nuanced, beliefs about the superiority of
are thus broadly vulnerable to the
the United States. Americans
3
same patriotic messaging. 1

31 See KECMANOVIC, supra note 151, at 176 ("[Llower cognitive abilities . . . are
accompanied by the quicker and easier acceptance and maintenance of ethnonational
prejudices.").
See Lodge, Taber & Weber, supra note 231, at 23 ("Mhis effect was strongest among
32
political sophisticates providing evidence that the very individuals conventionally believed...
to be more resistant to emotion-laden responses (i.e., the politically informed), in fact, are
most susceptible to emotional reactions.").
' See John McManus, Ritual and Human SocialCognition,in THE SPECTRUM OF RITUAL:
ABIOGENETIC STRuCTURALANALYSIS 216,231,234 (Eugene G. d'Aquili, Charles D. Laughlin,
Jr. & John McManus eds., 1979) (observing that rituals bring all participants to same, simple
level of thought).
'
See id. at 231 (discussing elimination of uncertainty and anxiety through ritual
practice and its accompanying myths, dogmas, and teachings).
' To be clear, however, politicians do not have a monopoly on the use of patriotic symbols
to manipulate public opinion. Skillful manipulation of patriotic symbols by activists can also
shape public opinion as evidenced by the civil rights movement of the 1960s and the antiVietnam War movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s. KERTZER, supra note 1, at 92.
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As such, almost all political contests in the United States tend to
be waged at least partially in patriotic terms.336 This is never more
true than in times of crisis, and it was certainly the case after 9/11.
Nearly all post-9/11 discussion was framed in terms of patriotism.
Even those in the antiwar movement declared:
"Peace is patriotic."

In the struggle to avoid

marginalization[,] . . . many who opposed the U.S.

attacks on Afghanistan and Iraq did not argue against
patriotism, but instead struggled over the way
patriotism should be defined. When faced with the
claim that patriotism meant supporting the nation as it
went to war, antiwar organizers responded that dissent
and critique of an immoral, illegal, and
counterproductive war were also expressions of
patriotism. These activists tried to distinguish between
a reflexive

nationalism

.

.

.

and

a reflective

patriotism..., framing the former as inappropriate for
a democracy and the latter as the best expression of
democracy.337
As attested by the support for President Bush leading up to the
Iraq war, however, the government "easily gain[s] the upper hand
in the patriot game."338 This tendency was perhaps most famously
explained by Hermann Goering--one of Germany's top Nazis-in
's As Professor Kertzer notes, "The American flag can be as valuable to the civil rights
marchers as to the Ku Klux Klan in defining what is good for the community." Id.
17 Jensen, supra note 60, at 75-76.
'8 Kingsolver, supra note 70. The government's "upper hand" follows from the fact that
it is in the better position to manipulate patriotic symbols. EDELMAN, supra note 198, at 57;
KERTZER, supra note 1, at 92. This is particularly true of the president, who "is undoubtedly
the country's premier ritual actor and symbol manipulator. Standing in a national
shrine-such as the White House-next to the dual icons of the flag and the presidential seal,
his entry trumpeted by the rousing chords of "Hail to the Chief," the president is in a potent
position to influence individuals' perceptions of people they have never seen, of places they
will never visit." Id. at 90. Moreover, the president's power as chief symbol manipulator may
be at its height in foreign policy, where factors encouraging automatic and affect-driven
symbolic processing--such as uncertainty and personally distant consequences-reign.
EDELMAN, supra note 198, at 41; see also Smith, supra note 168, at 8 (noting that people in
countries involved in fighting terror or in Iraq typically view military as particular source of
pride).
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response to the argument that democracy would serve as an
effective check on war:
Why of course the people don't want war ....
Why
would some poor slob on a farm want to risk his life in a
war when the best that he can get out of it is to come
back to his farm in one piece. Naturally, the common
people do not want war; neither in Russia nor in
England nor in America, nor for that matter in
Germany. That is understood.... [B]ut, voice or no
voice, the people can always be brought to the bidding of
the leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is tell them
that they are being attacked and denounce the pacifists
for lack of patriotism and exposing the country to
danger. It works the same in any country.3 39
Goering's observation highlights a central point: patriotic
symbols resonate most strongly during times of national crisis.
Anxiety and the need for symbolic reassurance go
together-something the most effective politicians understand
intuitively. 340 They know that when public anxiety is high,
"interest[ I in reassurance will be all the more potent" and the public
"more susceptible to manipulation by political symbols." 341 The
cycling through red and orange terrorism alerts, therefore, arguably
helped the Bush administration push Americans to war in Iraq,
while declarations such as "terrorists are planning new attacks on
our country . . . that will make September the 11th pale by
comparison"3 42 helped press through various pieces of legislation.34

'39 Jensen, supra note 60, at 83 (quoting Goering from conversation documented in G.M.
GILBERT, NUREMBERG DIARY 278-79 (1947)).
'0 See EDELMAN, supra note 198, at 38 ("[Where public understanding is vague and
information rare, interests in reassurance will be all the more potent and all the more
susceptible to manipulation by political symbols."). Not all symbolic manipulation is
deliberate. "Although people do consciously manipulate ritual for political ends, they also
sometimes invent, revise, or reinvigorate ritual forms that have political effects without being
conscious of what those effects will be." KERTZER, supra note 1, at 41-42.
341 EDELMAN, supra note 198, at 38. It is for this reason arguments that the mass public
was responding out of fear rather than patriotism in supporting the Iraq war miss their mark.
42 President George W. Bush, Remarks on the Protect America Act (Feb. 13, 2008),
availableat httpJ/www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/contentarticle200802/13/AR200802130
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Thus, the Bush administration enlarged its own powers in the name
of protecting American freedom.
It is not only during times of war and national crisis, however,
that patriotic attachments undermine democratic values. As Emile
Durkheim first observed and other social scientists have since
echoed, the effects of attachment to national symbols and ritual
consist primarily of legitimating the existing political system and
the position of its power holders.3
For example, ritualistic
allegiance to the "American form of government" is common among
Americans. A significant portion of these people believe that it is a
matter of fact rather than opinion that the "American form of
government may not be perfect, but it is the best type of government
yet devised 46by man."345 Indeed, this is a common lesson of patriotic
3

education.

While there are surely things to admire about the American form
of government, it also suffers from a number of democratic
deficiencies that have been widely recognized by scholars.34 v These

1205.html.
34 This obviously includes the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing
Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRIOT) Act of 2001,
Pub. L. No. 107-56, 115 Stat. 272 (codified in scattered sections ofU.S.C.), but also the Protect
America Act of 2007, Pub. L. No. 110-55, 121 Stat. 552, repealed by Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act of 1978 Amendments Act of 2008, Pub. L. No. 110-261, 122 Stat. 2436
(expanding surveillance powers of executive), the Military Commissions Act of 2006, 10 U.S.C.
§§ 948-950 (2006) (eliminating right of habeas corpus "alien unlawful enemy combatants"),
Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004, Pub. L. No. 108-458, 118
Stat. 3638 (centralizing intelligence community's surveillance powers and authorizing sharing
of personal information among federal, state and local agencies), and many other similar
pieces of legislation. As the theory of symbolic politics might suggest, however, most
Americans probably have little idea of what is contained in these laws. For a partial list
of such legislation, see Library of Congress, Legislation Related to the Attack of
September 11, 2001, httpJ/thomas.loc.gov/home/terrorleg.htm (last visited Jan. 26, 2009).
3' KERTZER, supra note 1, at 37.
34
See HARMON ZEIGLER, THE POLITICAL WORLD OFTHE HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER 130 (1966)
(noting that majority of high school teachers were unable to differentiate between factual and
evaluative nature of particular statements).
3
See Byron G. Massialas, American Government: We Are the Greatest!, in SOCIAL
STUDIES IN THE UNITED STATES 178-79 (C. Benjamin Cox & Byron G. Massialas eds., 1967)
(describing "unrealistic and naive picture of the American political system" found to be
portrayed in high school government books). See also NEB. REV. STAT. § 79-724(5)(b) (2003)
(requiring that patriotic education include lessons on "[the benefits and advantages of our
form of government and the dangers and fallacies of Nazism, Communism, and similar
ideologies").
3" See, e.g., Michael A. McCann,A Vote Cast;A Vote Counted: QuantifyingVoting Rights
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include, for example: the lack of proportional representation
(resulting in the underrepresentation of minorities in Congress and
the entrenchment of a two-party system that fails to reflect the
political diversity of the United States);.. the winner-take-all
system for electing individuals to national office (which allows
individuals with only a plurality to be elected, even when a majority
of voters would have preferred another candidate);34 9 the allocation
of two senators per state, and none for the District of Columbia
(vesting disproportionate power in sparsely populated states and
disenfranchising the largely African-American population of
Washington, DC),35 ° the Electoral College (allowing the loser in the
popular vote to become president),3 5 ' and the holding of elections on
Tuesdays instead of Saturdays (arguably resulting in lower voter
turnout and disproportionally disenfranchising working class
individuals).5 2
Proposals to address these issues, however, have historically met
with strong nationalistic resistance. For example, fear that
proportional representation systems would allow Communists to
attain political office led several jurisdictions to repeal such systems
in the 1940s.35 3 Proportional representation continues to be

Through Proportional Representation in Congressional Elections, 12 KAN. J.L. & PUB.
POLVY 191, 191-94 (2002) (discussing disadvantages of "winner-take-all" voting system and
arguing for proportional representation as alternative).
m Id. at 194, 196-97.
'49 See id. at 191-93 (discussing flaws of"winner-take-all" system). In contract, Australia
and Ireland use "ranked voting," whereby if no candidate receives a majority of first
preference votes, second preference votes are counted. Jeffrey C. O'Neill, Everything That
Can Be Counted Does Not Necessarily Count: The Right To Vote and the Choice of a Voting
System, 2006 MICH. ST. L. REv. 327, 366. This allows voters to vote their conscience-for
example, by voting for a minority party candidate-without the risk of their vote contributing
to the election of the candidate they least prefer. Id. at 375-76.
m See Ediberto RomAn, The Citizenship Dialectic, 20 GEO. IMMIGR. L.J. 557, 596 (2006)
(noting that predominantly African-American District of Columbia residents have no
representation in Congress).
"1 See Akhil Reed Amar, Some Thoughts on the Electoral College: Past,Present, and
Future,33 OHio N.U. L. REV. 467, 467 (2007) (suggesting that fact that national popular vote
loser can nonetheless win presidency is constitutional flaw).
52 See Voter Turnout Study Ranks U.S. Lowest Among 28 Nations, N.Y. TIMES,
Dec. 8, 1987, at B13 ("[C]ountries holding elections on non-workdays had an average turnout
rate of 88.28 percent as against 77.07 percent for countries holding elections on workdays.").
m McCann, supranote 347, at 211.
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portrayed in a negative light.354 Similarly, Lani Guinier's advocacy
of "cumulative voting" to address underrepresentation of racial
minorities led detractors to label her an "un-American" radical-a
label which stuck in the public mind and led to her failed
nomination for Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights during
the Clinton Administration.3 55 In less vehement, but no less
nationalistic terms, those who have proposed to eliminate the
Electoral College have been attacked as power-grabbers seeking to
undo the work of our Founding Fathers, subvert a 200-year
"American tradition," and compromise "our constitutional republic's
state and federal government sharing of powers."356 Whether or not
systemic reform of the American governmental structure or electoral
practices is a good idea, deep patriotic attachment to the current
system makes a national discussion of the issues unlikely and
ensures proposals for reform will not be judged on their merits, but
rather on their "American-ness."
In addition to legitimizing undemocratic aspects of the American
political system, symbolic patriotism distorts domestic discussions
on issues related to social and economic policy. For example, linking
American national identity to a capitalist system-typically in
juxtaposition to the "un-American" systems of socialism and
communism-has played a key role in national discussions of how
to address economic inequalities. As Murray Edelman explained in
Politics as Symbolic Action:
In their political behavior since at least the Civil War
the American poor have offered a revealing example of
the potency of myth in creating a particular identity and

See, e.g., David Pryce-Jones, Overcoming Brezhnev, NAT'L REV., Sept. 26, 2005,
at 44,48 (arguing that Germany's lingering post-WWII system of proportional representation

diffuses power and produces political deadlock); Abigail Thernstrom, RacialPolitics,As Ever,
NAT'L REV., Mar. 19, 2007, at 20 (discussing race-related problems associated with effects of
proportional representation among voting districts as required by 1965 Voting Rights Act).
MARLA BRErSCHNEIDER, DEMOCRATIC THEORIZING: FROM THE MARGINS 180 (2002);
Paul L. McKanskle, Of Wasted Votes and No Influence: An Essay on Voting Systems in the
United States, 35 HOus. L. REV. 1119, 1125 n.20 (1998).
'" Pete Du Pont, Trash the "Compact". An Attempt to Circumvent the Electoral College
Is Really an UrbanPower Grab, WALL ST. J., Aug. 28, 2006, http'J/www.opinionjournal.com/

columnists/pdupont/?id= 110008855.
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thereby promoting submissiveness and docility in the
face of deprivation. Americans are taught at home, in
the schools, and in pervasive political rhetoric that
America is the land of equal opportunity; that there is
equality before the law; that government accurately
reflects the voice of the people, but does not shape it;
that political and economic values are allocated fairly.
Given such opportunity, those who are poor are inclined
to attribute their unhappy condition to their own failings
and inadequacies.3 5 7
In fact, some historians see the power of American patriotism as
playing a key role in "the failure of the United States, unique among
advanced industrial countries, to develop an effective and politically
powerful working-class movement."3 5 Regardless of whether such
a movement is desirable, historians explain that in industrialized
countries where working-class movements have occurred, class
loyalties played a dominant role.359 In the United States, on the
other hand, workers movements, and redistributive social policies,
have been successfully derailed by arguments that they are socialist
and thereby un-American.3 6 °
A strong argument has also been made that nationalist rhetoric
has contributed to the failure of the United States to implement a
universal healthcare system. Paul Starr suggests that periodic
pushes for national health insurance since the end of the first World
War have been engulfed by nationalism and anticommunist

357 EDELMAN, supra note 197, at 55.
' Brighouse, supra note 49, at 166.
359

Id.
' See id. ("[Platriotic loyalties have served more to disrupt than to propel the movements
toward justice."). The political battle over how to address social inequality in America is still
pitched in nationalist terms. One recent example of such rhetoric comes from Bill O'Reilly,
a popular political pundit who rails against public housing, government funded childcare, and
other examples of "socialism." O'Reilly wrote, "[Tihe notion of the federal government as a
nanny state is a frightening one. This isn't Sweden with eight million people. America,
with 300 million citizens, is the most powerful nation on earth because of competition and
individual achievement, not because of a benevolent and intrusive federal bureaucracy." Bill
O'Reilly, Socializingwith Socialism,BILLOREILLY.COM, July 12,2007, httpj/www.billoreilly.
comnewslettercolumn?pid=21601. In the same column, O'Reilly labels efforts to "control
corporate behavior and profits" as "socialism." Id.
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With the Cold War over, the day for universal

healthcare may come; but nationalist discourse and fears of
"socialized medicine" still dominate current discussion of the
issue. 362
For example, Republican presidential candidates in the 2008
primary tried to capitalize on perceived American hostility toward
socialism by linking opposition to universal healthcare with
American national identity. Mitt Romney announced: "[Tihis is a
country that can get all of our people insured with not a government
takeover, without HillaryCare, without socialized medicine."3 63
Rudy Giuliani warned: "When you hear... talk about single-payer,
mandated healthcare, universal health care, what they're talking
about is socialized medicine."3 4 Raising the prospect of "foreign"
systems of healthcare, Giuliani sounded the alarm: "You have got
to see the trap. Otherwise we are in for a disaster. We are in for
Canadian health care, French health care, British health care."36 5
And John McCain declared: "I offer ... a genuinely conservative
vision for health care reform which preserves the most essential
value of American lives: freedom." 36 6 Former President George W.
Bush, for his part, dismissed comparative criticism of the U.S.
healthcare system by declaring that the American system is "the
best health care system in the world."3 67 But the manipulation of
patriotic sentiments is not the sole providence of the conservatives.

361

See PAUL STARR, THE SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION OF AMERICAN MEDICINE 2-57 (1982)

(describing defeat of progressive proposals for health insurance reform after first World War).
32 See, e.g., Julie Rovner, Socialized Medicine Belittled on Campaign Trail, NPR.ORG,
Dec. 6, 2007, http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyID=16962482 (discussing
Republican candidates' critiques of proposed Democratic healthcare plans).
'3 Republicans'FirstPresidentialCandidatesDebate,N.Y. TIMES, May 3, 2007,available
at httpJ/www.nytimes.com/2007/05/03/us/politics/04transcript.html. Like the reference to
socialized medicine, the reference to HillaryCare is an effort to trigger strongly negative
reactions in the target audience.
36 Rudolph W. Giuliani, Excerpts from Mayor Giuliani's Town Hall Meeting in Rochester,
NH (July 31, 2007), availableat httpJ/www.procon.org/sourcefiles/Giuliani2007O731.pdf.
' Marc Santora, GuilianiSeeks to Transform U.S. Health Care Coverage, N.Y. TIMES,
Aug. 1, 2007, at A14 (quoting Rudolph Giuliani's remarks while campaigning in New
Hampshire, July 31, 2007).
3" John McCain, John McCain on Health Care (Oct. 11, 2007), availableat httpJ/icue.nbc
unifiles.com/icue/filesticue/site/pdf/6348.pdf.
367 See Editorial, World'sBest Medical Care?, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 12,2007, atA9 (attributing
this statement to President Bush).
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For example, Hillary Clinton's healthcare plan was described as
responding to "American values, American families, and American
jobs."3 68
On the surface, this seems like a political debate about
healthcare, but a closer look reveals that it is symbolic politics in
action. Though the issue is how to fix the healthcare system, the
real political contest is not about which policies would better serve
that goal. Rather, the contest is over which side of the debate can
appropriate the most patriotic sentiment: Does it serve American
Or is it unvalues to provide healthcare to everyone?
American-and socialist-for the government to intervene? Former
President Bush's comment above can be interpreted as comparing
the questioning of the American healthcare system to questioning
America's greatness, subtly directing patriotic sentiment against
proponents of healthcare reform. That the debate over fixing
healthcare centers around, which is the most American approach,
is at the least, a striking indication of patriotism's prominence in
American political discourse. 6 9
Even more telling, however, is the extent to which insinuations
regarding Barack Obama's alleged lack of patriotism sometimes
detracted from debate over substantive issues in the 2008
presidential election. These accusations first appeared in a shadowy
internet campaign where rumors circulated that Obama "doesn't put
his hand over his heart during the Pledge of Allegiance" and was
secretly a "Muslim intent on destroying the United States." 7 ° These

' Virginians for Hillary, Hillary on Virginia's Issues, http'//www.raforhillary.com/node/7
(last visited Oct. 10, 2008).
' Healthcare is just one example of patriotism interfering with the making of social
policy. It can be argued that symbolic patriotism and nationalist rhetoric similarly infect the
debate on a host of issues, including immigration, trade policy, global warming, tax policy,
affirmative action, gun control, and the use of"foreign law" in U.S. court decisions.
370 Nedra Pickler, ConservativesSay Obama Lacks Patriotism,USAToDAY, Feb. 24,2008,
http'J/www.usatoday.com/news/politics/2008-02-23-550753653_x.htm; see also Posting of Leo
Pusateri to Blogs for Bush, httpJ/www.blogsforbush.com/mtlarchives/2007/10/obamas-patri
oti.html (Oct. 25, 2007, 08:52 PM) ("From his refusal to wear the flag on his lapel, to his
refusal to display the proper respect for our National Anthem in the presence of the United
States Flag, Obama's contempt for America, all for which it stands, and for those who made
the ultimate sacrifice for the freedoms he enjoys, are proof positive that he is unfit to bear its
standard."). Obama's wife Michelle was the subject of similar rumors. See Bill O'Reilly, Does
Michelle Obama DislikeAmerica?, Fox NEWS, Feb. 20, 2008, httpJ/www.foxnews.com/story/
0,2933,331428,00.html (criticizing Michelle Obama for commenting that "for the first time in
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false, but widely circulated rumors, were seemingly exploited by
both of Obama's major rivals-Hillary Clinton and John McCain.
Though Hillary Clinton supposedly declined to follow her
adviser's suggestion that she explicitly attack Obama as
"fundamentally un-American,"3 7 ' she subtly exploited precisely these
concerns-particularly as it became more apparent that Obama
would win the Democratic nomination.
From the repeated
allegations that Obama had a problem connecting with white,
working-class Americans to the "the fake contrast between beerswigging, Bible-believing Hillary and the elitist thin man who might
be a Muslim,"3 72 the Clinton campaign fanned fears that Obama
was not sufficiently American.
In the general election, the McCain campaign took up the same
theme, portraying McCain as a "true Patriot,"3 7 3 "the American
president Americans have been waiting for,""" and adopting
"Country First" as the overall theme at the 2008 Republican
National Convention.3 7 5 While exploiting patriotic sentiment related
my adult life, I am proud of my country").
371 See Matthew Bigg, Election a Study in Patriotism, REUTERS, Aug. 19, 2008, http:fl

www.reuters.com/article/politicsNews/idUSN1027927820080819 (reporting that Hillary
Clinton rejected campaign strategist Mark Penn's advice that she could defeat Obama by
"running an explicitly patriotic campaign").
372 James Carroll, Editorial, Breaking the Cord with the Clintons, BOSTON GLOBE,
Aug. 25, 2008, at A15 ("Clinton adviser Mark Penn's advice to attack Obama for his 'lack of
American roots' was supposedly repudiated ....
[But] the many Clinton supporters who
remain suspicious of Obama were prepped by her campaign for the McCain pitch that this
black man with the funny name and background is not really 'one of us.' ").
...See Byron York, Romney: McCain Is 'Washington's Number One Watchdog Against
Waste... A True Patriot,"NATL REv. ONLINE, Jan. 24, 2008, http'/lcorner.nationalreview.com/
post/?q=YWQwMGZmMTY0ZWI2YWUzMzljOWRZGVIMGI5ZWU1OTE= (discussing Mitt
Romneys endorsement of McCain in MITT ROmNEY & TIMOTHY ROBINSON, TURNAROUND 309
(2004)).
174 See Harold Meyerson, Editorial, McCain'sAmerica, WASH. POST, May 14, 2008, at
A19
(describing contents of McCain's first post-primary advertisement).
376 See Press Release, 2008 Republican National Convention, "Country First":
2008
Republican National Convention to Highlight Service, Reform, Prosperity and Peace
(Aug. 20,2008), http'J/www.gopconvention2008.com/newalRead.aspx?ID=580 ("The convention's
overall theme, 'Country First,' reflects John McCain's remarkable record of leadership and
service to America."). The GOP also declared:
We are excited to announce this slate of speakers, each of whom shares
John McCain's love of country and commitment to serving a cause greater
than one's own self-interest. Their remarks will be a testament to Senator
McCain's unparalleled record of service and sacrifice for America and his
readiness to lead as commander in chief and move America forward.
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to McCain's status as a war hero, these tactics also implied that
Barack Obama, a black man with "Hussein" as his middle name,
was not a true patriot, not sufficiently
American, and, unlike
376
McCain, did not put country first.

More explicitly, in a deliberate campaign to raise questions as to
both Obama's "Americanness" and his patriotism, the McCain-Palin
ticket employed the slogan "Who is Barack Obama?" as a regular
theme in stump speeches,377 while simultaneously accusing Obama
of "palling around with terrorists who would target their own
country" 378 and of being a socialist secretly intent on imposing
socialism on America.379 In coordination with this attack, the
Republican party sent out mailings in swing states containing an
image of a jumbo jet crashing into a building, plainly meant to
invoke the 9/11 attacks, with the caption "Terrorists Don't Care Who
They Hurt," opening to a picture of an angry Obama with the
warning: "Barack Obama. Not Who You Think He Is. "380 A cadre

Id.
376 See Michael Cooper, Lieberman: Obama Has Not Always Put Country First, N.Y.
TIMES, Aug. 12,2008, http'/thecaucus.blogs.nytmes.com/200808/12/lieberman-obama-hasnot-always-put-country-first] ("One of the McCain campaign's new themes, that Senator John
McCain has always put his country first, has been seen by some analysts as a subtle
suggestion that his opponent, Senator Barack Obama, has not. But as he introduced Mr.
McCain at a campaign event here on Tuesday, Senator Joseph I. Lieberman of Connecticut
made the attack a lot more explicit, calling the election a choice between one candidate, John
McCain, who has always put the country first, worked across party lines to get things done,
and one candidate who has not.' ").
317 McCain to Voters: 'Who Is the Real Sen. Obama?," CNN.COM, Oct. 8,2008, http://www.
cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/10/08/campaign.wrapndex.html.
378 See, e.g., Palin: Obama PalsAround with Terrorists,ASSOCIATED PRESS, Oct. 4,2008,
availableat http://www.usatoday.com/news/politics/election20082008-10-04-palin-obamaN.
htm (reporting Palin as saying, "Our opponent.., is someone who sees America, it seems, as
being so imperfect, imperfect enough, that he's palling around with terrorists who would
target their own country.... This is not a man who sees America as you see America and as
I see America.").
3" See, e.g., Sam Stein, McCain Surrogate Calls Obama (Not His Policies) "A Socialist,"
HUFFINGTON POST, httpJ/www.huffingtonpost.com/2008/10/18/mccain-surrogate-caUs-ob-n_
135850.html (including this McCain quote from his radio address: "Barack Obama's tax plan
would convert the (Internal Revenue Service) into a giant welfare agency, redistributing
massive amounts of wealth at the direction ofpoliticians in Washington[; at] least in Europe,
the socialist leaders who so admire my opponent are upfront about their objectives. They use
real numbers and honest language. And we should demand equal candor from Senator
Obama.").
o See, e.g., Maggie Haberman, GOP Uses Terror Images in Ad Targeting Obama,
Oct. 22, 2008, http'J/www.nypost.com/seven/10222008/news/politics/gops-shockterrorattac
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of McCain surrogates similarly took this theme to the airwaves,
including a Republican member of Congress who suggested on
national television that Obama harbored "anti-American" views and
should be investigated by the media along with other "antiAmerican" senators. 3 '
As evidence of the strong emotional
resonance of these attacks (at least among a subsection of
Americans), some individuals at McCain-Palin rallies shouted
"treason," "terrorist" and "kill him" in response to McCain and
32
Palin's regular stump speech question, "Who is Barack Obama?" 1
Though the verbal expression of such extreme emotions may have
been limited to a relatively small number of Americans, doubts
regarding Obama's patriotism were widespread. An August 2008
survey by the Los Angeles Times showed that 35% of all
Americans, 41% of whites, and 67% of Republicans "had questions
about" Obama's patriotism, compared to only 9% of all Americans
and 13% of Democrats who "had questions about" McCain's
patriotism. In contrast, 84% of Americans thought McCain was
strongly patriotic, whereas only 55% of Americans thought the same
of Obama." 3 Almost four out of five of the 35% of individuals who
questioned Obama's patriotism indicated they were backing
McCain.3 84

k_134696.htm ("Asked by reporters if he was proud of the mailer, McCain promptly replied,

'Absolutely.'

").
38" Pat Doyle & Mitch Anderson, Bachmann on TV Questions Obama's Patriotism,STAR

TRIBUNE (Minneapolis-St. Paul), Oct. 18, 2008, http://www.startribune.com/politics/state31
214214.html?elr=KArks8c7PaP3E77K_3c:.
382 See, e.g., Steve Brusk & Tasha Diakides, Attendee at McCain Rally Calls Obama a
'Terrorist,"CNN.COM, Oct. 6,2008, http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2008/10/06/attendeeat-mccain-rally-calls-obama-a-terrorist/; Rachel Weiner, Obama Hatred at McCain-Palin
Rallies: "Terrorist!""Kill Him!," (VIDEO), HUFFINGTON POST, Oct. 6,2008, httpJ/www.huffi
ngtonpost.com/2008/10/06/mccain-does-nothing-as-cr n.132366.html.
' Press Release, Los Angeles Times/Bloomberg, National Political Issues Survey August 2008 (Aug. 19, 2008), availableat http://www.latimes.com/media/acrobat/2008-0841
709055.pdf.
' Id. The LA Times/Bloomberg poll was one of many addressing voters' perceptions
ofObama's patriotism. See, e.g., Ben Smith, CNN's Question: Obama'sPatriotism,POLmCO,
Feb. 24, 2008, http'/www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0208/CNNs-question.Obamas-patriot
ism.html (discussing CNN poll on similar topic). The CNN poll asked "Does Barack Obama
show the proper patriotism for someone who wants to be president of the United States?" Id.
See also Alexander Burns, Poll: McCain Holds Edge on Patriotism,POLITICO, Aug. 20, 2008,
http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0808/12679.html
(discussing Los Angeles
Times/Bloomberg poll and Greenberg Quinlan Rosner poll that "found that 74 percent of
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As such, a "core goal" of the Democratic National Convention was
to answer questions about Obama's patriotism and to address his
"greatest vulnerability"-his "otherness7-by stressing his
"American journal" from poor kid of a single mom to the Democratic
nominee for President."' Obama also directly confronted doubts
about his patriotism by repeatedly declaring his love for country,
such as in the following rebuke of those who sought to impugn his
patriotism:
Let me be clear: I will let no one question my love of this
country. I love America, so do you, and so does John
McCain. When I look out at this audience, I see people
or different political views. You are Democrats and
Republicans and Independents. But you all served
together, and fought together, and bled together under
the same proud flag. You did not serve a Red America
or a Blue America - you served the United States of
America. 86
Whether President Obama's ultimate election suggests that he
successfully satisfied voters of his patriotism, or whether it suggests
that the economic crisis motivated enough swing voters to cast
ballots for him despite concerns over his patriotism, the fact that
patriotism became such a dominant theme of the 2008 presidential
election vividly illustrates the extent to which patriotism has
infected political discourse in America and distracted attention from
more substantive issues.38 7

respondents saw McCain as patriotic, compared to just 56 percent who said the same of
Obama"). The mainstream media-and particularly Fox News-also devoted considerable
time to the "debate" over Obama's patriotism.
38 Jeff Zeleny & Jim Rutenberg, For Convention, Obama's Image Is All-American, N.Y.
TIMES, Aug. 17, 2008, http-//www.nytimes.com/2008/08118/us/politics/18convention.html
(noting that Democrats planned to use "the convention to tackle what members of both
parties see as his greatest vulnerability with undecided voters: his 'otherness' "). Another
core goal of the convention's opening night was to stress Obama's "American journey to get
to this place." Id.
' Ben Smith, Obama Calls on McCain to Acknowledge His Patriotism, POLMICO,
Aug. 19, 2008, http'//www.politico.com/blogstbensmith/0808/Obama calls_on_McCain_to_a
cknowledge-his_ patriotism.html.
38 See Bigg, supra note 371 ("Unlike other democratic countries, patriotism, though a
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Unfortunately, patriotism will most likely continue to infect the
democratic process as long as Americans continue to be almost
universally conditioned through patriotic education to respond
reflexively, automatically, and emotionally to patriotic symbols and
patriotic discourse."' Indeed, patriotic education all but ensures
that patriotism will remain a central tool in manipulating public
support for political candidates and governmental policies. The
health of American democracy depends on relegating patriotism to
its proper place-as just one possible partisan political value among
many-rather than keeping it in its current place at the center of
American political discourse. The first step in so doing is to
understand that early childhood patriotic education is more than
just the singing of harmless songs and recitation of patriotic myths
to children.3 89 Instead, patriotic education tampers with the child's
emotional unconscious in ways that will leave the child vulnerable
as an adult to the machinations and manipulations of politicians
and public officials.39 ° It also conditions affective predispositions in
the mass public that indelibly distort the democratic process.3 9 '

VII. CONCLUSION: IF THOUGHTFUL PATRIOTISM IS WHAT
WE'RE AFTER...

The primary goal of this Article has been to reframe the legal
debate over patriotic education by drawing attention to several of its
central aspects that legal scholars have heretofore neglected. First,
the bulk ofpatriotic education takes place in elementary school-not
later when a "teach the conflict" approach to patriotism might
work.39 2 Second, the aim of patriotic education in elementary school
is not to convey information but rather to condition strong and
lasting emotional attachments to the nation-state in young

fuzzy concept, plays powerfully in U.S. elections" and reporting that, along with McCain who
adopted "Country First" as his slogan, "Democratic candidate Obama has made patriotism
a core them of his campaign.").
See supra Part V.
See supra Part VI.A.

See supra Part VI.A.
See supra Part VI.B.
2 See supra notes 2-5, 118-23 and accompanying text.
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children.393 As such, early patriotic education has decidedly little
substantive content and instead relies heavily on ritualistic,
symbolic, and other forms of emotional learning to which young
children are particularly vulnerable.394 Third, early patriotic
education embeds affective predispositions in the brain that are not
fully accessible to conscious introspection and are much more
resistant to change than legal scholars have commonly recognized.39
These affective predispositions, in turn, powerfully constrain
most children's future conceptions of political reality-including
preconditioning most Americans to believe reflexively in the
superiority of the American form of government and to attribute
benevolent interpretations to U.S. foreign policy.396 These affective
predispositions also cause individuals to be unreceptive to
information that calls into question the legitimacy of the American
sociopolitical system or casts doubt upon American motives
abroad.397
Stated differently, strong patriotic sentiments, particularly when
expressed through strong attachment to patriotic symbols, tend to
lead to unthinking support for country. This is because most people
make political decisions in an automatic, emotional, and "gut level"
manner.39 Thus, if one has been conditioned, for example, to
believe that America stands for freedom, then one is likely to accept
at face value-initially at least-that the military is sending troops
to Vietnam, bombing Kosovo, or occupying Iraq to protect
freedom.399 Additionally, because individuals are strongly motivated
to maintain congruence between their feelings and beliefs,

See
39 See
...See
'3 See
developed
'3

supra Part IV.
supra notes 187-96 and accompanying text.
supra notes 202-23 and accompanying text.
Easton & Hess, supra note 184, at 240 (suggesting that most children have
"highly favorable opinions" of American government by adolescence, viewing

Constitution as something "that ought not be tampered with in its basic prescription").
39 See supra notes 317-19 and accompanying text.
'98 See supra Part V.
Of course, many patriotic Americans are also strongly critical of U.S. socioeconomic
and foreign policy. See supra notes 288-319 and accompanying text. The point is not that

such stances are incompatible, but that symbolic patriotism arguably leads the majority of
Americans to accept at face value assertions of American benevolence abroad. See supraPart

VI (discussing documented correlation between symbolic patriotism and unthinking support
for military action in Iraq).
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convincing one to believe otherwise is likely to take a great deal of
evidence. Unfortunately, though the Vietnam and Iraq wars have
both shown that default patriotic support can eventually give way
to critical reflection, by then the damage has often been done.
In other words, if thoughtful patriotism is what schools are after,
then using ritual and patriotic song to condition reflexive allegiance
to patriotic symbols in young children is arguably the wrong way to
go. It may also be the wrong way to go if individual autonomy is to
retain actual meaning in the context of patriotic education. As the
Supreme Court perceptively noted sixty-five years ago, patriotic
education risks strangling the "free mind at its source." 4° That
source, as now understood, is the emotional unconscious.
While it is not the goal of this Article to define the precise limits
of patriotic education in elementary school, a few conclusary
thoughts are in order. First, as suggested above, it should be
unconstitutional, at the very least, for schools to attach specific
political content to patriotism, such as connecting patriotic
40 1
sentiment to support for the military or opposition to socialism.
This, in itself, would be a great step forward, particularly in terms
of disassociating patriotism from militarism.
Additionally, group recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance and
singing of patriotic songs such as the national anthem, God Bless
America and the Marines Hymn should be off limits in elementary
school because young children cannot meaningfully consent to such
compelled political speech. 40 2 But they should also be off limits
because the goal of such group ritual is to condition young children
to love the state and its symbols at a time when children are largely
powerless to resist. Because these emotional predispositions are
long-lasting and resistant to rational deconstruction, early patriotic
education arguably deprives individuals of the right to form, or not,
emotional attachments to the state free from the tampering
influence of the state.
The same can be said more broadly of any form of patriotic
education that purposefully aims to inculcate feelings of patriotism

4o W. Va. State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 637 (1943).

4o See supra notes 307-11 and accompanying text.
o See supra note 101 and accompanying text.
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in young children. Put simply, schools should not teach children to
40 3
be patriotic-just as schools cannot teach students to be religious.
On the other hand, just as schools may teach students about
religion, schools may teach students about patriotism, including
40 4
discussing the debate over its meaning.
Finally, schools should be free to teach students about American
history and the structure of our government, and may acquaint
students with the United States flag-provided that such things are
not done in ways meant to deliberately distort children's views of
the state. It is one thing to acquaint students with the national flag
and to teach students that the United States is a republic. It is
quite another to tell students to stand and salute the flag and to
pledge their allegiance to the republic.

4o3 See Barnette, 319 U.S. at 642 ("If there is any fixed star in our constitutional
constellation, it is that no official can prescribe.., religion, or other matters of opinion or
force citizens to confess by work or act their faith therein.").
' Courts frequently monitor and enforce distinctions between religious inculcation and
neutral teaching about religion; so it is not unreasonable to think that they could do the same
with patriotism. See, e.g., Florey v. Sioux Falls School Dist., 619 F.2d 1311, 1315-16 (8th
Cir. 1980) (noting distinction between permissible and impermissible teaching of religion in
public schools).

